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ABSTRACT

.
4.1

45'

This case study focusses, on interorganizatiOnai'
.

arrangements (forMal agreements between a College of educatiOn
and individual school'Oistricts). The Office of Field
Experiences (OFE) founded at Eastern State's college =of education'
in the sixties foi-mally collaborated with five Eastern State
itchool districts to,esta ,-blish either teacher centers or pro
fessional development center,s:to improve local schools, E/ach.,

of-these formal collaborations invplving exchanges of resources
to establish and maintlkin.t.he centers constituted a'district
level'interorganizational arrangement(I0A). Coordinators of the
centers.attended monthly OFE meetings,:cha4.red by the OFE director

,

Additionally, OFE held its own retreat, special events,-and
workshops. Thus,'OFE representeda different type of interergan-
izationar arrangement, a holistic IOA, which forma'ly and

. regularly brought together' the. .coordinators of the sepaTatelA
district level IOAs-.

r_.,

Data collection modes for the case study included
'observations of ex)ents,,activities, workshops, and,meetings;
focussed discussions,with individuals related to the TOAs; and

." document acquisition (annual reports, minutes, correspondence
files,..newsletterd).. In data analysis, particular attention
was, paid to interorganizatidnal dynamics (the bargaining and

-exc nge of resources including knowledge within a specific'
env'ronMental setting) as well as to /factors whin either
hi deret1 or facilitated the I0Astkoperations. 'Causal networks
wereconstructed for the Cardola and Hanburg IOAs in order to
Clarify and eScplain the historidal arid current complex,Cf

"-factdrs which led to the specific outcomes patterns for each
IOA.

Examining ter4ainAng and exchange in this case study,
district level IOAs tended to suivive When the exchange of

(

resources met.the needs of both the college of education and
the school district and when there was a situation of-domain

, consensus-Or-agreement as'to the turf and role appropriateness
of these organiiations. -District level IOAs had differing
pa erns and strengths.of.outcoMes. Both the.Cardon'and

,

Han urg IOAs reported a wide range'of'strong outcomes. At the
Ca on IOA, these outcomes tended to be oriented toward*
problem-solving

.

at the district level (e.g., bridging. activities,
. a research network, and a future educators group). Contrastingly,

Western Hanburg center outcomes including Multi-Mode methods
tended to be aimed at individu4A teacher problem-solving, The
particular history and setting/of each diitrict level IOA
.in combination, with the ideology, style, and personality of the
center coordinator helped to determine the particular'_pattern
of outcomes including the IOAs' degree of institutionalization.
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INTRODUCTION
.

Overview. This case study fo 1.thses.on two level's of
. 'interorganizational arrangements involving fotmal.agreements ,

between a college of education and individual school districts.
-The" Office of Field 'Experiences (OFE) founded at Eastern
State's college of education-in the sixties formally colla-

k
'borated with five Eastern State school districts to establish
either teachers-centers or professional development centers
to improve local schools. Each of these formal ollaborations
involving exchanges of resources to establish and maintain \
the centers constituted a district level interorganiz.ational

arrangement. COordinators.of the centers attended monthly
OFE meetings chaired by the OFE director.. Additionally,
OFE held its own retreat,,special events, and workshops.

OFE represented a different, level ofinterorganizational
arrangement (I0A) , a holistic IOA which formally and regularly

brought together the, coordinators of the separate district
level IOAs.

Thg following table presents these two leve;s of inter-
,

organizational arrangements and illustrates, the relative,

contributigns,of the college of education and. the ihd±vidual

school district to -each IOA. Note that this caSe4examines

in detail two of the-five district ,level IOAs, tho of the
Cardon and

.

Hanburg school districts. Withib the Hanburg

school district, the case focusses on one of the three HanbUrg-
centers, the Mestern Elementary Teacher Center...

Ott

i

.1
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Table I-1
a.

-);

....

Two`LelYels of Ihterorganizational Arrangements and.
L

.flesourbe Contributions frbm Participating Organization-S
7 . ^---..

',B.21)4emho K
c -/ istrict
c. t-

Cs, r"a0 C Ce!)

1-1

r .

OFFICE OF FIELD

EXPERIENCES,

COLLEGE Oki

EDUCATION

-.

t ,t

. .. .
.= District level interorganizational arrangements ( IOAs)

.(Lev,el II)0 = . Teacher Centers or professional developrn'ept` centers
(Ga-ntt School District) resulting' from .the district

r ---(N level IdAs .

, - ..

k.......) = .Interorgani
zational -arrangement as,~a whole, OFFICE OF

FIELD EXPERIENCES -(Level I)

College of Education resource contribution

School strict resource COntribtition

1. 1
ii

e

. .

r

r
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Methodolggy. There were.three data collection.modes:
observations, foopssgd discussions' and document aCquisitIon.

The.researcher observed the follouring types of aCtivities\
-operations of a teacher center, OFE monthly meetings,, OFE

\

'Workshops, OFE special events, center.pAIcy board meetings,\r"
center review committee 'and center operations c.omni.ttee meet\ings.

.'There were '21 separaieobservaions, eacn lasting 'two to tliree,\'
hours. Focussed diecdssions mere .held with .key perons at

\
OFE and at the Cardon and-Hanburgicenters: OFE director,.
asfociate director, OF personnel (coordinatOrs (IT centers-other
than Cardon- and Hanbu g), college of education, current nd

...retired' faculty members or administrators, Ca.rdon.end H nbdr4;,-
coordinators, Hanburg assistant coordinator, teachdrS, principals, \

school district administrators,
secretaries, graduate assistants: \1

:There -wvre a' total of 34 interviews including ,more than vie
intetiewcwith key persons, each lasting. two'to,three hours.

Finally, the researcher collected doopmentary,dnforMatioh from
OFE and the Cardon and Hanbdrg centers There'wereapbroximately

. .

seventy,docum:e4s including annual sepOts, correspondence
: ,. , \

files,mindtes 'of meetings, govepnance,dOcument,newsletters,
oppE publications, artiples, actiMity logs, and predfaion fa,41g.

/Twenty-'twoandone :1141f days were spent o,i

\

site yielding 341
. .

'. _ pages of field notes. The- ,table below summarizes the Eastern
4

State_da'taCollectidri effoNts. :0,,

.

.- ,

...,:' \

,

. .

':. Table `I-2 SuMpolary PfA;astera. State Data!Collection Effort.,.
i 4I&M 11

'tiumber
,

.

..
,

, -

., , Interyiews
../

OFE, .....,--
. -- 15.%N

.
. , Centers : -. to 11. .... 3\1;

.4\

\

*.--" Obserla \tionsi
,

\OFE :1 . 9
,,... 21Centers 12

Documents, ,

70'
1,

Total'days.on site 221/2

Totaa-field'nottee 341 pages

4,



Field notes, were dictated
r-

, transcribed, and-coded in

order to answer a set of 'research questions grounded in a blend

of organizational.andinterorganizational theory, knowledge

transfer theory, and exchange (power/dependency) theory. ,There

W6re ten research qtestions:

. 1. What, is the nature of the arrangement?

'2. What is the historical context of the arraitgement?.

3. What is the environmental context of the arrangemeilt?

4. What are the characteristics of -the staff in the
arrangement?

5. What are the'relationshilps between the participatibg
organizations? , 0

6. What ate the activities of the arrangement?

7. What are the outcomes of the arrangement?
, .

In whzt wzy,47 are difftmr,mn* 4-1/pmd of Arr=ngam,..nf

associated with different outcemes?

9. What factors serve as bartl.ers or as facilitators
to successful outcomes? '-

10. What factors 'help to explain outcomes of 'the'
arrangement?

Format, The following case presents answers to'the above

listed questions. The organization of the case reflects the initial,

and cA-rent years of an interorganizational arrangement's 11fe
4

cycle. Part One begins with .the history of OFE including the

Cardon and Western Hanburg centers and moves on to'an examination

of the interorganizational dynamics as well as the barriers and

faCilitators during the early years of OFE and its centers. Part

Two presents the cu.prent configuration and operations of ,OFE

and its centers and analyzes, changes over time as vell,as

current interorganizational dynamics, barriers and facilitators.

The final four sections of the case represent four related

approaches to detailing and analyzing the outcomes of OFE, and

the Cardon and Western Hanburg centers. Part Three sets forth

the outcomes of these f0As both at the individual and

organizational levels. 'Part Four focusses on a meta-outcome,

,thefuture of thes IOAs. Providing three very detailed+

examples of center outcomes,, Part Five analyzes three, serials

or episodes related to administrative or substantive outcomes

iv



ot, the centers. ,Finally, Part Six utilizes causal networks,'
.

,explanations of outcome patterns at the Cardon and Western

Hanburg centers, to integrate and provide-an overview of

historical and'other complex factors (environmentalb.organi-
zational, and inferpersonalr which contributed to a wide range
of outcomes at the university ana school levels. \N

Constraints. Due to the exploratory nature of this study'
of formal interorganizational arranaements involving a college of
education and local school districts, there are several
constraints to cOnsider. First, there were selection constraints/

4
The Eastern State University:was selected for study due to the
exemplary nature as well as the relative permanence of its
interorganizational arrangements. Within the Eastern State
University case, the Cardon center was selected as the primary

district leveil IOA te be studied awhile the Western Hanburg

Elementary center was selected as the'tecondary site. Here
/t.

the criteria for selection included the exemplary nature of the
'district level IOAs as Well as, the.ease of access to the sites.

Second, the-Fe were more data collected from the Cardon site
than from the Hanbvg site. The range of informants was greater
at the Cardon site than at the Hanburg site because of potential

difficulties with formal research access to locales other than
the centers and to individuals other 'than 'coordin!itors and

their staffs at the Hanburg site. Thus, there were constraints in
comparing the two district.level IOAs due to differences in amounts
of time spent on site and types of informants at each locale.

Thirdly, the information relied upon in the case was

acquired through focussed discussion.with informants, many of
whomrelated past events. Selective biases might have been

=
. present in indiVidual accounts of the past as certain memories

faded over time. Wherever possible, information was checked
against documentary evidence or other information source A
related problem was the potential for informant unconscious or
conscious selec410tive perception relat9d to current events. Vero,

too, information was checked against documentary evidence,

observation data, andwith,at least two informants whenever

possible:

A

D

14



Overall, informants were direct, opei, and responsive.

They.reported their own perceptions of the reality of these
4

interoi.ganizational arrangements - perceptions upon which they

acted and with which they lived. ,F(edback from the on-site\'-

consultants revealed no major discrepancies in the case account

and is reflected in the final Case study:

4.

I.

4.4

vi
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11. HISTORY OF THE EASTERN STATE INTERORGANIZATIONAL ARRANGEMENT
1.1. HISTORY .OF THE OFFICE OF FIELD(EKPERIENCES

1.1.1. Historical and Institutional Context

The college of education at the River's Landing Campus,
the first and more prestigious campus of the-Eastern State

University, was founded.in the early nineteen hundreds.

was and remains the most prestigious state institution for

teacher education Eh a rather small eastern state. Inthe
fall of 1958 Martin McPherson came to the associate dean and

director of student teaching position at the college of educa-
tion. He had been director oL.Atudent teaching at a midwestern

r

state university where he ha&startedsix or seven teac4er

,centers with full-time coordinators paid by the university.

McPherson's philosophy yes-that when you had control of a

school distribt,-you had better quality student teacher training.

As he observed,"I happened to be ih a-spot (in the midwestern
of

state) where I could'compare the gUalit-of teacher training it
controlled and uncontrolledsltuations'." Additionally, MOPherson
had been following the literature on teacher professionalism

and realized that_teachers appreciated the center concept.

At the time McPherson arrived on the scene at River's

Landing, there were apprqximately 32 memberS of the college
of education. The college was beginning-a period of rapid
growth. It was characterized by strong, independent depart-
ments. Student teacher supervision was done in a traditional

manner of a faculty member" supervising a student teacher. (.1..z

the secondary educatiOn department, individual faculty members

supervised student teaching whereas in the elementary edubation.

department one faculty-member did most of the student teacher
supervision. In the student teaching area, McPherson recalled

that "people were griping. They were working with strong A

counties. The university didn't have-,enough voice. One county
placed a student teacher with a poor teacher, based on their

philosophy thata student teacher could learn ghat not to do."
-There was also a diverse faculty group, some of whom were older
people and some of Whom had been educated -.in the normal school

tradition. So McPherson began "talking about centers and about
a

,l
16



gettirt'pe ple p specific schools where we'd have control. We'll
haveto:P y a p ice; we'll aim at developing more of teachers

, .

.
1

.
whoeiwill upery se. They tthe faculty members) were all for.
that, but hey wanted to control - they wanted to `supervise they
were Seri usly Ithre,itened.-,I wasn't gritting very far.". Other
informant; 'noted thafthe schools were, complaining about the
haphazard mann4r of-student teacher placement when it was done
on a one -:n -on basis.

In 1;63 -M Pherson, with the support of Dean Saltonstall',
hired Bob Carter to serye ,as the first director of the OffiCe
of Field xperiences (OFE). The position ofcdirctor was.a
part-time position.' Carter dropped by the college ok education,. ,
one after oon while he was on Special assign tent at the Office
of Educat on, talked to McPherson, and was asked to apply. He
began tea hing methods courses one half -time and directing the
new OFE:h if-time, 'During his first two .years at the college
of education, he was devoted to developing the, office and
coordin4t ng the st2F94ision and placement function of the pew
office. rofessionally Carter was interested in making the

acher setting more clinical, and in allowing for a
.

student t

variety o expeiiences." There was a complementarity between-:, a
----Carter's hilosophy and th-at of McPherson, although McPherson
focussed nitially on the student teaching function of the
'centers. "As w4` talked more," reported Carter, "I said that
in- tvic people need it, too. Martin listened andsaidthat
(I) was, right,. There mas an exchange of memos between me,
= ;

Mtirtin,',and Saltonstall which then broadened out to include
fide departmepts."

Meanwhile, Ron Hartney, a piCifessor who had come to the

college of education in 1964, had been talking to.Dean.Saltonstall.

He began to till' to the dean about the problem of travel ("It

was horrendous!') and supervision ofstudent teachers. At
thq,t time, 'Ha t el; had been reading a lot of literature about

the teacher c n er concept. He told the dean about-the.teacher

center concep nd about the literature.on teacher centers.

Hartney repor en that "the dean was'interested in this idea."

217
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Dean Saltonstall was nearing the end of'h -is tenure.

(He retired in 1970.) One informant remarked that SaAtonstall,

"felt that the center§. were his pet project, .the culmination

of his entire career." Saltonstall put his full support behind

McPherson and the teacher entei concept. This support Was

not only moral support; Saltonstall gave McPherson strong

budgetary support for OFE andthe center,concept.

Without the strong and 4rd-nosed 'support of Saltonstall

and McPherson, OFE and the teacher centers would not have come

into fruition. ReaniSaltonstall delegated the undergraduate

. program to McPherson and said, "straighten it out." McPherson

observed that "I knew the centers were the answer. But many

faculty 'did not agree with this answer." Describing many

secondary faculty members' restonse to the teacher center

'concept, McPherson recalled that "it was reallY.awful. They

resisted. They grieved." One older woman faculty member who

had spent most of her life supervising, teachers asked, "But

Martin, what are we going to do?" Tlyis question captures the

threatened feeling of a large number, of: secondary education '

teachers:; McPherson and Carter were invading,their turf. In

fact, CaAer's goal for the'centere was to train a cadre of

school teachers to handle supeEzision of student_ teachers.

arter's concept was evidentin an OFE proposal which he

and his staff drafte4-before their departure around 1970.

The proposal called for three levels of in- service training

culminating with.a final three wars of training leading to

the title of "Associate in Teacher. .Education" with a.10 percent

release time from classroom teaching to work with pre- service

and in- service students. Thus, this title would have been

reserved for teachers who had been involved in a total of six

years of training. According to_Carter,he had done the planning

and had commitments for this ce.nt'er program -but it fell apart

after-he left the college of education.

1.1.2. Founding ofthe FirstCenter -

Spurred by the agreement between -McPherson and Carter as

to what the centers should be and by the support of the dean,

3



work on the centers went full steam ahead. As MdPherson

remembered, "I wasn't getting very far with-the faculty mem-

bers, but I went ahead and negotiated to establish the centers.

It was arbitrary." Moving ahead, Carter invited to the uni-

versity 18 superintendents from school districts where the

college of-education placed student teachers. He discussed

the idea of teacher centers with them. There was almost un-

animous agreement in terms of the teacher center concept and

the notion of the 50-50 split,,in contributions to the'eenter

(for which Carter pushed). Both the Martinville County super-

intendent and the HanbIA:g County superintendent attended this

meeting as well as several round tables focussed on school-

Universi.ty relations.

During the first year following thesemeeti.ngs, McPherson

Carter established thefirst center at an elementary school

in Martinville Bounty with the help of'some federal funds through

the state. The coordinator was selected by the college.of

education and purchased the college of education's first

video ape recording unit. This center,with its videotape

recording unit,was written up in national publications. TAe

center worked well and, according to,McPherson, "We moved )

frOm there to establishing them without federal money." This

first.center was follq,Wed by the estaJlishment of another

elementary and two secondary centers in Martinville County

based on the 50-50 formula for resourcing.

In fact, McPherson had negotiated with the vice-presdent,

for academic affairs at Eastern State University to ensure

solid funding for OFE. He was against studegieteaching fees

and told the vice-president that the college, of.education poula

,get all senior college of education.studerks instructio 1

materials money. Thus, "we got lots of,money, about $100 a

student for the year; we got a flat appropriation in the bud-

get for student teaching and salaries. We wanted a budget'

(for OFE) that didn't go through.the legislature." Since

these wee tomes of growth in the budget, the early OFE was

in excellent final shape.
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'1.1.3- The 'OFE Configuration: the Canter Era

During the Carter era, the director occupied a

positiOn which became full-time. There were two associate

'"ditectors,-one to coordinate elementary education and the

other to:Coordinate secondary education. Also, coordinators

had(tenure track joint appointments with ,the departments.

-TheSe lines were assigned to OFE. It is also important to note
-

that the people who occupied these'positiont, were senior
-r

people. Here was another point of contention, or as Carter

reported, ",a major struggle" Some people in the departments

did not ,ivapt academic professionals in OFT:

At its height during the Carter era, oft grew to includt

a staff of thirty, eight of\whom were professionals. In 1,970

there ii1erc 4,300 placenients and 120 people involved in super-

vision. It was truly a period of,remarkable growth for OFE

and for the college of education. Also in 1970, the OFE on-

.figuration was composed of the f llowing IOAs:

4 centers in Martinville bounty

2 elementary

2 secondary

, 3 centers in Gantt County * .

2 elementary

1 secondary,.

3 centers in Hanburg d unty*

2 elementary

1 secondary

1 center in the Bettner School District*

a 2 secondary centers in Urban City

1 center in Arthur County**

1 center in Jefferson County

How did faculty members remember the .Workings of OFE during

ehe'Carter era?. A secondary education faculty member recalled

that OFE in the early. days seemed trim to be an "administrative .

mechanism for getting students in and out of the field." He

said that "we (faculty) would give methods courses in the field

setting in those days through the center schools." Also he had

* Still in existence
** Still in existence in modified format
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1-1 . Key ,Historical Figures: :Ftundipg-and Early
--Years of the Cardon County°Center

NAME

University

Russ Stoutemeyer
Esther Kanter
Ann HuberMan

Ron Hartney

Ralph Robbins
Hal Feeney.
Dan Baldwin
Rob Goldman

County (Cardon)

Hank Connors
James Barnes
P4t Weaverman

Elmer Mariner'
Mike Green

Center (Cardon)

Jimmy Rugglesworth
Dorey.Hammer

ir

P2SITION

Acting Director of OFE
Associate Director
associate .Director and represen-

tative of7the-E-arly Childhood/
'Elementary Education Department

Chairman of the'7Administration'
Department .

.Dean
Industrial Education Faculty MembAX%
Profess_r of Eletentary Education
Director of OFEA4ter Stoutemeyer),

Superintendent
Director of Educ4tion
Administrative 'Assistant and

Supervise of.EIementary Education
-.Director of Personnel
Middle.4,SchoOl Principal

First Center Coordinator
Second Center Coordinator
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a.lot of interaction with the cenker aeordinators in those,.

early days and did not perceive of theineas OFE people. They's.
.

had jo,intupoin ntI s with the secondary education department.

Bob Harrier, th present Hanburg coordinator, recalled
..f..

that hd was a teacher in,the Hanbuig Model Elementary Sthool
,

.

.when the teacher center
m .

mopened there., The center/then was much

different than a teacher'center today. There was almost no .

rn-service; Any in- service was devoted crpletely to the

supervision of student-teachers. There were several other

conceptions of OFE - conceptions tinged with, in the words of

one faculty member, "radcor."

1.1.4. Early Interorganizatioal-Dynamics: , 190-1970

There was a great deal of consensus between school systems
_

a
4 0and college'of education s a whole. For the school t

systemS set in growing districts eredG a, host bf bene--

_ ,
//'fits ever the older, unorganig7sone-onf-o4e modelof student

teacher supervision. The, schbol systems now had a "window
Q.

bn the talent" - a mechanism for new teacher selection-and

recruitment; the school systeks.also gained some sense of
.

7
,bureaucratic order where before he e had%been anarchy:.

Rowever, within the -celiege -19f education, 'the creation of

OFE lea to a state of gicsen6us'and bitter_ coftflict.
' Informants

Used strong and colorful metaphois to bring back the rea4ties'
-

,

surrounding the birth of OFE. An .early childhood education,
,

professor-whohad served as an acting direcor for a bri f- 41'...,e
periqd in 1973:recalled-that "marry bloody, unhappy things vent

in
. . .

n n thoseearly days of OFE." ,She*said she could tell stories

of "efforts dead-ende4 and peQp17hose'lives were dead-ended."

A secondary education professor referred the ".famous OF-
,... , ,..

`secondary department's battle-over the jurisdiction over
. ,.

student teachers"; he explained that it was going-on for a ...

while. The main question was, wholwill control bFE? Would.,.
t

OFE be a bureaucratic mechdhism or a'policy-making body?
,.

Many .i n the secendary,.education deparment were strongly it.\ department
,

opinionated in terms of the role o-e,OFE., '

Describing this political imbroglio, the man who theh

chaired the secondary eduction depa,rtMenok recalled "endless .

(t.,

7
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meetings and lots of t lk.". HistfacuTfy were specialists;

- they were experts; the taught the best coursesand they wanted

to go out in, he field and see their students. The faculty
.

. ,

were very angry When McPherson ust ,put nine positions into,the

budget without telling anyone., 'They (the positions) just

appeared one day in the'bugiget.", The enraged secondary.edu-

_.'cation faculty invited McPherson to. meet with them. McPhetson

told them thtt he. -could not talk in all th .at'bedlam.and walked
. .,--

-out. Later tie department_idembers said ,they wanted McPherson
.....,

back to talk w th them: However-/-McPherson wanting a guarantee

, o5 order, never` went back. - v
.

-----;-----_, ,4

Three faculty members went to the eqcondary chairman and,..

asked the chairman to go ,,along with the.4to talk to McPherson

abciut OFE: McPherson's and the secondary chairman's recollec-

tions of this meeting, a key event in the founding andsurvival

of OFE, were almost identical.- The secondary delegation entered

McPAerson's office and McPherson invited them to sit. down. They

replied that they preferred-to stand. As McPherson recal ed,

"I got behind the desk. They asked Mewhere I 'got the. wer

to start the centers and I answered that Dean Saltonstal1J1

delegated the undergraduate.program to me. Thin they asked,

-"How many more will you establish?' And I answered, 'I am

going right on.' They replied, 'We are -here to tell you that we

oppol the centers and we need to renegotiate." McPherson

recalled that he was just as arbitrar4 as the delegatioM He

told the delegation, "We're not getting ery fae," ald said,,

"No." The delegation stood there in the office. ,Final Ay, the

members of the delegation driftN out of the office.

Gradually, according to McPherson,-.-the secondary faculty-
,/

(jot tired but therd were "little/sabotages" until another key

event occurrgd, thee Triple T Grant conflict.Vt is algO /

important to note that there was some hostility in the

elementary department but it was, n4.t ass widespread as In the

secondary department which was the largest department and had

the history of one-ron-one'supervision in the `,specialized

subject areas.) 'Prob ably due to the hostilit ds,on campus,

O 8
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Carter and his staff quietly prepared a proposal for a

federal grant dealing wish teacher training (the Tciple,T

project). Even McPherson did notwknow about this OFE effort

which-planned to house the Triple T project (a degree-granting

project) in OFE. Meanwhile, McPherson and the.college of

education re worXing with the Bettner School District and the

state depart ent in writing a two million dollar grant proposal

for a Triple T project.,' As McPherson remembered, "For some

reason, their Rroposal (that of OFE) 'waS'accepted and ours

"wasn't:" When the'thr4e-year award to OFE (a much smaller

amount of money than the two million dollars' proposed in the

college of education'schema)as announced, negative feelings

on the part of gany faculty toward OFE were, reinforced. This

1967 episode also'reinforcedsOme faculty perceptions that

Carter had a"wlilateral" decision,.makdrigtstyle,andiras

"more of an empire builder thanGO'ldman (the current.OFE

director)." The oiean moved quickly to handle the.ensuing

brouhaha over thefgrant award to OFE; he placed administration

of tte_grant41;with theadminstration department and this Nas 0

acceptable to Carter whose office implemented the training

grant for fifteen students working on a doctoral program in

school -based supervision. (Ten of the fifteen completed the

program and received the. doctoral degree.)'.

Some of this,animosity was abated in 1968'when OFE won a

national award fromthe Aierican Association of Colleges of

Teacher_Education for the centers. Vas-was the year also wh'n

the firit,center in Fanburg County opened in conjunction with

theopening of the model elementary school 'there. in order t9

I?ring this opening about, boll Carter and McPherson talked to

the Hanburg superintendent whose predecessor had attended the

erlidliMeetings and endorsed the center concept. Carter and

McPherson also built upon_formal and informal linkages to make

=

' the-Center happen; Carter was a member orthe planning board

for the Model schools in Hanburg County. Asiaresult of the

cOunty's interest in Innovation, Carter suggested a teacher

center. The assistant; superintendent then was the wife of a

college of educatiop faculty, member. Her assistant was the

ft
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man who, until a f airly recent promotion, supervised the current

teacher center coordinators in Hanburg County. These two'
.

individuals worked hard with Carter to bring about the center..

Carter and-McPherson's modus operandi for establishing the
,

-'centers, (and adding, in'those days of growth, centers in locales

where a center already existed) waq to meet individually- with

the superiritendents and to build on.informalinformal, of trust

where these existed. 'Thus, the centers in Gantt(CoUnty were

founded ip 1968, followed by the Arthur and Bettner School.

District Centers iri 1969 and Jefferson County-aS well as Urban 0

City Centers in 1970.

After the "subduing" effect of a national-award had worn
0 .

off, some_faculty continued to be quite'concerned with the

visible growth and possible power of OFE. In the fall of 1969

.McPherson went on sabbatical. DeanSa4onstall appointed John
.vMonari, a secondary education faculty member to serve as acting

A 4,associate dean. McPherson reported that while he was4awayv

"they (the eaculty hostile to OFE) jumped in to cWt the power

.of OFE. I didn't know it was going on. The move was on! A

year after that, a disheartened Bob Carter resigned. Bob took

the fire for me in a 18t of ways., Hp (Carter) was a nice guy

and vulnerable. We did have a tot of people with -us but they

r did ' t speak up.

During,the acting associate deanship-of-Monari, resistance'

OFE increased and "barriers were thrown in the way of

plementation of any 0 effots." There was,,,,cohcern with

the lucratige Oalaries d'to OFE staff and 'with the lines that

OFE controlled. And there wefe unsubstantiated 'rumors about

a "funds scandal." "It was a very politibal time." A

coordinating committee, a "watchdog goupPas one informant

called it, was formed wih representativeS from each of the .

? , =
departments. ,

Ip 1970 Then Bob Carter, along with all except one of his

staff members,' resigned, OFT%s efforts were-continuing tb be

'recognized on .a national basis. According to Carterescalls from

different parts of the country came in to Carter every week,

10 25



asking for information,about the centers, lt,was also a time
when every move of the OFE office as beirig watched Very closely.'

Table 1-2 presents-an overview -of the historical events
elated to -OFE and its centers. -rn slimmary,OTE wa§, born
amidst growt4 in Eastern State school districts,.respect for

e %,the notion of (and even belief in) innovation, and conflict
* ,

within the college'ofeducation. Ti.o men were key people

responsible for OFE's success in being brought into fruitiOn
4

and into surviving the "rahcorous" conflict and sabotaging..
of..t.he early Years of its life, .IfMcPherson:had'not fought
for his idea (with the support of the dean and if Ca'iter had

,

not breathed strong life into the concept, OFE would probably
not exist today.

One could'rrakethe argliMentthat if McPherson and Carter
had not made OFE so-visiblelperhaps theponf lict'would h'ave

been lesser. Perkkaps,.though-, the birth Of a new organizational

ent4y within an already efisting Organization called-tor/7:

leadership qualities of toughness and rigidity- qua its

quite different from those neressary for leadership in OFE

;today. ..._,

1..1.5. Overview of the Teacher Center Concept:-The-Early Years
of OFE

.41 The original teacher center concept a,p envisioned by
\,

,
4 t

-McPherson focuAed on centers in schools devoted.to the super-

,vision of student tei6hAg: As noted earlier, the idea grew
_ .

Out of Mc;>herson'S experience in a midwestern state wh#re he

started centers which would allow the university to.control

student teacher supervision in the sdhbolS.° The,idea also grew'

out of McPherson's reading of the literature on teacher pro-,

essionalism.
* _

.

After McPhersOn-hired Carter, the two explored the.uotions

of teachercenters in conversations and in memorandums.
'''

Carter!4:s
. ) -

.4 1

notion oftle center concept was broader than McPherson's initial
.

concept which was :grounded in student teaqing.,, Carter 14-

2 membered that '!as we lzalked more, I said in-service Rpopl, need.

Centers, too. He listened and

i

said you are right." Thlis,
f ..

the frst:teapher center included.kipth in- service
,...,

and_praservice concepts Additionally, Carter-felt that the

O
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t Table 1-2 Eviliti>t Listing: The Early Yearsof OFE

Environmental
Year Characteristics

1958 Time of growth -

in
school

districts
1963 and at -

college of
'educatiOn

1966 Time of interest
in_innoyation

Preience of
federal-funds

1.1

1967

1967

196.8

Presence of
federal-
funds

1968 Interest in and
. support for
innovation'

Event

McPherson arrives at college of education.
He serve's as associate dean during a decade
of growth in teacher education.

McPherson hires Carter to begin and serve
as Director of Field Experiws.

Carter .invites 18 superintendents to a_
meeting- and- to discuss the
teacher center concept.

McPherson and Carter establish first center
at a MartinvilleCounty elementary school.

OFE preparesa Triple T grant proposal
(unbeknownst to the 'coVege, which was
preparing a-iointproposal with the
Bettner District) and wins the grant.

Secondary delegation meets'with McPherson
to express disapproval of center concept; .

McPherson holds,firm.

jOFE wins National award and recognition
for the'center concept.

OFE establishes tboofirst-Hanburg County'
center. .

1968 '- OFE.establishes-the first Gantt Couhty
center.

I-

Deanship

Dean Saltonstall

,
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Year

1969'

"1969

1969

1970

-11

Environmental
Characteristics Event.

k

Deanship

OFE establishdq the Arthur County center.

OFE establishes the Bettner School District
center.

McPherson goes on sabbatical and Monari
serves as Acting Associate Dean; A "watchdog"
committee is formed. ,

OFE establishes the Urban City center.

1970 OFE establishes the Jefferson Coupty center.

1970 Carter and almost all of his staff.redign. Dean Saltonstall
retires

1970 Administration Professor is named as Acting
Director of OFEi. He hires Goldman as

Dean Bianco assumes
office

'Assistant4101116tor.'

1971 Acting Director returns to his depaitment.
Dean names Goldmanas Director '-following
a national search.

1971 Goldman hires Kanter and Huberman as Dean Bianco resigns
Associate Directors.

197 3 Goldman leaves OFE to direct project in
Gantt County Schools.

Dean Monariassumes
office

1973 Ann Huberman serves as Acting Director for
six months.

1973 Dorey Brown serves as Acting Director and
Assistant Dean.

1974

23
Russ.Stoutemeyer serves as Acting Director.



Year
j Environmental
'-Characteristics

fs40

Event Deanship

1973-
1975

Time of
beginning, fiscal
stringency the

Centers in Martinville, Gantt, Jefferson,
-Rnd Urban City (secondary) were closed.

,in
districts . The Dean moves the Assoc-Director lines or Dean Monark resigns

1975 Time of beginning
fiscal

stringency
at the

university

parts of lines to<their respective departments.

The central administration removes the coordi-
nator lines from OFE and leaves a lump sum
in the budlt.

and Dean Robbins,
assumes office

197. For the first time, the university budget is
'not additive.

1975

1976

45_tqute?r!e r pr__ides.over-the founding
the Ca on Center.

Goldman returns as Direc of OFE.

V.
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,

centers should train teachers to handle the.stpervision inft

the school setting as evidenced in his prolp.osl for-associates

in teacher education. These concepts and the:potion-of teachers

as resources were quite threatening to faculty whte turf these
notions invaded. (Later these ideas of teachers as prOfessional

resources for student teacher. supervision were evidenced-'1n the

professional development centers created in Gantt County after
the cl?sings of the teacher centers there..)

In,terms'of knowledge transfer, with the hostilities of

many faculty toward OFE, there was,.virtually no feedback from

the centers- into the-graduate -classrobm.- Also-,-as-one-Hanbtr4-

teacher recalled,q-there was little in the firsts teacher tenter

in Hanburg county in the way of broad in-service or.practice
improvement, Rather, the focus was oz supervision of student

teachers.

Interestingly, Carter commented on the closing of the

Martinville and Gantt Centers after he had left the director-
ship of OFE. "When I was there, there was strong in-service.

When I, left, it fell Away. The universi ty prOvided lens and

1 lass:in-service." Thus'Martinvill'e- County felt the centers

.,s

were "too expensive for what_ they were getting "; also,

Martinville had a sophisticated staff development program of
ii own. In Gantt County, boo,..they were not getting in-

service. (according to carter) and the centers were too

expensive.

)1.1.6. The Interregnum: 1970-1975

Nineteen-seventy was also the year in.pich Dean

Saltonstall retired. Following his retiremjS'was the firs

pf several reorganizations in the college of ducation resulting

in _an advisory committee for the'Office of Field Experiences.

From 1970-71 there was. an-acting director of OFE (from the

administration department). At the end of the summer of 1970,

he hired a tWdifty7eight-year-old young man who was a Fellow

at the Office of Education to. serve as assistants director for

secondary education. This man was Rob Goldman, Who, prior to

his Office of Education experience had had three years of

+OW
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Necondary school teaching experience in a northeastern state.

Both the chairman of the secondary education department and

MdPherson were involved in hiring Goldman. -

. '111'1971 the term of the acting diretor ended and there

was 'a na'tiopal search for.a replacement. After interviews' with
. .

r Na number qf candidates, the chairmanof the secondary education

department\recbmmended Goldman for the directorship and the°

new Dean, D n Bianco, offergd the position to a "flabbergasted"

Goldman.

Thus, in1971, GOldman became director of OFE and .hired

two associated\directors: Esther Kanter to coordinate the

secondary-and i:\elated- areas and'Anr illerman- to

elementary areak Both Esther and Ann were trained at Teachers

College and were\strongly committed te teacher education.

Initially, Esther\and'Ann were supposed to teach one course

per year and devot'e the rest of their time to OFE. The OFE

of 1970 -71 was degiribed earlier and consisted of fourteen centers

'and seven. school sl4tems.

During.1971 Gol\dman recalled that his role was primarily

that of mediator. An Huberman recalled that "thq_tenor of the

air (then). was; don't brea.41e...The year (1971) -was a stormy

year. Bianco (the dean) felt that there was no such thing as

teacher education and fie provided no support for,OFE. However,

it was also a first ye4r and a honeymoon year, so thatOFE

survived...The climate t-the college.of education was changing:

people were getting to ocu -s on resources'and security issues."

At the end of 1973 ianco resigned the deanship. Also at the

end of1973 Goldman chose to leave FE'to head Project Cooper-

ation at a junior hi h school in antt County: He was in the

field for three year h. When Gold an left, Ann Huberman was

named acting rtdireco.

I* Shy said that she seved as acting director "for a very ;
..:

Short period {actually a semester) - I Was'notthaPpy in the

role and they were not hairy with me." There was still a .

- carryover of asking permOsion for eh,littll thingthin andac
i

- Huberman did not likeito1do this. Following Huberman:g

; 1
....... ...
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-tenure as acting director;, Dorey Brown-who was assistant.

.dean, was.alSO appointed as Acting- Director of-OFE: At'the

end cif the year, the new-dean, John Monari, called ih Goldman

and told him he coin return to his Oosition as Director of.
ORE or he should resi n. Goldman decided to stay, out in the

field and he resigned Then Monari appointK1 Russ Stoutemeyer,

a secondary education aculty member, to serve as acting

director. Stoutemeyer erved as acting director for about

_°two years (1973-4975)°while Goldman remeinp4im the fiOrd.

During Golaman's-lest year in the field he directed a cut

4clown version of Project Cooperation, as the funding, came to anvo.

.end. This period was quite valuable for Goldman and he has been

"able to do-a--064-4ob as -a 'result of whet 1 learned, in the

field then."

During these transit ional years,`centers in Martinville

County, Gantt qourityi Jefferson County, and Urbargity'were

closed. And the center in Cardon County was founded., The only
.

centers discontinued at the initiative of the university were

the JVfersonCounty and Urban City centers. The

reason that -the Jefferson County center was discontinued was"-
.

its great distance from River's Laiding. The rationale for
.the Urban City center's closing was Snore complex,

involving a Dumber of factors. These factors stemmed from

`confli ts concerning the center and included'some omplaints'on

the p rt of student teaVhers- against inner city student teaching

assignments, the pera4palkly of the center coordinator, and ,

(according 16 one informant) the perception that "the° institution

was racist." The'root factor, however, n
t

both the secondary
,..0

Urban center and the Jefferson.center was that they did notes

,attract4gnough Students. .

On Stoutemeyer's first day on the.4.db he attended the
. _

Martinville dOuntY School, Bodrd meetirW.ra, the decision

was made to Close the centers. The, oStle4Cble reason for the

closings, according to all university-related-informants, was

financier. But the underlying issue accordingto three

".

5t/

college of education - informants was,.in the words of StoAltemeyer,

"the sAise that they can do-what.they.want to do themselves.
o

The staff deVelopmentoffice (in Martinville County) had a
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notion of, what .as appropriate." Thie cr5kted a situation of

domain- dissensus regarding the in-service function oew the

Martirlille centers.' Carter opined that, in.fact, after he
s=4,

left,4the Ma4stinville center{ little'in the way of in-

service, and thus, the county felt, the benefi-6s were more

weighted toward the university. It is important %to contrast

this dornain dissensus regarding the centers with the situation

of domain_ consensus regardingthe,role oette university in Gantt
4'County. Similar to'Martinville County, Gantt County claimed

that fi.sdal stringency was the reason-for the discontinuation

of the, centers there. However, Stoutemeyer ,pointed out that,

the difference between dentt and Martinville Counties was

that "Gantt County was immediately ready to enter into talks;

while MartinVMe County didn't haVe the-energy- I went with

where the energvas."/

Most of Stout yer's. tenure was. spent in "presiding over

s, the, creation of a center in Cardom

C

the demise' of cent
F

County,," and in st ±aightening otit internal management,_problems.

In-the words Stoutemeyer, "I was a responder in that job:"

Stoutemeyer wa instrumental-in removing Huberma line from
x .

between the elementary coot inator and coordinators in the

-field. At the same time; t e'dean also' removed 51 perdent of

Kanter's*line
/7

from OFE to the secondary department. ,In e 6hange for
.

Huberman's line, the elementafy/early childhood department

appointed one of its young fultymembers to serve as

"liai n" for the elementary !coordinatOrs with one course

retie Kanter,-with her line anchored in tie secondary

depart nt, remained as associate director ofOFE Pin time)

and retained respOnsibilities. fOr coordirikting. the secondary

area.

During Stoutemeyer's doting directorship there was muc

,less canflidtebetween the secondary education department an

OFE. One,reasom for the leseebing of Conflict was the effe F

tive job that two placfment assistants did foi'tkg:tectndarY1

student teadh rs. As Stotitenieyer noted; "Theyocked

'1
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b-Outifully with the facul.t4." Additionally, in 1975,the
central adthinistratibn reltoved'the coordinator lines "in

a sneaky way" from OFE but left the money inithe bu -t 'as a

lump sum. Goldman explained that ."this is, 139blem. The
money was left as a fixed sum. notc anged since 1975.
You are a line item in theuniversity.budgt and it -is very:

difficult to get extra funds." Nineteen-s:eventy-five marked
the first time when the 'university icvs net an additive budget.

The crunch was on! s

In summary, the key environmental characteristic of this
fl3:14erregnum" period was a change in the abundance Of resources
available during the early years of 010t. This movement toward

s--

fiscal stringency in its initial stages both,at the county and
uni ersity:level combined with a situation of domain dissensuL.

in the MartinvilleCounty setting to bring about the demise of
the center there. Additionally, the absence dk- the initial

leeders of OFE, McPherson and Carter, with their driving

visions'of the centers and the presence ofl la string of acting

directors provided the backdrop for the-declinein the number
of centers in the 1 er yes of 1970-1975i. Du\ring these

I

.1\
en $ ea e i st.OFE

staffkad left th= pllege pf education and, OFE was no longer,

a

in, an ."empire-building" mode. -Rather it.Wastrying.to hold .1
itself together and function eAkfectiyely, goals which

Stoutemeger achieved during. his acting directC,chlp. Few

changes Were made i4 the functioning of the centdrs.

Three studies pf the centers, as reported by Huberman,

were undetaken by her whdle'l,at OFE. One was a gp.duate

student's:\study of the daily/life of a center coordinator.

Another ws a study on the differences between student teacher
attitudes n center and non-center setting. (These was no

.

ifference). A thirdudy,examined the supervisory beha-
v'or of coo erating teachers in center schools and teachers
in non-ce r schools. (Cooperating teachers used more

. divergent, 1.0othetical/gtegies and less prescriptive

j

J

strategies.),\ None of these Studies were completed or PUblished

'19127
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and have not, been wQrkkl on since Huberman left the OFE office.

Also there was '16aperr.written by Huberman, Kanter, and Goldman

for the American Educational Research Association concerning

the teacher centers.

I *
3t

The period of acting directorships ended in 1916, when

Dean Robbins asked Goldman to return to the college of

education. .(Goldman's project in Gantt County was ending.)

Thus, Goldm'an returned to.the directorship of OFE at the end.
of 1976.

1s
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1.2. THE FOUNDING OF THE CARDON COUNTY CENTER/
Stoutemeyer also presided over the birth of the Cardorl

County center.' Tablet -1 lists key
r
tigures in .theearly years

of the Cardon center. Prior to the center's actual 1ounding,

'a number of formal and informal linkages existed between, the

college of education and-the Cardon sch9o1 system., In:1964

and 1968,- Ron Hartney met with a small gEoup of people 'from

Cardon County to develop and work on staff development.

Hartney recalled that "I had a number of these people from ,

Cardon County in my class. I had lectured about -the peed for

a strong staff development program. My students asked me to

come down and- tai -k withthem." Hartney-aeveloped a plan,

working with Cardon administrators includihg James Barnes.

'Unfortunately, the plan was not funded kut the linkages we7e

in place.

_Additional linkages were being formed. An industrial

education professor, Hal Feeney, supervised student teachers

in the Cardon schools and worked with Mike.Green, the principal

of the Cardon Middle School. Also the Cardon superintendent

had worked with student teachers and faculty in the industrial

educatioh area.

Yet another linkage was Elmer Mariner, - Director .of

Personnel for Cardon County. Card9n County had a strong need

for math and science teachers. According to Esther Kanter,

Mariner had made several abortilie attempts (prior to 1975)

to get the university to help with Oath and science student

teachers.'

A final' and key linkage was Pat Weavetmon who had been an

elementary principal in Cardon Coup/67 after which she enrolled

in a full-time doctoral program at the.colleTe ofducation.

While in graduate school, Pat also taught in the college'of

education for a year.fReturning to Car-don County, the super-
. in'tendent asked her to serve as principal for a school that

was closing in June. FolloOing that role, Superintendent

Connors appointed Wpavermon as administrative assistant and

supervisor4of elementary edUcation. Here, Weaifermon shared

an office With James ,BarneS, who was,later to become assistant

superintendent.

1"
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.'1hile:in graduate shopl, Weavermon first learned about
the tea- ncher education center concept: ,Her adviser, Da&Baldwi,
talkedc\with her about te&cher,centers. (In

<

WeaverMon's file
were th'ree interesting documents related to teacher centers. -_

4The tirst was a copy of the Teacher Education Center Act of
1974, As1!Amendedfrdm the State of Florida. The second was 0.
copy of a\ NoVember 1975 monograph by Allen A. Schmejder and Sam
Y. Yai)er\entitlect, "Teaching'aenters; Toward the State of
the "Scene'," And the third was a copy of the May 18, 1912
Constituti n of the,Cooperation in Teacher Education Project
in New Yor,.)

When P t was administrative assistant to the director of
instruction she received a telephone call from Dan Baldwin,

'Martinville ounty and Gantt Copty had closed their centers.
Dan/told her that he,thought the time was right for her to
get a center. After talking with herio Dan spoke to his dean
while Pat-spo e to-Superintendent Connors. Recognizing that

ars of contact with the college of educaioni

luded_him.in the' discussions.

-.

Mariner- had y

. Pa always in

. ) The earl

founding, wa

dated 15 Janua

earlier discpss

Kanter, and P.J

concerning stud

.wroteWeavermon
.:

to include eleme

with you to expl

and-I 'am availabl

at your convenien

. lettei to the (lea

, establishing teac

OD
-4discus the t
$

s'

st document available and related'to the center

letter from PAt Weavermon to Dean Rpbbins

1975.- In this letter Weavermon refe red

on between,Assistant Dean Dorey Brow , Esther

Curtis, Director of Secondary Education,

nt teacher centers at the secondary level..

hat "my interest is in extending this effort

tai-y'schools...We are "most anxious to work

re the possibility of student teacher centers

to discuss this with you or your designees

." Then Weavermon had Mariner send a

reinforcing Cardon County's interest in $

er centers. Curtis andsStoutemeyer met

her center ideafor Cardon County.
. .i

$
On February A., 1975 Curtis and Stoutemeyer wfote a

1

rtierrio on dean's office stationery to Mariner. The memo's
. .. -t

. ,
subject was "interim to establish Teacher 'Education Centers in

Mb.
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Cardon County, " a working paper for,further discussiqns.

They proposed that a final memorandum of 7reement be produced

and be signed by the dean of the college of education and
by the Cardon superintendent. The very detailed memo contained
the following elements:

Three Basic Reasons for Estiablishing the Centers:

Pre- Prof'es'sional Placement, In-Service ("dual nature...

in -dery -ice for those directly involved in working with

student teachers...projec ted-and corollary orientatib/

have been in-peririce programs concerning such things

as curriculumcurriculuM development and special problems

locally identified"), and Rese4arch ("whereby the

representatives of the university and the county can

foster mutually agreed upon research activities")

Nature of Center ("two elementary Schools, one middle

school, and one high school...in the northern part of

Cardon County...also the possibility of rotating

schools over a Peridk of years should be considered

as the center develops")

Coordinator ("joint appointment...cooperative search")

. 6.<,.Besources from Cardon County and Eastern State (a.'

listing of
4
the shared costs including college of

.*education shared salary of coordinator and Cardon

pa Ying for 40% secretary).

Governance ("a cooperative enterprise...will be

determined by a group consisting of Curtis, Stoutemeyer,

Kanter, Huberman, Mariner and three others identified

by Cardon CountyU)

Expec tations (a listing*of minimal and maximal goals

for the center).
,

The Cardon County administration then prepared a working

paper in reactioneto this February 25, 1975 memo which generally

expreOed agreement with the memo, identified the middle and

high schools and suggIsted an open-space as well as a self-

contained elementary school, and specified up to $15,000 amount
s,-

from theiC6unty for the 1975-1976.,schoOl year. .

4
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In early March, Dean Robbins signed the agreement

establishing the Cardon County Education Center; on March 25,

Superintendent Connors added his signature to the document.

Just prior to March 26, four representatives of the Cardon

schools and fdur representatives of the college of education

met to hammer out the implementation of the agreement. The

minutes of that meeting reported that a job description for

the coordinator was approved and would be circulated to a

distribution list compiled by the university and the school,

system. A search committee (four persons from Cardon and

four from the college of edudation) was named to meet during

the last week of April in order to choose five finalists.

Space in the middle school would be assigned to the coordinator.

Finally, a governance proposal was approved. It was to be

reviewed by June 1, 1976.

The governance proposal established a single coordinating

council with representatives from participating school and county

units. Meeting monthly, the/council would have the coordinator

as its executive secretary% The council was charged with

setting program priorities
/

consonant with the memorandum of

agreement, developing gui lines for resource allocation, and

designating task forces w erever necessary.

Notes of an April 9, 1975 meeting including teacher and

principal representatives revealed that the Cardon County

Board,of EdUcation reactedfavorably to the center's este-
,

blishment. e At'this meeting, the participants set the norms

for the'denter council including alternating Makiner and

Stoutemeyer as chairpersons '( "facilitators ") and designated

Ann huberman as the chair for'a group to consider further

proposals on. goVegnance. The participants also emphasized

that-the council was not an advisory-body. Rather, it Was a

policy decision-making group.: "The center coordinator will

impAment all policy decisionsSv."

The May 16, 1975 meeting reV'ealed.some points, of agree-
-,

men on governance: ."A separation of elementary and secondar

activities would interfere with the needs of children" and

"local school personnel must have some authority." At this

meetings, it Wasdecided that Esther Kanter wound convene the
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search committee sometime aft-r June 3,'1975.

Meanwhile university and scho 1 district efforts. to 'orient

their-personnel to the center were proceeding. On May 7 the

college of education planned a visit for the .college faculty

to Cardon County. And on June 12 and 1i, -there was a workshop -

for all staffs involved in the "Maryland Teacher Education Center,"

preceded by a morning Orientation aAd luncheon on June 11..

The workshop covered skill development for supervisory personnel.

The college of education granted one graduatelevel credit for'

persons who partibipated in this workshop as wen as for a three

day on-going workshop in skilli-development for supervisory

personnel in August.

On June 4, Kanter convened the search committee for a'

Preliminary screening of candidates for the coordinator

positions. The nine finalists included candidates frOm across

the country.( According to a university informants, ,it was the

OFEstaff who pushed for a national search. Additionally,

according to Huber:Ilan, she and Kanter felt'that the coordinator

should 'have been trained in teacher education. A May 1975 memo

from Huberman.toStoutemeyer with copies to the search committee,

members recorded Huberman's strong interest in playing a role

on the search committee chaired by Kanter. Huberman wrote:

As you recall, at the time of the appointment of (the)
K-12 Education Center Search Committee several weeks
ago I informed you that it was unfortunate that I,,
as the person representing early childhood/elementary
departments from the 'Office of Field ,

Experiences,.was not actively participating with the
search committee. You suggested at that time that
read over/the applications and make suggestions so
that my input could be a part of the decision making
process. 'Since you'asked Esther to make initial
selectionS for the search committee, from the total
group of applicants sent to the college, I have been

__awaiting otification of who these applicants axe
/ir that I can make my suggestions.

Esther ha givAn me the Cardon County applicants,
selected by them for review by the searsp committee.
I have read each and made the following selections as
the most promising candidates (using.the job description
as criteria).

25
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This memo also was consistent with Stoutemeyer's 4servation

about internal OFE qpnflicts regarding the running of the office.

--It probably was written around the time the Huberman line was

returned or about to be returned to the early childhood/

elementary department: On June 16 and 17, 1975, the search

committee interviewed candidates. The college of education and

Cardon County took turns-in hqsting, and handling lodging for4

thetterviewees:

The governatce committee under the'chair of Huberman

continued to meet. It included Hartney from the college,
4a

Weavermon, and a principal from Cardon Cbunty. Both Hubermdh

and Kanter had come from Teachers College with strong ideas

abotit a formal governancp document. They had been influenced

by the teacher education-group at Teachers College and by
,

the CITE project in New Yor, a collaborative Teachers College_

school system project. As noted earlier, Weayermon.had a copy

of the CITE document in her files. The formats of the final

don Education,Center governance plan and the CITE

governance document,werequite eimilar. Herman also reported

in &letter to the new coordinator that the committee was also

influenced by the HETFIRE report, from.the American Association

of Colleges of Teacher Education.

An interesting handWritteq note in Weavermon's file

entitled "Models for Governance" listed five topics: "Existing

policies of two systems;:contraints; shared decision making'

needrfor center to deal with in-service needs of system -

substantive in-service - noejust a few bones in return for

pre-service work" (Emphasis added). This handwritten note

clearly revealed a broader notion of in-service thanthe earlier

'centers encompassed and provided a backdrop for understanding the
,final g6vernance document. -

June was also an interesting month in terms of an episode

that was xeminisceht of McPherson's hard-nosedand determined

stand when confronted by dissident secondary education-depart-

merit members. At *June meeting recalled Kanter, "somebody
A

told the secondary teachers to come to a meeting during closing
A
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time to hear about.a great Tiew thing - the new teachers
center! It sounded to the teachers like.an order from the
university down; it sounded predetermined to them. There

was distress...the superintendoht told them (these teachers).
to accept the center or to take transfers...We (the OFE
people) kept on saying to the comity people in the planning

stages, that teachers should be informed." Thus, the sailing
a

was not all smooth in the earliest days of the center.

Weavermon pointed out that her secondary.education.counter-
,

_part in Caidon did not understand the center Concept the'way
she did.

The June 19, 1975 meeting tof the center council, in'

addition to receiving reports 9n governance, coordination
Aa

search, and long range in-'service plans, focussed on a dis-
'6Ission of teacher concern* terms of representation in

governande, compensation for services, and workshop credit
for'salary schedule. These teacher concerns,ertainly in-.

fluenced the 'final.governance document of the center which was
written in the fall of 1975.

The month of July marked the fprmal hiring of the first
Cardon County Education Center coordinator, JiMMy Rugglesworth,

who had worked with a well -known professor at Stanford Graduate.
School'. of Education. In a July 8 joint letter from .Mariner

and Stoutemeyer, Rugglesworth-reqeived a formal offer which

said, in part: "Although the Cardon County public schools will

be your primary employer, half of"your salary will be reimbursed

to the Cardon County Public.Schools by the college'of education:

Although your coordinator's role will be kindergarten through
grade twelve, your departmentaNa4fIliation a Eastern *ate
University will be with the early childhood/elementary .

education department.. You will be responsible to Russ Stoutemeyer,

Acting,Director of the Office of Field Experiences in the

college ofYeducation and to James., Barnes, Director, Divisipn

of Administration and Supervision in the Cardon County public
schopls. Your. responsibilities. will commence 15 August 1975."

'On the following page is a Copy of the Cardon County

Education Centen 1975-1976 School Year Budget:

,
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Table 1-3 CARDON COUNT EDUCATION-CENTER BUDGET
(197546 SCHOOL YEAR)

TOTAL BUDGET
PAID BY

CARDON GOUNTY

SALARIES '

° Coordinator
ry

$15,244 $7,622-

Secretary 4,500 -4,500
Substitute, Teachers '500 500
Graduate AsSistant 3,200

4°

%CONTRACTED SERVICES

ConslAtants,
. =

OTHER COSTS

Travel 1, 3p0 .

Conferences 300
0

100

CENTER OPERATIONS

Tuition .

,Materials
3.,000
1,500

Travel. 500

OFFICE OPERATIONS "---

600 6004
.

'Telephone
.

Postage , .,
.. ,

TOTALS

, 75 w, 75 )

$30,719 $.13,i97

Jc

PAID B1
EASTFRN STATE UNI-

VERSITY

$7,62,2(to-
Cardon_Co.)",
3,200

1,300

200

3,000
1,500

,500

$17,322

April 19v 1976
Jp

Rugglesworth began serving as coordinatoi in August. The

firstcouncil meeting of the'school year and Rugglesworth's

first meeting as coordinator,-`Was held 16 September 1975. The

first topic discussed at the meeting was, again, teacher

concerns, especially at the'sebondary level. Two actions

dealt, with these concerns. Rirst,Mariner was to request a

letter from the superintendent:authorizing_in-service courses

taken at the center to couht.towards.payment on the MA+30

credits salary scale. Second; Stotitemeyer was to talk to the

dean about the possibility of offer4ig 600 level bourses in
the county.

1I t.
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Also reflecting teacher concerns, the goveimance

\ reported and the council decided that "a,teacher would be
-1

democratically chksen from each school to represent the center

to serve on the committee on governance" andl that these teachers

would be selected prior to thes29 September heating of the \

g9vernance committee so that they could participate at. hat \ ...-

time. _Finally, the council resolved a small problem concerning';

the coordinators'. salary request. Hartney offered to have
.

his department pay the coordinator a specified sum of money

for the 1975-76 school year as consultant. Pveryone agreed

with this arrangement.

\In early December the final governance document was
, .

ready. 014 December 3, 1975 the governance committee ratified

the governoance document and sent it on to the Cardon super -,

intendent and thedean of the College of education. The final

governance document for the Cardon County Education Center

included a change from the on 'nal coordinating council

Concept.. There was.to be a policy board (taking the place of

the council) which would *.Rt twice a year with the coflege
0

and the county taking turns in chairing the meeting. The
1

policy board's, membership was to include teacher and principal

resen-hflon as well as college of education faculty repre-

sent tion, stOent teacher. representation, and community repre-I
i

sentation. The'main functions, of the policy board were policy

' development and budget recommendations. 4

Focussing on day-to-kdaS, operations and policy implementat,aon

was an operations committee function. The opetations:committ

was.to meet monthly and to be composed of qne teacher and on,'

administratidn representative fivm-each of the center. schools.

When this obServer asked a college of education informant ayout

the lack of university representation on the'operations combittee,

he replied, that this lack was intentional. It Was important to

give center teachers and principals a, sense of ownership and

-direct participation in the operations, of the center. /

Although the Cardon center's governance document wa1

modeled after the constitution of New York's CITE projeA

29
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ACoopera.tion in'Teacher ducation)f.there were .ome.difirenceS:.

the operations committee and policy board replaced the general -

assembly and executive board 'outlined in the CITE constitution.

While the find -1 work on the governance document was proceedihT

during Oli,fall of 1975, Jimmyitugglesworth was excited about

the*C011ede of education and Carrion County jointly applying

for a $300,00.0 Teacher Corp .§ grant. On October 29, 1975

Rugglesworth wrote to the associate\dean co the college of

education and asked for help 'in initiating t proposal writing

process. Ruge4etworth, report -'to the 3 DeceMber 1975 governance
\

meeting that the propo al would be finished by the deadline.

Stoutemeyer suggested letter of support for the Teacher.

Corps proposal and the\committee agreed.
. The TeaCher Corps Oroposil with Rugglesworth serving.as

director was funded. This led .to the dilemma, of the relation-

ship between the Teacher Corps and the teacher center. The

,Teacher Corps was housed-at the middle school where the teacher

center was located. On option was to have the Teacher Corps

30.rector also serve as irector.of the cehter. There was a

proposal'for "the admini trative organization of the Teacher
it4

Education, Center and the Teacher Corps project d's a joint

operation." ,This proPosa was not accepted. Rather a new

teacher center coorAinato , Dorey Hammer, who previously had

served as a coordinator i Hanburg County; was appointed

According to Green, when gamer came.on board, thlkentdr

31,11i. was moved to an elementary school allowing her greater autonomy.

Hammer wanted, this autonom' and the elementary school principal
7 r

wanted the center.

'Before finishing the discussion of the teacher center under

Rugglesworth, there isone aspect of Ruggles4orth's work that )--

should be notedAt the eni of his first year as coordinator,

Rugglesworth wrote a memo osecondary educatIon faculty. In

this memo, he shared is ncerns about "severe" problems

that "approximately 20 per ent of our secondary education

student teachers. had.' lie,added that the Hanburg secondary

coordinator.was als expeP encing similar problems. Rugglesworth
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believed that the main reason for these problems was that the

secondary people did not get enough experience in the field

prior to student teaching. He also recommended that the

fetculty\consider scheduling methods courses-prior to student
teac4aing (It is interesting to comparethe concerns of thiS,

1975 memo with the concerns of secondary teachers in the Gantt

COUnty center at the time of this study; the concerns are almost
identical.) The information froM these documents, of course,

recorded only part ofttfie story. Additionally, there were

countless phone calls bqween Cardon County and River's Landing.
_

.

According to informants, there was-some conflict between

Gre9 and Ruggletworth.' .Informants reported that Rugglesworth

was a nice person with.good ideas. HoweverGreen noted that,.

the Teacher Corps had too many loose ends_27.and evaluation tech:

niques which were not too good. Also ithad,no established
policy. In particularo"there was,a problem-when Jimmy was here."

Apparently some professors did, a staff survey related to a ladk

of discipline in the schools thrbugh the,Teacher Corps and

gave the results to the newspap s. Greeh
..

was very concerned

7
.

e IS

flOb

about this because it could hay caused public:relations

repercusAions. Green attributed this problem to Rugglesworth's
,

lack of administrative exp'erience. There was.also, noted

green, a turf problem 4ith "full profesbors_from Eastern

State coming down and telling .people what to do, a matter of

defining tuf.
a

According' to another informant,. there were Also problems
_._

with Rugglesworth feeling that he knewahow to run a Middle "
school. Perhaps the qavor of this conflict is captured in

.

ri N

Green's comparison of Hammer with Rugglesworth: "she was much
,

less flamboyant and not as active 'and far Teadhing...she was
...

more involiVed in the.elementary s6hossi?1 revel...There were not

problems, when Dorey was here." WeaVermon= reported that '
1

_

Rugglesworth had trouble im5egrating the cen'ter's withthe

system and had trouble'"calling the shots. That's bad. It

breaks down cr___ edibility." !

_ However, ' Rugglesworth's T achers Corps project had three

1successful components which w re taken over by the center at the
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----end-of the project's funding. ()When the project ended, Rugglesworth
,

decided to leave Cardon County,and work in-a n thern

State where he had worked prior;to receiving his Ph.D.) Thete
' t ree projects were: a homework center, a parent volunteer

/if

program; and'a resource_room. --

In summary (see';-Causal Network:,Cardon County), both
.

, formal and informal *inkages contribUted to, the founding opothe
.

.,.

Carbon Center. 'Additionally, the environmental Setting 'was

right. It 1,1)4o44 a time of growth-. Cardon County needed new

teachers as 4e11 as in- service help. (The county did have

some access to alternative rescprces as evidenced by a spring
.

1975 memo from Mariner to Superintendent Cohnors repotting on

Thomas Jefferson University's college of education's interest
. , . .

f--- in collaborating with Cardon Cotifityv.) On the university side,

the Martinville and Gantt centers had closed. There was a need

for an alternative site for the pladement of student teachers.'
el 4

It was also wise politically for
Al
a state institution to work

. .

with more rural county.
.

'.' Tke informal' linkages between the county and t e College

,of edu ationi,'"the4'close association (df the superin ndent)
-4-

..,4W1 6 geopie he.re4pected, and the ( "moving spirits" Of Lay.ernon
... ,-0 ,

. _ ..
',..

.... ..,, 'and. eyerpi-obably best explained the 1975 founding of
z:- ._ . .

- a ce tex;inetrab*Lwauntp.. Also theft were-needs'and perceived

benp 1.44,on thig,Mt:gfbo.0 participating organizaLona.Ci'- jl/'-'. is' 4 i
% '''

therd sbargainfh47and:Sttoli,,cCcollqge and county key person -.

support in_theiace ofTh.iingling Out a jolnt agreement and ae.42.1Aa/

. with incipientOtonflicts.setOrigaiy teachers ,at, the , ' .
, .

46- t''

. \
At, of, the first- year, Of :\center: secOndaryc'school)

:6
. operations there was-al an'add tionq. infusion of funds from

77*.

the fieachers Corps project findb:that 4he schoolaople0

appreciated-, (As.Green Acal s t "kids 'even got to go on

trips": as a result of the gojks-fu s!) The center,:with its
rbe,.

separate identity and separate foud4 lurVived'thedonclusion-of

the Teacher Corps project, and, with .0-ie concurrence of the

policy board, kepi the most, succeul of the Teacher,torpe

components. This joint regularizationyof successful components

generated on soft money was an iiiipOttant qutdomeOf theZistriCt

,level IOA. ,
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B RRI S DURING THE EARLY. YEARS

Th- fir

a turf / power

set again -t

invasion f t

power. 0 ce

an OFE s rve

rolerole of 0

"maint4n ce

sei-ved a- a ba

acting d'recto
ffi

In ea

.

t barrier to OFE at thevatime of its toundng was

barrier. /Secondary edtcation fabulty were dead

he OF concept because they perceved OPE as an

eih legitimate ..ttrfland as a de.eriment to their

FE was established, the conflict between f culy

as a barrier tb_it4 effectiveness find infcl enced

E under acting aire'ptors so tHat OFE was

ode." Later, -conflict within the OFE office,

rier in terms'oi'usigg up the energy of to

liest days, there were few barriers to OFE from

rifts. After Carter /left OFE, decline of school

resourc s became a barrier in Martinville and

Additio ally, domain dissensus and access to

ources regardinglin-service served as a strong,

the scho 1 dis

district isca

Gantt Co ties.

altern4t v4kre

barrier o the

college'- pers

Other ba rier

district 1erslIon

personnet°

centers in Mary. ville County and led,sfrom the

ective, to the 0 mise of the centers there.

re la c of sup*ort /interest from key(school°

41Citan a of
(Strong

commitment from district

d-later Arthur County center (around 19.75)

lie-County.and as in Mar

Moving on barriers to tie early Cardon center, domain

dissensup and t rf issues loomed large. The doltair;Sdissensus.

barrier revealed itself in the,form of concern'on.theart of

secondary teac lers '1,4ith university encroachmept on their turf.

D6re also was some doitiain disensus in terms of the center

coordinator's pole and appropriate responsibilities-at tie

These turf .issuei, in most instances, were

h bargai ng or through the intervention of key

. Table 1.4 ummarizes barries during the

middle school.

resolved throu
, :-

powerful peopl

early years of OFE.
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Table 1-4 The,Early Years of the OFE Interorganizational
Arrangement:' Barriers and Their institutional

; Effects .

Locus and item Institutional Effects'

Characteristics of the
Environmental Niche

Perceived reduction of turf/
power my county .or university

Domain
rdissensus

: Decline o fiscal resources.

High acce s to, alternative
resourc s

Character stics o
Organiz tion

Perceived
turf/po
tional)

reduction of
er (intraorganiza-
by county/university

Disincentive for participa-
%tion/maintenance of E0A

4s.incentive for particrca-
tion/maintenance'in IOA

Motivation forendingilIOA

Diszpcentive for particlpa-
.... .

tion,in.I0A
0

LaC)C of c mmitment by county

Lack of s
,from ke

pport/interest
county personnel

Conflict (within the
university)

-Characteristics of an
IOA Leader

'Poor interpersonal skills'

Disincentive for-con inuation/
support pf IOA.

DeMise, of center ; no., new

interorgan zationa4
negotiation.egotiation .4

Tt.ise of ce ter; no rhw
i erorganiza iongl
r tiations

Barrier to IOA ffectiveness
and`long-term-g wth;
diverted energy f organ-
izatioinal leader.

,pemise of Urban. fttl\center

Y.,

34-
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1.4. FACILITATORS DURING THE-EARLY YEA7
.

There were manymore fciiitators t an barriers in the
Nee>

early dhyS.of fFE. One prime facilitator', was a setting-of

resource plenty. Theperly days of, OFE were days of'popula-
-

tion and fiscal growth in the school distkicts as well as at
\the college of education. 'The districts needed-5 "structure',

of-access" 'in,terms of recruitment and selection of student

Leachers. Additionally, tIe climate of t4 sixties was

favorable,toward innovation; it was a time\of belief in

innovation for problem-Solving.

4

In this setting...of growth, a key facilI itating factor was
41the ideology of IOA leaders. Both McPhersoi and.Carter had

complementary visions of 'teacher centers - isiens which they
, k

were determined to turn `into reality.
.

\

As noted earlier, formal and,iriformal ]linkages were

powerful facilitators for, collaboration among participating

organizations. These linkages led to an awareness of possible.
, - -

benefits from collabOl.ption. and strengthene commitment to the

interorganizational arrangement once it was, nitiated.

S,upport of key:persons also facilitated the,founding..and

the maintenance of centers, especially in th face of confliCt

or alternative competing resources in an env ronmenital niche. 4
i (

Turning to'Ete element of outside fun in the early'

days of OFE, the presence of federal funds seemed to serve as

a reinforcin% factor in the creation of thidarliest centers:

The very first center -in rMatinville County was created withvery
(

federal funds. ., After that; 'there were no major federal funds

involved in the centers. Additionally, while the presente of
. .-
a large federal grant to, OFE ;for teacher trailing (Triple T

Grant), exacerbated conflict wIthin the eollege of education,

reinforced perceptions of the director as an remplire-builder,"

ar4-16,-led (ultirriatelY) to the departure of the first OFE Staff,

the grant facilitated the'sta6ilitrof the office itself..
.

Yet another facilitator toward the stab4Lity of OFE in

its earliest days was the 1968 national award to OFE with its
. ,. ',,-

concomitant natibnwide.rec gnition.
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and sustenance o

degree of need f

t

e

1 facilitators, in.terms of the. maintenance

interorganizational arrangements, were the

an interorganizational arrangement;

especially on the part of the school districts and the degree

of interest on t part of these districts. High neecLand high-

interest facilitalted the continuation of collaborative

arrangerrients and
1

contributed to domain consensus.. Here the
.>

Ilartinville arra 'gement can be contraste4 with the Gantt
. .

a

d.

..,

arrangement. Ga tt.County's need fdr and in working
,

with Easter ,Sta

stringency facil

collaborative lar

Also, in the cas

and domain conse

facilitated the

-Perhaps the

earliest days of

informal linkag

combinat4ons of

e University even in the face of fiscal

iltated theiCreatioAl''of another form of

angement after the demise 6f the Gantt centers.
yf:of Cardoh County, high need, higlt interest

sus in terms' of the university's role

reation and maintenanceof.the arrangement.

three most important facilitators in the

OFE were support of ideas'of top persons,

s and strong organizational needs. The

these factois (and related ones) in the specific

environihental n che in which Eastern State University was

contributed to the creation and growth 4f the early OFE -

q.n the face of strong internal college of/education conflict.

Table 1-5 summarizes these factote7.

set
t.

even

1
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Table 1.-5 'The Earjy Years of the OFE Interorganizational
Arrangement Facilitating Factors and their
Institutional Effec

Locus and -Item

Characteristics of
Environmental Niche

Environmental plenty

Growth'In school diStricts'
(increasing enrollments)
=

Growth in :-coflege or4
4 eddcation population

Favorable climate
toward innovation

Presence of federal
'funding'

Institutional Effects

Funds for support of OFE and
collaborative, arrangements

Need for new teachers

Domain consensus

.National .award/
recogn,ition'.-

Characteristics of
° Organizations

Formal/info

0

c.

2

1 101sages

Need for'student teacher
placements

'

Support for new teacher center
idea

Contribution to stability of
OFE and help in creation of
first center

Strong collaboration between
college and districts

Stability of OFEIsupport
t

Initiation/maintenance,of
collaborative arrangements

AwarenlS of benefits Motivation foi. collaboration

High needs of organization rr Motivation for collaborati6n

. -High interest or ',organ- Motivation for collaboration
ization

-Support of top pensons

Characteristics of.I0A.
Leaders

Stability of IOA

,Viiion/ideology of IOA leader Founding of IOA

Energy/dommitment. Founding/sustenance/growth of
IOA

. f.

3. .



2. .PRESENT CONFIGURATION OF THE EASTERN STATE INTEiORGANIZATIONAL
ARRANGEMENT ;

2.1. CHANGES IN T.HE IOA: .THE G DMAN En.

Following the departure in 19 0 of Bob Carter', .the "first

,OFE director, fhe brief,interregn of Rob Soldman,\"and the

-succession of acting directors, Goldman returned to the

directorship of OFE froF his, work with Project Cooperation

based in a Gantt County school. At the time of his return,

there were changes in the configuration of OPE as Wel1 as

'in the univ4c:ity and school district d&, xts in which'OFE

was set.',

The four, teacher centers in MartinVille Cotnty and the
.

three teacher centers in Gantt County had been terminated -

4,by these'counties due to What Esther Kanter called "a

finandial crunch." The termination of the Martinsville
4S)

teacher enters was particularly interesting. Ron flartney,

a professor at the college of education since 1964, and

currently direetor of the college's R&D Center-, disagreed

with the financial-rationale as being the "real underlying
_ .

reason" for the closing, of the\centers. "There (in

Martinsville County) was a turf problem that was never

saight'ened out. The university was very jealous of its

turf in thosefiays'and looked down on school people. We

-weren'.wii\ling to give up training to school people."

Thus, in Hartney's view the university was not meeting

Martinville County's need's. Esther Kanter provided .another

perspective on theselLosings. She characterized the view

of the MartinVilre school district as "county people kiow

best and they Went to do it-their way." In fact., Bob

Carter pointed Out that by the time of the Martinville

center closing, the counties own staff development

program had grown into a strong.program.

Based upon comments from Hartney and Carter, it is clear

that there had been a,change in focus regarding the role of the

38
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college of education in the teacher centers by the time of

Goldman's return to the, directorship. .This change mirrored

the environmental changes in the school districts and at the

college of education. Goldman returned to a very turbulent

ermisonment at the college of education. The rapid growth

that marked Bob Carter's tenure - growth in faculty members

aezt.4/student enrollments - had taken a'drastic downturn.,

StUdent enrollment had begun" to plummet. There continued to

be a turnover in the deanship, although the most recent dean,.

Robert Flanigan, was-ttemendously supportive of OFE and brought

with him from his last position a strong orientation toward

and interest,inloutreach activities.'

The elementary edud'ation department had already begun

some outreach aotiVities when Flanigan arrived at the college.

He appointed Hartney as director Of outreach ,programs for one

year and asked Goldman to write a concept paper on outreach

programs% When Hartney's term ended, the Dean asked Goldman

to also serve as director of-outreach programs. -(Hartney

'became Director of "the Center for Educational Research and

Development.)

Interestingly, Goldman added his new title, Director

of Outreach Programs, and new activities to his ongoing OFE

activities, sighing one title or the other depending upon the

nature of his correspondence. Field-based programs began to

grow (in Cardon County, for :instance, Off-campus Master's.

courses were 41d at the Cardon County Teacher Center) and

were strengthened through GoldmA's OFE linkages. 1..2hese
4
Outreach activities and their inforMal association with OFE

reinforced OFE'g position in the college of education as the

,unit' devoted to meeting the needs Of the state's. school

. personnel and thereby geperating grass-roOts support for the

college of education program.
*

Finally, during the last year of this study, Dean Flanigan

resigned' to accept another position and the relatively new presi-

dent of Eastern State University la scientist who had just.

come from the presidency of another state university where he

had presided over the closing of that school's college of



education) appointed an assistant provost for education to

serveas acting dean rather than a new dean to replace Flanigan.

During this same uncertain period, there was a controversial,
A

merger between the early childhood and elementary education

department and the secondary educationidepartment (now greatly

diminished in size and student body). Turnipg to the state

level, the entire higher education budget suffered cuts and
,.. there was a concern with program duplication.

Budget cuts were also evident at.the,school district

1

t

vel where administrative personnel were beginning to be hit

, w th declining-pnrollments and decreaing county budgets.

Even school districts in what were formerly ra)idly growing

communities experienced declines in the, rate of growth.

, Fewer new teachers were b;.ing hired and a concern with keeping
.

.

current teachers up-to-date was emphasized.

2.1.1. Changes in Objectives

The contextual factors (turbulence at the college of

education, cuts in state and 'local budgets, declines in college

of education and local school syqdm's enrollments) discussed_

in section 2.1 contributed to the change in objectives of

OFE from the Carter era to the Goldman era. There always had

been both pre-service and in-service foci at the teacher

centers. Dilring the Carter era, the pre-service focus was

predominant. Although Carter had conceptualized a broad

'operatiorialization of in-service activities-at the center,

in reality, the in-service activities ddring,his era were

related to the supervision of student teachers. Ohe'reeson

for this balance of foci was the conflict between OFE and the

departments, a conflict which decreased with the departure of

Carter and his staff and with the4placement of tenure lines in

the.academic departments.

Under the leadership of-.Goldman with "his low-key approach

to dealing with the county, and his responsiveness in meeting

their needs,,as well as his flexibility in designing models
1p

to meet the needs of,the-county," there was a change involving .

.*Istamee.

a heavier weighting toward in-service. -There was also a change

40
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in OFE's interaction with other college units as a result of

Goldman's low-key and non-threatening approach to the

departments which defused the forffierly high levels of hostility
Sietween the departments and OFE.

Overall,'Goldman saw the 'mission of OFE as basically two-,
fold: a support-ole for the college of education in terms of

placement and servipes in the area of teacher education programs
.

and in a larger sense, a liaison role with the fie - a liaison
Which manifested itself in differelpt ways.

Another change area from 1975 to 1980 vies an emphasis on

the etrengthening,of research activities at the centers. Esther
Kanter noted that there was "no-railroading of coordinators. to

do research on the center" although she had suggested "enough
.

things." The secondary,cdordinator in Hanburg County had
worked on a joint research project with a faculty member at the

colldge of- education. Additionally, a group of four teachers

and an earlier coordinator from the secondary center. had

received an Association for Teacher Educatibn reSearch award far

a research project on the supervisory behavioi-of student '

teachers. (Esther Kanter, Associate Director:of OFE, aided the
group .in their efforti.) One Hanburg Aaementary cooNdinator'

served on dissertation committees, advised and stimulated
inquiry on the part of school personnel, and wrote articles

related to the center's activities. In Cardon County, the

coordinator started a research network, a support groupi,efor

all Cardon teachers who were involved in research efforts.

And in Bettner County, 'Ron Hartney helped the coordinator to

set up,anaction research type of in-service activity which ,
he then. evaluated. Since.almoStpail of the coordinators have

been or were graduate students at the college of educatiod,

they had been socialized to the research ideal and accepted
the emphasis on research-.

Most recently, the 1981 OFE Annual Retreat Agenda noted

two activities listed as follows: research*considerations for

undergraduatesh graduates, faculty, and in-service teachers;

and program design in teacher education - where it is going

at Eastern State.Universitir. This strengthening of a research

41
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emphasis probably reflects the strong research perspective of
the new president of Eastern State.

- 2.1.2. Key Persons in OFE: The Goldman Era

Table 2-1

Primary Organization

College of education

Cardon Teacher Center

Cardon School District

Hanburg Teacher
Centers-

Hanburq

Name

Rob Goldman

Esther Kanter

.'Rob Hartney

;.Ruth Madison

John Monari

Ralpyianco

RobeAllanigan
Debra Annonberg

JaMes"gariles

'Pat Weavermon

Nancy 'Rainey

Mike Green,

.Bob Harper

Sue Roseilli

7 Patti Lang

44

Hanburg School Les Jd'nes
District

Arthur Teacher Center-

. Bettner Teacher
Center

Gantt Professional,
Development Centers

V
4

Jerilyn Swansen

Betty Landers

Mike Livermap

Barbra Rhoden

42 61)

Position

Director, OFE

Associate Director, OFE

R &D. Center

Assistant Professor
and Special Education
Liaison

-Dean,

. Dean

Dean

Coordinator

Assistant Superintendent

Director of Elementary
Education .

Director of Staff
Development

Middle School Princlpal

CoordinatOr(Western
Elementary Center)

Coordinator(Eastern
Elementary Center)

Coordinator(Secondary
Center)

D rectec of Staff
De eloprOent

Coordinator

Coordinator

Coordinator' (Secondary)

Coordinator (Elementary)
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Table 2-1 above summarizes the key people who were members

of OFE at the close of the study. Rob Goldman interacted on

both a formal and informal basis with all of these key people.

Although Esther Kanter was considered liaison, for secondary

education, not all secondaryceordinat'ors or OFE secondary

representatives' reported directly to her. For example, Mike

Liverman, a secondary professional development center coordinator,

spoke directly to Rob Goldman, who had handled Mike's dutiks

-in conjunction with the directorship of 0 E p lor to Mike's

appointment. Also, OFE members in bothth elementary and

eecondar# areas who had research-related questions would

contact Esther Kanter directly. Kanter had helped several .

of the coordinators with their dissertations and had a

reputation for being a superb and scholarly dissertation

adviser.

, Focussing on the coordinators, all had contact with one

another- at the regular monthly OFE meetings and on sub-

committees Whenever they were appointed to such positions by

Rob Goldman. (For instance, in 1980, Goldman'appointed two'

sub-cothmittees to explore the topics of multi-cultural

education and mainstreaming activities at tN OFE centers.
The most frequent contact among' coordinators occurred in

Hanburg County where the two Hanburg elementary coordinators

had numerous informal contacts, They had less frequent

contacts with the secondary Hanburg,Owrdinator.

Across school districtS, coordinators often called upon

one another to give workshops or consult at their centers.

For instancerthe Hanburg,secondary coordipator, Patti Lang,

-offered a workshop at theCardon center. And the elementary

Hanburg 'coordinator gave a course-at the Bettner center.

The,Cardon coordinator did have informal contact with all three

of the-Hanburg coordinator-d; she reported that all three helped

her aAreat deal in her firot year as coordihator.

What about contact betweeh coordinators and faculty

members? The elementary coordinators had strong ties with-the

elementary education department. At the-secondary level, with

some exceptions, the coordinators did not have as strong ties

with the secondary education department as di-d- the elementary

coordinators.
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OFE members also had a gieat deal of conta t with other
educators in the state. Most were members of several different

networks including the state branch of the Association for

'Teacher Education (SATE} and the state branch of the Association

for 5upervisionsof Curriculum and Development (SASCD). One
. Hanburg coordinator Was president of SATE and another was

a regional representative for SASCD.

2.1.3. Resource Changes

When Rob Goldman first came to OFE the budget included

a full-time line for the director, two full-time/lines for ,

associate,. directors, And a'half-time line for fifteen or
sixteen, coordinators, as well as a half-time line for

__counseling and for an institute. At the time of the

study,a14that'remained was.a full-time line/for the tirector,
a 49 percent slot for the associate atrector, and a half-time
line forira counseling liaison. The line for the elementary

liaison was moved to the elementary department when nn Hubermsan
'returned to the elementary department. In return the eparment
supplied a part-time liaisbn to OFE. In 1975, all kLe.coor inator

lines had been taken away; the money, however, had been lift in a

lump sum in the budget. DesPite inflation; the amount of money

had not changed since 1975.

At the school district level, county budgets were on the
decline. Very little sla"ck remained in budgets: In Card
bounty, the School board slashed-Items including driver
education% However, support for.he Cardon Teacher-Education

Center continued with only a symbolic cut in the materials'

budget line.' Similarly, support for the Hanburg and Bettner
centers continued. In Arthur County, support decreased. Where
previously the county contributed half thy funds.for the

.

oordipator, by the time of this study, it contributed Only

a\Tvery small amount of space' and no secretarial support for the
center. .The university paid all Of i-m coordinator's salary

(which,,conseguently, was less than that of the other coordinators)

andreceived $75 from the county for:lach teacher enrolled in
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greaterga center course. IntereStingly, there was reater access to
alternative knowledge sources in Arthur _County than in some
other counties. Another state university-thad a teacher center
in Arthur County; severildifferent colleges of education offergd
courses at the same school at which the Eastern State University
Center offered courses. The Arthur County pattrern was one of
diminishing contributions on the part of the school diNtrict.
Far the most part, despite_inflation with its concomitant
budget cuts at the university and Dotal levels, monetary
support for OBE andiits centers remained stable and did nOt
reflect any incremental increa,es.
2.1.4. OFE.Activities 1979-1980

The year 1979-1980, the last full year to be included in
the study, marked 'the addition of outreach coordination tophe

,"Pof
responsibilities of the OFE director. (Although not formally
a part of OFE, the OFE network with its field-based loci for
course offerings greatly strengthened the,oiltreach programs.)
The year was also characterizedzby the departure of Dean
Flaoyan, th'e reorganization of thee special education department's
program, the merger 'of the elementary, and secondary departments,
and the Eastern State accreditation process for teacher traihing.

The above-noted events set the stage for_OFE's activities

which are summarized in Table 2-2. The table classifies these
activities in six categories. Beginning-With-OFE staff devel-
opaftt and self- examination, there were several different types
of activities within this category. Responding to concXns
for the preparation of-the wcreditation report-, OFE staff
examined their pre-seririce activities in the areas of-main=

-,. .

4 .

ptreamipg and multi- c.iltural education. Staff prepared written
reports and shared ideas at a monthly OFE meeting; two sub-

.

committees formulated recommendations from these reports
dealing with approaches to mainstreaming and multi-cUlturaT
eduCation irk the center.. Following upon tha-S activity, OFE
held a February mainstreaming workshop for/OFE_personnel and
school personnel. At the.end of the year, the_OFE director reminded A:
center staff aboutcollecting student teachef evaluations of:'
the centers and of all 'im-service courses connected to the

- :-centers. The coordinators usually analyzed this evaluation

/
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Table 272 OFEJctivities: 1979-1980

OF.Staff Development and Self-Examination Activities
1^-

, ,Centerand OFE reports on mainstreaming and multi-cultural.°,
education. . , le,-,

A
, .

,

Sharing of reports at a monthly OFE meeng'
.

Mainstreaming workshop for OFE and schools personnel

Student teacher evaluatises of the center and in-service
. -courses'cdhnetted to the center

1 Center annual reports.
,

Events
o

Monthly meetings (held regularly during the school year)

Annual retreat during two days in June)

Working conference on the new spe ial, education progranti
,

Miscellaneous Outreach and Administrative Activities

OFE assistance in the college's'acCreditation report

OFE service is clearinghouse on "Outreach Activities" ir

OKE day -long meeting with paired representatives of the
coiege'and the Bettner school district -0

4

Courses for non center teachers (Gantt CouriTyand a county
with no",centers). -

Pre-gervice Activities*

Supervision and training for 820 studentrteachers(total for
boiI semesters)

Placement of 1839 pre-student teaching students in field
experiencerelated to courses

Department consultation (usually.at an OFE meeting or
special event) with OFE4personnel regarding program changes
(early childhood; special education and elementary education)

O

Opening of a second special education center in Gantt unty

Rotation of school membership.in
Counelt)

.

°

centers .(exceptt. for Arthur
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' OFE Activities: 1979-1980 (continued).
1

/ In-Service Ac ivities*,

Fewer d less diverse credit courses than in previous,,years

4111,-Varl'd g configurations of thd following among centert:
N n-credit seminars, workshops (almost always one - .Shot),
-dimbursament for conference and professidnal association
ees, inter-school visitations, provision,of equipment

and/or materialS, provision of consultants, newsletters.

Research

;

Apnuak,retreat topic for disclissi n

Center and OFE reports on "inquiry.

. ,

I *See the Cazdon Countll',apd Hanburg 'County activities sections
, for listings of specific center-basedectivitiellin these
classifications. 9

t
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information and !utilized it in- their annj5c4orts to the

OFE director as 'well as ,in their,plans-for,,the next year.

In the area of "events,'" a=classification which cuts

,acrots the other groupings of activities, OFE had three major

types of events:- monthly meetings, special essions and an

annual retreat. Monthly meetings during the school year lasted

approximatelrthree hours and included reports/informato* tion,

a sharing from OFE staff and faculty liaisons, talks/demonstrations

by invited. guests, and information ,from the OFE'diiect4a:-.

Special sessions included a February workshop on mainstreaming

(for OFE personnel, some faculty and some school people)and a

/ May working conference on.the new special education department
4 4

educational program (for OFE personnel, faculty from the

special education )department and school people). Finally' the

annual retreat, 'held for two days in June, focussed on

examination of topics of concern from the past year and plans

for the 'future(for OFE personnel and invited faculty and the

associate dean).
A

There were severer activities of OFE which here not

primarily center-based. The OFE direCtor helped the college

of education in its accreditation report, represented OFE at e

Colleg committees, meetings and conferences. The director's

office began to serve as an information clearinghouse on

utreach a-e\tiiiities." As an outgrowth of the Bettner

School District Center,Q0FE held a joint-meeting with Bettner

School District representatives with the dual objectives of

Sharing information with each'other and Identifying needs /'

' expertise which could be filled/provided by the other party

in order to "enhance mutual program objectives." MI-fisojoint

meeting included pairings of sChools and college4l'education

personnel according tccommon areasof interest. In Gantt 4-

Coll4yeveral courses were offered to non-center teachers.

And, in a county where there were no centers, OFE responded to

. county needs and collaborated with the county regarding the

planning and provision of on-site spebial education courses

specifically adapted to the particular needs of the county.
4

3
6
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Turning to,pre-service activities at the centers, OFE,r
provided supervision and training in center and non-center'
settings for 285 secondary level placementS, 414 elementary
and special ducation placements, 11 school,counseling place-
ments and 40 community placements in 10 encies during tha
1979-80 school yeart . (The large majority placements were
center placeinents.) OFE also placed 1,839 students in indivi-
dual or group field experiences related towspecific courses
prior to the student teaching experience. (These pre-Student
teaching placements were most often not connected to center
activities and were geographically closer to the college of
education.)

More impc4tant than,the,numer of Students in these,

activities was the range andype of activities related to
the field-based tailler training. Each center coordinator had
her or.his own philosophy'reghrding saiDervision of student
texching. ,Thus, some coordinators emphasized group Settings,
(Seminars, etc.) and others emphasized one-on-one settings.
Additionally, there were significant linking and feedback,
activities. A ISpitt County coordinatorYfor instance, relayed

2 to college of edddation'faculty the unhappiness of sc ool'
personnel with the lack of,consistency among the secondary
department subject area requirements regarding student- teachers.
Or the early hildhood and the special education faculties at
the college-of educatiOn consulted with center coordinators

regarding revisions to their respective programs. Another
_type of activity was. the successful0.mplemantation of a second
special educatioh center in Gantt County.0

Aelated to these pre-service activities was the rotation

of schools belon§fng to the centers. For 193911980 rotation of0

schOolS became "the rule rather thap the exception." Both
Hamburg and Caron Counties 'approved 'a rotation plan and j

Gantt County and the Bettner School District in rotating
Schoormerrbership in the centers. Theseltrotation-attivities

'cohtriimted to the stability -and institutionalization .of OFE.,

In thearea of in-service activities, the 16FE centers'

4evidnced vibrant and varying program emphases. .-Summarizing
: hanges in inIL'r-serVice, the OrE'director'noted that "over th

years; the enter in- service components have tended to grow,
a'

.
.,. ,.< .

t
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.
.more co lex and various with less dependence on formal

SMP .

cour es and more emphasis°on meeting individual or school
e. .,

needt. Much-o'Nhis is due to the age of some centers 'end

the 5onsequent "saturation of long-term center. participants

with credit courses." In kedging with these observations, .f
i

the WE director also repOrted_that the Hanburg County centers
, .

`offered only one course during.1979-1980,kthe Cardon County

center offered two courses, the 4tthur County center offered - -

three courses, the Gantt County centers offered'six, the Early

Childhood Exchange offered one, and the Better center =

offered two. Faculty for these courses included center

coordinators (in locales other thin their hom c'enters).and,

college of education faculty. All in all, crdit courses

'tended to be less numerbus and less diverse ih topi,o areas:

than in earlier years. Howeyer,, enrollments in credit courses

increased.where new schools rotated into center memberships

and new teacher populatibns became available.

Diversity'of activity, range of offerings, and strengt
of teacher participation was {such more evident in "non-cotli;se"

activity. Each center had its own configuration of these t'

aotivities from among the following possibilities: -non'-credit

seminars, workshopS, reimbursement for conference and pro."

fessionalcassociation-fees, inter- school visitations, provision.
of equipment (e,g., videotape, lamination) and.resotIrce room

''-developmedt, disseminatiOn of'publications.(e.g., newSletters10 and provision 'of consultants. In all of these' ac4iVities,

, coordinators expressed concern with meeting the needs of the

particulaf population of teachers they servecr.. For instance,

HanbuAg co9rdina tors,recognized the need for workshops and

seminars in the afternors rather than, in the evening: On.
ft '

all sites, there was ,a movement toward the provision'of building

level" in-servicelnd' of consultants to meet the specific needs

of'center teaching.

Vie last category oeectiyifiet is research activities.

. The new president-of Eastern State UniV.ersity with his heavy

emphasis on quality research and publications.-set tI?e stage for

9

-
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an OFE focus on researchduriag 1979-1980 culminating in a

discussion 'of-research at .the annualtretreat in June. Addi-
,

. pc 'tionally, 4s a result of a paper on "ingufry" by Dean Flanigan,

the college 'asked OFE and its centers to asseqs ongoing inquiry
report to the OFE director effortsencompassing both traditional
research (if any) and,informal program evaluation.:

Overall, there-wasclittle traditional research activity.
One coordihator in Hanburg'County planned a follow-up study.

,, A
of former student teachers: Another coordinator in Hanburg
County facilitated the work of a faculty member in his main-

streaming research at a center elementary School: This facili-

tating behavior was evident in a number of coordinators who
4. were able, for instance, to cbllect,letters.of support from

school people for a.research proposal in a short' period of
time.. In the area of contributions to research a the college

of eduCation, still another Hanbur5 County Coordin4toedeveloped,
communicated, and evaluated'several teaching strategies-

Verltering on the use of graphics ("Multi-Mode")and the use of'.

teaching-tools for disoUssion (,''Multi-Level, Multi-Mode Strategies").
This "research') wasutilized by a methods professor in his
textboA'and in his course teaching. Additionaldly, this

coordinator served on several dissertation committees related
td his research Work.

Turning to the Cardon County center, the coordinator

identified a teaching behaviv...(set induction) based-on -

research; she trained Student teachers in the use of this

behavior and demonstrated the behavior to cooperating teachers.

She then began thestudy of student teacher and cooperating
teacher Utilization bf this behavior which continued into the

4 spring.
,. . .

.

2:1.. Interokganizational Dynamics.
, .

7- Environment. The dynamics of the interorganizational
.

arrangement at the'OFE level were aslomplex in the years
, after 1975 as they were In the years prior to 1975. The

...,. college.of education envikronment-was still turbulent: there
/".

.were turnovers in the de4nship, in the preSidency of Eastern
v
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State University, and in facul personnel.- there was a growing

climate of fiscal stringency; enrollments were'beginning to

drop. Yet, a pattern of OFE stability began to emerge. Many

of the secondary education faculty members who were among the

most vociferous in opposition to OFE retired or left the college

of education. With the return of Goldman to the OFE director-
.

A
ship and with the administrative changes whichmOre clearly

identified OFE as a service rather than a programmatic entity,

OFE began to play a strong liaison role between.the college

and the field. The stabilizing of OFE'was also evident in the

continuity of membership of .OFE staff and ircy board/advisory

council staff. (This stability was in contrast to the changing

composition of college of education committees.)

Thus, within the college of education as an organizational

unit, a state of domain consensus regarding the role and

,responsibilitieS of OFE began to be achieved. One participant

contrasted the situation _of domaindissensus in the early days

of OFE with the OFE of 1980: -"OFE. is completely de-fused now.

It is not a threat to anybody. Business is-booming. Fculty
- /4

members and the college of education need help in outreach, and

that is why OFE survives today." As One facility member also

noted,.-"Today there is a great'rapprochement between OFE and

the secondary, education departmeht. The period of battling is
.

ofer."
1.7

Turning to,the school districts, there was also a ddgree

of turbulence due to declining enrollments and increasing

fiscal constraints. In the five school districts which had

entered into interorganizationa2 arrangem4ts, the era pf

declining enrollments and increasing inflation was leading too

increasing budget cuts. This fiscal climate Was'much more

of a signifiCant factor in examining tpe stability Of the

IOA than.was degree of 'domaiT-i'con;ensus. At this pbint in the

life cycles of :the interorgali.zational arrangements, which

comprised OFE, there Wa*s definite 4reement'between °FE,*

and the individual school districts regarding the appropriate

turf and responsibilities of each. For instance, the Cardon

-52
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County School District (in contrast with,the attitude of the

Martinville,School District as charactePized by university
f

informants) viewed the scholarly, perspective of the college

of education and the college's contribution to strengthening

the' own in-service as great benefits to the district.

Resources and4needs. Table 2-3 lists the resources .

controlled by the university and school district' organizations

as well-as thecneeds of each.Focussing upon possibilities for

exchange, the arrows indicate the possible flow of resources

within an interorganizational arrangement, given facilitating

factors such as awareness of other organizations' resources ,

and needs, consensus regarding the legitimate domain of

wticipant organizations, and pre-existing informal lynkages.

A Table 2-3 Resources/Needs of IOA Members'

.UNIVERSITY
A

.SCHOOL

DISTRICT

a.

Resources

F.

Needs

Student teachers
_

.
. ,.

Research-based know-
ledge ,

Course offerings
to

Currentness of know-
ledge

State $$ and material
resources(videotape,
etc.)

Field experience for
.
teachers-in-training

Field settings for
facultiiistudent research

Need -,for grass-roots
support.

.Nded for $$
.

'

PCA
,Cooperating teachers/\1"Window

Craftbasda know-,
ledge ,(%-

Teachers' to enroll
in graduate Courses

$$ and material
resources ,

(office, space,
1,' :equipment)'

(.

,_,

on the ta,l.ent"

Staff development needs
:

\

Practice improVement
needs
Outside expertise need
(esgeciadly in case of
new mandites,e.g,,
P.L. 94-142)

, Need for $$

Need for current experti ec
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Among school districts there were 'ariations ie'Particular
----ef,configurations of resources and needs. For instance, Hanburg°,--(

County already h'ad a good percentage of classrobm teachers
.

who possessed master's degrees. With the average age and

tenure of teachers increasing in a given environmental niche,

there was less of a need for formal graduate training.

Bargaining and exchanges. The formalized exchanges between'

OFE' 'and each of the school districts were of three tesic

types:. Type 1, somewhat equal..resource contributionS on the

part of partiCipatig organizations; Type 2,. much largei

resource contribution on the part of the college of education,

and, Type 3, almosytotal resource Contribution on the part of

the_college of education. The Type 3 situation,oCcurred .1.1 the A
case" of the professional development centers in Gantt County.

, lin 1975, Gantt County,informed OFE-that it could no longer

' afford participation in a traditional teach er center arrangement

due to the decline of fiscal resources in the county. At the
v:,

time,'county representatives expressed to Russ Stoutemeyer,

acting director of OFE and secondary education department

, . faculty member, a strong interest in continued collaboration

:, with the college of education. Rob Goldman who was then

directing Project Cooperation based at a Gantt County school,

had been experimenting with' collaborative models of teacher .,

educatiOn. He had strong c ntacts in the county.; some school

personnel were graduate stud nts at the college of educatio .

0)Also.,, there was a joint Gantt County-college of education

task force to explore collaboration between the two organi,

zations. The task force with Goldman as a member came
-e
up yith

and' approved the .idea of the professional development cen0r

model whereby no:monetary_contributioq_ was required by the\
. . Y. -

-school system. .

. ,

At the secondary level, the prOlessional development

cent model lxivolved.a school-based supervision team composed

of ix teachers who received onefree credit course at the
. 41.

,u versity. Copperating teachers received $75 for their effort.

Additionally, OFE paid for 18 substitutO teachers three,or
.

' four times'a semester so that team leaders could attend team

meetings. A secondary education fatuity member serve as /
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coordinator (4 the secondary professional development center
. and was aided by a graduate assstant.

-eAt the elementary level inical teams14 consisting of
student' teachers, cooperat'ng teachers, a university supervisor,
and other school personnel, were formed. Cooperating teachers

4 4either received free course credit or a stipend. To sum up this
collaborative'type, the school system cont./.0.buted its schools
as sites for teacher training and its teachers as team members
and cooperating teachers. It also contributed about $4,000 in
substitute teacher money for team teachers to attend meetings
and courses. In .return, the county received a "window on the
talent" and a potent_vehicle for in- service and staff development
at the school level. Turning to university benefits, the
secondarY\professional development center coordinator reported-
that "one of the things the university is getting is a tremendou
amount of energy and commitment" with a "very little financial
investment." Additionally, he pointed, out that there were
"intrinsic rewards'for the team members in the schools" while
"we also have a chance to change our programs in response to the
field."

.

The Type /2 situation, evidenced in Arthur County, provided
an illustration of exchange in which the school system contri-
buted a very small amount of money to the collaborative effort

and showed little commitment to collaboration. In Arthur County
4

the coordinator's salarys,rs paid entirely by the university
and, this was lower in amount than that of other coordinators.

The county did provide some office space for the coordinator
and did pay the university $75 for every teacher who enrolled
in'a college of.education,course. In contrast to the other
school districts, /'there was thVsmallest amount of support and

commitment to collaboration with the college of education on
the part of the district. There was the least.contact with

school system personnel and no advisory board. In the early
days of collaboration with the school system, Arthur County

4Vad contributed-a great deal of monetary and other support_
gis* to the center. The first coordinator came from a highly
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/A
assistance, but both the financial and secretarial support

slowly eroded. The Arthur County coordinator described the

center-as "a spirit rather than a place....It is a place

where connections happen." ,

. 1,

Before ending this 1LrAef characterization of t e Awthur

.
County collaboration, it is important to examine the resource

acquisition opportunities in this county and the access to

:
alternative resources. a.There were number of student

teachers from other unyersities in Arthur County. Additionally,

other universities offered courses on-site at one of the Arthur

County center schools. Thus, both resburce acquisition

opportunities, and access to alternative, resources were high

while interpersonal contacts between. university and district

personneb' were low.

The final type of exchange situation a more equalized
,

sharing was
'3...-

evident in Bettner, Cardon and -Hanburg counties. 1

These school d- istricts provided half-salaris for the coordirla-
.4

tors,; the university provided the other 40alf. Coordinators
% . .

chose their, primary aifIliation; in Bettnev, Hanburg and Cardon., 11

..the coordinators chgre the districts which supplied fringe

benefits. The counties also provided half-time secretaries,

space, and basic equipment /office expenses .(desks, telephone,

-Tosiage, supplies and travel):, 9 exchange, the university

provided a graduate assistant (half -time) for each districti'

conferenge fees, books, equipment (e.g., videotape), consultant

services, and substitute teacher money.

A 1980 Hanburg County report' compiled by Les Jones

listed the Hanburg County contribution as $59,311.25 and the
A

Eastern,State Univel-sity contribution as $62,91-3.B4 for its

three.teacher centers. (N to that the money supplied by the '

university for consultants conference fees, substitute ,

teachers; represented much thq, money that formerly was paid

as a stiperid to cooperating teachers.) Rob Goldman, OFE

director, reported that in Bettner, Hanburg and Cardon

,school distriits, the amount ceintributed by Eastern State

University and by the school system wat perceived as:somewhat

equal.
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Knowledge transfer. These monetary exchanges were'quite

straightforward a d, thus, were easy to quantify. However,
knowledge and othe less quantifi4ble exchanges were subsumed

in the fiscal bale cing. The resources/needs matrix presented,

.earlier in this section easily captures the fisdal exchanges

and the more obvious types of knowledge transfer (research or
knowledge). However, the matrix doeS not easily capture

exchanges of, information -type knowledge which facilitated the

transfer of all types of resources, to meet the needs of

participating organizations. Here,the roles of boundary personnel

were crucial; they interpreted and conveyed their own organi-

zational needs and in turn' filtered information regarding other

organizations' resources to thepe needs:

Coordinators played key ro es in these knowledge exchanges.

For instance, during an observation period at the Cardon

County Teacher Education Center, Debra Annpnberg (the coordinator)

_received a call from Nancy Rainey (director of staff development)
'a)

who was planning a sprilig conference related to mainstreaming.

Nancy asked Debra for help in identifying someone with technical

expertise in the special education area. Debra told Nancy

that she would check and then telephoned Ruth Madisoh, the

Special education aepartmtnt's liaison to OFE. Debra explained

the'Cardon Colinty need and asked Ann to telephone Nancy .

direttly ard discuss her possible participation in the conference.

Another example of knowledge/awarenesi exchange was _

evident during a governance meeting involving -both university.

and dis)rict representatives. 'At the Cardon County fall p olicy-

board Meeting, Pat Weavermon (director of elementary education)

asked whethek the university had any courses whic4'trained

regular students in mainstreaming. In response, various

university representktives reported on what was being done in

their areas. Additionally, the special education university A,

liaiSon provided the name of a faculty member working on a model

demonstrAion in Gantt. County. Pat Weavermon noted that "we
A

have exactly the right kind of situation for that kind of a

demonstratio; down here in Cardon County." Ann then provided

the names of two individuals with whom Pat should get in touch.
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An interesting sidelight was that Debra interjected, "0h,

taught our mainstreaming course at the oenter*."

This is an excellent example of knowledge transfer in a

setting where there is a regularized mechanism for boundary

p. personnel from participatingorganizations to exchang-e

information.

The Hanburg County setAng did not include a regularized

mechanism for direct interchange among personnel from the

university, the 'schools, the school district and the teacher

center. Thus, the power.of the information transfer and

fi tering aspect of the coordinator's role was increased.
;.!

In fact, the HanburgGeordinators were the primary link

between.the university and the school district. Although

there were direct meetings between county and OFE personnel

at least twice yearly, the primary direct linkages for Hanburg..

teacher and principal representatives were to the coordina-

tor who, in turn, was liriked Ato,OFE and the university.-

A senior college of education faculty member who also

served on the Cardon center policy board and directed the.

college of education's research center observed that "the

tradition of the university as a fountain,of knowledge is

still pretty strong. But I'm beginning to see a 16t of ideas

and information coming back from the slstem...It is alot

better than it was...We need collaboration; the schools insist

on it, It meets their needs ..The university college of

education 4 no longer big brother telling the school. system

what oto do."

This s ame faculty member,' Ron Hartney,also had some

interesting observations which related to an exchange view-

point. "Teachers have recognized that they can't solve all

of (heir problems themselves. They need other resources."

For example, the,home work center (a project of, the Cardon

*It'is po ssible that the presence of a note- taking observer
at these meetings sensitized the participants to a focus on
knowledge transfer. However, the observer exa ned minutes
from meetings prior to her study and found sim lar instances
of knowledge exchange.
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County Teacher Education Center) helped -tZ5 solve the problem !

of teachers in the-county-by Usifil-dtriek r ources. A'seCond
'example-was thatpf the resource center at the Gardon County
centers. The resource center made teachers aware of tools

-which they could make themselves and sometimes with parent,

aid rather than using commercial things.
/.

In examininOthe dynamics of these interorgauizational

arrangements; the.'impoKtance of informal linkages needs to be

`emphasized. Almost every coordinator had been,or was a graduate

student atthe college of education. Many of the school

district personnel had also been graduate students at the

college of edubation-and often have hired faculty as consulta>ts
to their'school systems. These informal linkages 'fortified.

'the arrangements and facilitated knowledge transfer.

Another area'of fortification of knoWledge transfer which

is not particularly evident frdm the resources/needs matrix
in Table 2-3 came from the student-teacher/cOOperating teacher

' relationships. Student teachers who were trained in. university

es

a

classrooms,anawhose continuing training involved seminars

and one-on-one work with a center coordinator brought their

burgeoning skills and interacted with the cooperating teachers

in whose classrooms they were placed. Here teachers often did
change as a r It of being in a cooperating= teacher role.

Bob Harper, u rn Elementary Teacher Center coordinator,

believealtha if there was a tangible technique, teachers

were more likely to pick it up. Although Bob-grounded his

belief in Gage's book on Tool Development Strategies, he had

'concrete eVidence regarding cooperating teacher utilization of

a mode-changer technique which he had iniSated. Bob also

pointed out that in on- center classrooms as in non-student

teacher classrooms; there Were teachers whb utilized the

mode changer., These teachers were either lraduates of the

'center progiam, attendees at seminars -givenby'Bob, or

observers of the techique in other classrooms. .To sum up,

Bob reported that in about' 1/3 of the cases,-cr.erating

.teache's changed as' aresult of the teacher center experience.

fta,s.

/
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The transfer viewpoint in the above situation has been

somewhat uni-directional. However, the linkage patterns

outlined in the sectib on structure revealed, especially in

Cardon County, that the initiation of a teacher center wad
fadilitated through these informal, linkages. It is also

probable that school distridt personnel were socialized to

research knowledge and college of education resource utilization

through participation in graduate courses.

Overview. It is clear from the study of the interorgani-

zatioftl arrangement involving ESUthat", although all parti

cipating organizations were committed to the improvement of

public education, exchanges based on,the needs and resources,

of participating.organizations e3gplained the existence of the

IOA rather than the presence of a superordinate goal. In

these, times of fiscal constraint and tutbulent'educational

environments, individual educational organizations at both the

university and district level realized the need to Collaborate

formally. Through formal collaboratioh these organizations

formed a partnership which helped each organization better

reach its own goals. Thoge'IOAs which ,,in fadt, allowed f6r

these partnerships (even though there was,not alwaYS an

equal balance in the contributions of tilt partners) were those

1..th a stronger chance for survival. The Eastern State

University Case proviaes an example of organizations collaborating

and thereb7 gaining additional. resources which each organization

needed for its own stabiliy and survival.

Overall, the Eastern University Case made clear the im-

portance of interorganizational arrangement struct4re.

Differing linkage systems pOssessed implications. for the roles.

of boundary personnel and for the exchange. of resources
.

-

including knowledge resources. Viewing the environmental

niche in which the IOA was set helped-fto clarify the initiation
I,

and routinization of exchanges across the structural linkages_

in a given setting. Eac nvironment offqred a specific.

configuration of, resoutc ac uisition opportunities to the

organizations within it, each of which had certain. needs.."

)
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Factors which facilitated collaboration among the organizations
included informal linkages across organizational lines which
allowed for awarenessof resource acquisition opportunities.
In the five school diq;tricts'of the Eastern State University

case,- collaborating organizations engaged in an exchange of
resources to meet individgal organizational nee4 and-goals..
The IOA formalized linkage patterns, and, as lOng'as"heeds were
being met, routinized the.exchange ofknowledge and othet
resources.

ir
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2.2. ,BARRIERS

In the prese

4
$

t configuration of OFE, there appeared,to

of barriers: environmental, organizgtional,

. and interkersonal.
,

Environment. Environmental barriers to effective collabor4....1.7

tion between the college of education and school districts
o

'be three main types

continued to exist in certain -,ettings. A large se,lection of

resource acquisition opportunities, access to alternative

knowledge resources, and decline in district fiscal resources

served as barriers to collaboratiorl: For,ins-tance, inArthur.

County where the school district had access to several uni-

versity programs in ban9;scho 1 building and where udget cuts

inbreased, there was less in ntive fornsupport: of t e Ea stern

State Teacher Education:-Center. ,s
.

At-the organizational leve l, domAinfdiSsensus also served
,

at a barrier to college of education-sahool district collaboration.

Where there was disagreement or the role of the college of

education in in-lserviee, there wes16ttle chance.of collaboratIon,
.

as seen earlier in the demise of the Martinviliele County centers:

Interpersonal linkages. Turning 'to the interpersopal

level, where there were few informal linkages and little
,

interperSonal contact between college of education and school

district personnel,,, there waS-.01ess support-for collaborative

ventures. Again, in the Arthur County cake, there was the

leatt contact between,college of education and district per-

sonnel. Here,.in the words of he OFE director, the connection
-A

-"was most'tenuous," and ere was a pattern of eroding support
.

over time for the center effort including the provision of
41

undesit'ablespace and the steadily dithinishing support for

secretarial servies, telephone, and materialsuntil it was

cut off altogether.

Organizational'congruence. Another type of barrier to

coflaboratiOn was a ladk of congruence between, organizational

configurAtions. .The Eddcator-In-Residence prograM, a A

collaborative effort between the college of education nd the

Bettnet school district provided an excellent example of this

lack of congruence. TheBettner School District Identified

62
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a need.(elementary math) and the college of education provided

a faculty member who spent onel-third timt in residence at the

Bettner School District. .3n return the Bettner school district

was to\provide.an'individual for an equivalent period of time

in 'mainstreaming, the area of.need'specified by the college,of,
education Due to the different organizational hature of the

.Bettner school district, and personnel changes at thl assistant
4.

guperintendent level, problems arose and the return Achange
never materialized. Instead, after much thought and thdowork

of a. joint planning committee, a one-day-long'meeting was h

At this meeting, college oeeducation and district personnel

were paired according to complementary subject areas. The
objectives of the meeting were to allow for a shaking of needs

a
and problems as well as for the identification of collaborative

approaches to meeting the identified needs and solving the

id,ntified problems. (There were a number of tangible outcomes

in terms of collaborative projects between Bettner and college
of education 'faculty.)

A key ppint to note here is that the existence 11 an

'ongoing collaborative meohanism between the college of education
and the school district averted a very real barrier, the lack,,

of congruence in organizational structure. The joint planning

committee which grew out of the Bettner Center and the coor-

dinator's concern with broadening school district/college of .

0 edUcation collaboration invented a format (the paired interest

meeting) which resulted in much more widespread outcomes, than

the originaloore narrowly defined -exchange of ari educator.

/
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Another instance of -a barrier due to laCk of organiiational,

congruence was the difference between the university oalendar

and the school district calendar. This meant that, for example,'

the college of education co uld not collabo2ate with school

districts in prOviding student teaching experience during,the -i-

impdrtant tidelof closing the'sci1661 year.

A third example of a barriere-due to lack of organizational

congruence was particularly` evident in the secondary professional

development centers atGantt County. Here the secondary teachers,
s

in the schdol-based supervision teams were isSatisfied with

the lack of consistency in student teacher training.in the

college.of educatj5's secondary education department. For

instance, different subject areas within the department*

placed the student teaching experience at different points

in the academic program with some student teachers gaining field

experience prior to or concurrent with mIthods courses.

Overview. To sum up, organizational barriers to colla-

boration occurred kikarily in'the ar.6s of logistics and

.mismat ch es in priorities'and procedures. For instance, a

barrier to collaboration in the'area of in-servEdevas the

offering of courses'or workShops in t'he evenings at school

sites where teachers.needed to drive a distance in order ter'

return to their schdbj.s... Or, as'the OFE director pointed

out, "If you want to have a meetinT, teachers just can't go*

to meetings. t costs money for substitute teachers for

release tide. dr otherwise you have to 'have it at a time

which is not convenient for university people." he.OFE

director' also noted that "we are donstantlY,faced with pro--

blems betwpen thetithiVersity-prdorities,Jor national eminence

and research published injournals and the priorities of

school systems 7 school systems want help Irtin the university,

but.ehe university reward system won't -reinforce theokine-01

help that the systems *IA.". (In addition to servii1i-ae

barriers, these.differing reward systems also served to

influence boundary role personnel behavior and activiies.)

''There were other ba''rriers.to collaboration between the

'college of education and the school system in'termsof.a focus

V
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,on'in-service. Here the barrier was evident 'regarding one

!organization or grqpp's conception of the appropriate,

-role of the other organization - tole conflictat .0e:organ-
.

.national level. The expectations one organi-zation had fort

ancyther.ls_anticipated behavior influenced the actual operations
4of collaborative effort. For instance, one Hanburg coordinator

had worked part-time as a secondary coordinator prior to her

preSent position. In her previous role, she had Worked only

with student teachers and,even after assuming the position.,

4 of center coordinator she continued.to be known as somebody

who worked with stuaerit teachers. "The in-serVtce stuff is

done by Les (Jpnes; county director of.sfaff development),

(the coAlaty people view, us asPre-service." Interestingly,

this view alio Illustrates another barrier to successful

collaborative behavior: a narrow conception of the coordinator's

role which hampered the flexibility needed to interpret and

act on the needs of participating organizations.

.A final set of barriers to collaboration and the
.

successful implementatiOn of activitiAs act red in the
,

-̀interpersonal sphers. In this sphere, the, eatest barrier

was a lack
,
of heophily between key persons or groups which

1 often led., to conflict a0 inhibition of collaborative
.. behavior. For instance, one barrier to academic research at.

% 4,
.

the cO.hters was #bat, athe OFE director explained, "Ninety-
/

. t,

percent of- tile'pe6ple° at OFE-werdac.tion-oiented."
. Cf ,

"rhis'interperson4 clilli.ty Was homophilous with the school

systems' action - oriented traditional concerns. However, it
.

. i. ...
WaS 'in with' faculty members'views of academic:4 ,

, . :.
. kesearai-7.--t.-,,

( '---------
0 'Ano_thtr barfter,I.at the interpersdlital level -was that some

dl.viduare viewed any-ch'an-ge as a 'threat.
.,

(This b'a'rrier was. ,..

much. More evident in.the early,years of OFE:)
, ,... .,.

7_,;-Ovetalli. there 'seemed to be less stringent barriers at
,

-.

the tqeseht time than,i'n the earlier years?of.OFE.--ConfliCt

.ItsternAii;g from turf and strqggles had''greatly diminished._
.

, .Thadse- intdrorganizatioilal arrangements that' had '. ,
,

.
already withstood the barrierS of time as well:ai the4mosSible.fp

,, ,;, -

4,1
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environmental, organizational, and interpersonal barriers

summarized in Table 2-4.
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Table 2-4 The Later Vears,of the,Interorganizational Avangement:
Barriers and'their Institutional Effects

' '01

0

LOCUS AND ITEM (--
INSTITUTIONAL-EFFECTS

Characteristics of the

-Disincentive-for participation/
maintenance of IOA

Motivation for endilig,ItA

. 71-Dixsincentive for. participation in
10A

the awarness of resource,
cquisition opportunities

Difficulty in implementing
collaboration

Lack of consistent reinforcement
for collaborative endeavors.

Favored/supported activities of
one kind rather than another

lnvironMental-Niche___

Domain-d4ssensus

5

Decline of fiscal resources

High access to- alternative
reeources

Characteristics of Organizations"

Few linkages /few interpersonal
contacts

Lack of congruence between
organizational configurations
(including mismatches in
priqritiee and prOCedures)

Differing reward sygems

Lack of congruence among role
expectations for organizations

(e.g., pre-service over
service

in-

' Characteristics of.I0g Leaders

Narrow role perception Hampered flexibility in meeting
district needs .

Lack of homophily betWeen key
.

v
personsks,

,Conflict and inhibition of
collvaborative behavior

-

- -

'o.
O

.

r- g g gt!
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2.3. FACILTATORS tr.

Factors ftcilitating collaborative behavior can also be

classified according -to whether, they are primarily environmental,

°Aganizational, or int rPersonal.

Environment..., Environmental facilitators included tile'

absence of alternative knowledge °resources in settings4other then

that of the Eastern State.Colrege of Education as well as .

some small amount of fiscal resources to contribute to colla-
,

.borative efforts. *
9

Ocganization./lAt "thy arganiational level, informal rte

linkages '(often based on prior formal linkages) were key in

leading to collaborative efforts based upon an,awarenessof

needs as well as resources on the part of personnel from'each

organization. At a lower level, one coordinatorsgointedout'

that "when the principals knew you have some money, they come

to you." Here wasan-example of awareness through formal

linkages which were set up as a part Of the interorganizational

arrangement. /the adviso y councils, policy boards, and/or

operating committees w Chexisted in each interotganizatiOnei:

arrangement (except for'Arthur County) greatly fdcilitated

the awareness of needs and sharing'of resources among parti-

cipating organizations. Other formal mechanisms -of sharing 4.

informatioatesources which facilitated routine collaboration

through need fulfillment. 'as well as(knowledge transfer
. .

included newsletters and 15ooklets,froM the oenters.
4-

Another set of facilitatingfactors present during the earlier

period.of OFE -'federal fdnds - was absent from thelscen,
.

during the current .period. However, another factox aidefd in.

the stability of the arrangements: .stability'of k 1,-Apnei

in the. school districts and at ,the college of educati ti)
F 't1Z 1 1;

instance, in the focal counties .(Hanburg and Cardon) key ',;,,
P 10

gupportersof the early centers remained'in the district

administration and, ineMost cases, now occupied higher .level .

positions. Goldman rem ined as OFE.director'and Kanter

continued as associate director.
.

.0FE became more, closely

integrated with other units. Esther Katql served as chair 4

of the college of education-faculty and several Coordinators

4 '4 rG.
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served on departmehtal committees including the Bettnv
coordinatbr who was on the search committee. for the new head

of the combiners elementary and secondary departlifints:
*

official dual roles also strengthened the integration
'

of OFE with other aspects of the college of education.

PaZalleling somewhat Rob Goldman's'roles as director of OFE 1,

_and director of outreach, the elementary and e rfy childhood

departments liaison to OFE also served as coor 'na r of off-
.

campus programs for her department in thesouther part of

,Eastern State. it
.

,. .

Several fdcilitating faCtors-relat6d to or4amizatioris!,

a .,-

or group's conceptions of trhe rol&of coordinators and centers.

One coordinatorreportedthat the'countY iiked.it when the

center undertook in-sertice activities becau6e it wason a ,

less thratenng basis for teachers. How teachers viewed
0

centers also x lated to their trust and usage of a center;

"teachers here think of me more as a county person," reported

a Hanburg coowdinaor and this contributedtowardtheir trust. i

Perceived benefits for the p;?ticipatingorganizations

appeared import nt. in facilitating collaboration and activities.' I

As a Cardon C unty principal reported, the seater "has given no

us recognit n for what we are doing." When evaluating the

role of the parent volunteer program in tbe Cardon center, the

assistant superintendent of Cardon County expressed concerillthat

40"if we move it (the patent voluhteer program) out of the center(
. P &

it'might wither and die." Here, success facilitated success.
-

. . . .
.

.
*Interpersonal facilitators: Turning to the interpersonal

.

. .

level, homophily and coor inator characteristics including
,

6 iideologyplayedimportan facilitatilng role§ in "the."(cdflaborative

efforts and activities of the interorganiz'ationalarrangement

as well as in the initiation of the IOA. homoPhily,between (). '

the coordinator and teachers or adminIstratorS,in the school

district facilitated the ongoingactivities of the interorgan-1
. .

izetional arrangement._ Additionally'', most of the center'

coordinators 'had done some graduate work.at the, university

and, thus, Weie'comfortable with the'college of education world
9

i as well as -the school's world. In Cal-don County the coordinator
,
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neither studied at the college 'of education nor taught,in the

Cardon schools prior to her appointment as coordinator.
b'

However, hergraduate training at a prestigious college of

education and her local teaching experience aidecriniher

selection for the position and especially acCounte'd'foi. her

,similarity in the sensitivity to the vpws of the district .

personnel.

An excellent example of homophily in action was provided

by a Hanburg coordinator who responded to a teacher's comment a

regarding the lack of impact*Of teachers' views upon the

university by saying: o"I'm always sOputrng the teacher

'line. I am a committee of teachers myself. The Teacher

Education Center is ndlcessary-m.fOr that. The center will
s

facilitate that (brinsing teachers' views to the unliversity)."

Another keyf4cilitating factor was the support given to

coordinators by,the'OFE director and.by their "bosses" at the -

school district level. One H rg coordinator noted that

"they are so positive; it's incredible." When asked 17,

theAZoordintor replied, "the success that thS,....Qenter,is having

and, I guess, a similar value system...a similar ph ),lo ophical

orientation." This support was also engendered through the

looseness\of, couplipg (weak linkages) between the centers and

the participating organizations. toosecoupling was a:positive

factorinfluencing the autonomy of a coordinator which allowed

him or her to interpret the needs of the center's particular

. getting and move ',rapidly o; plan and implemwit a progrankto

fill -ttipse needs.

Other coordinator characteristics facilitated :the imple-

-nehtatiOn of center "laying a "Catalyst" role
in the words on One coon inator breaking, through red the:

for teachers, turning around requests right away, and trouble-

shootin4 for principals, led,to support for'coordinator and

Center` activities. In theprofessional development renter

ettin, the Secondary coordinator's role of helping teachers
4

formulate and communicate their concerns with the %econdary

teach training curri3ulum increased the upport-of these

teachers and contributed to their feelings of effectiveness
.

0 70
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in shaping the broad teacher education program of which they 40

were a part.

Still another coordinator charaCteristic - understanding
teachers' needs for recoAition of their Skills and o-

fessionalism .stimulated teachers' motivations fo arti-*

cipation in the center and supported, teacher competency in
.

.

performing the cooperating teacher role.- Coordinators pr¢vided
social support or recognitiOn in varying' ways. One coordinator 7..---

,

had a tea at the end of each semester to recognize the center's
cooperating` teachers and created a photo display mf the

0 . .

occasion, Another coordinator provided on on-oneI encouragementx
for teachers' in terms of suppOrt for graft to work and Ally_ -'
coping.

.

.

. '
.

It is important to point out that coordinator ideology

greatly influenced how a coordinator provided-support and

encouragemeit for teachers'and how a coordinator planned aDd
t

.

..

implemened-center activities. Tables 2-5 and 2-6 summarize the 'On
director'and two coordinators' linking ACtivitkes. ..-Coordinator ide. .

logy was -also evident in the type'of knowledge transmitted ti-Au(gh
.the center. For exathple. one'Cardon coordinator was stronglyi.

influenced by the research literature in set indu-CtiOn,.'trained
4

student teachers imset.induetionskills, and deMons

these skills.for coOperAing teachers. Another Hanbu g
"

,coozdinator .possessed,a strong philosophy regarding blends

of theory and practice and craft knowledge from the classroom;

this coordinator' -s activities and newsletter emphasized\ . .

classroom-generated .techniciiies:land.tools.

-Finally, according to alMost every single infOrmant, the
- ,

404 %lz.4.1.-

IOA leader's phiiiipsophy and style.greatly facilitated !the

workings -of the IOA. -As one senior faculty member said, lidb

,Goldman's "style, his low key aipproach,o dealing with the

county,-and his responsiveness of meeting theis. needsas
4

well .as ibis 'flexibility in, des.i.gliing.models to meet, the needs .

of the covintyv accounted for the success and'stability!ook OFE..
. . ;

. . . .:--

Additionally, GoldMan's style-in dealin with othercolle9.
7 1. 'r

.,
. , departmebts:greatly contrilied to the sseningpf,conflictS-

with Ar departments anti facilitated 1-lege of4education*T
4

support far OFE:. i:.

p
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'Table 2-5 Linkage Functions of Boundary Personnel at the Cardon and ilanburg Sites
. ..,

.

.
.,

, .. , .
.

.

. ,

UNIVERSITY AS USER SCHOOL DISTRICT/TEACHERS AS USERS -

. Cardon '1.1.1tEa
' Cardon' imnbuig ,

--RTZeived success' .

investment (user's Investmdht l'erceived Investment Perceived InvestMent Perceive.
Functions ° by linker Judgment) by linker success by linker sd'aess by linker su

1. pc4ource.tgansfopelng for
pi)Lemtill-Tiscrs ,Ovackaging,
synthesizing.makiny easily
available And usable

. .

none

.

`.

Q.d., moderate + moderate

.

.

moderate ++

.

Z. ttilLource dcrivery: sear9h /
.

moderate
,

++
.

moderate ++
,

heavy ++

.

a

r
++

. ing,Ileasaiang based on t

.user needs; passing on,
infoimjgy, explaining.

3. Solution giving:advisIng,
encouraging adoption of
Idea, prpdoct as a
wlution to user pro-
bl,m , -.

. *

'

none , n.a. 0 no ne

.

f n.a.

_

moderate
(district-
oriented) iik

++

.

heavy
(teacher-
oriented)

++

4. Implementation helping:

none

.

i

n.a.

.

.

minor ++ minor n.d. ,

.

er

heavy n.d.
supporting user's efforts
to build knowledge into
ongoing operations

5. Process belong: listen-
Ing, encouraging, talk-
my through problems

minor n.d.

n.a.

minor

11.

none

-

n.d

.

n.a.

..

-.

modera'te
.

moderate
'

+ +,

+

, -

heavy

moderate '

++

+

----
6. Direct trainiavvving

. none

4-.1

i7i6FICShop, c asses,

courses.

Investment Perceived Success .

Heavy ++ very *
noderate + moderate . 7 .
ninon 0 negligible

.

- unsuccessful ,(P., ,None . 5.
...

.

0N.- r
, zA0-

. -

. I
.

r. ,,.t .
I I.

,

, 0
,

a , .
. ....

-.r , .
I. .. ,

,
.

,

0 ... -I .. .
A. , .

4% .' , 1°.
. .

- ,
' : ,

.

,
.



Table 2-6 Linkage eunctiods of OFE Director.

,

%F unctions

Investment by
linker 4/

UNIVERSIVY AS USER

l.I Resource transforming 'or
potential users -(packaging,..,
synthesizinj,making easily none'

'available and usable

Perceived success
(

(users' judgment)

SCHOOL DISTRICT /TEACHERS
AS USERS.

Investment by Perceived
linken success

4

Z. Resource delivery:
ing,retrieving bas
Irser needs; passin
informing, explaining

earch-
on

on, heavy

none

4

v

heavy

3. Solution giving:adv sing,
encouraging adoPtio of
idea, product as a
solution to user p Q-
blem

none n. a .
VIP ndne n.a.

4'. Implementation
supp6rting user'
to build knowl
ongoing operat
4

h 1ping:
s efforts
ge into '

ons

none

0

-n . a . none n: a .

5. Process help
ing,,encoura
ing through

4

gvelisten-,
ing, talk -
robLems

heavy negmy ++

* - 6. Direct traL. ng:giving
workshops classes,
coutirar;

O

minor minor

Investment Perceived Success
-Heavy +1- very
Moderate + moderate
Minor 0 negligible -

Nqne unsuccessful

9 1

1

.re

9 )



Table A Linkage Functions of OFE Director (zyltile4',.
,

-Functions UNIVERSITY-AS USER

Investment by perceived success.
, linker . (users' judgent)

SCHOOL DISTRICT/TEACHERS,
AS USER

Investment by
linker

erce4ved
gUccess

7, ,Txternal popresentation

.

,' heavy

.,

.

.

+4--

.

-.
-.

,

n.a.-

- .

n.a. .

a

_

..

.

8. IOA system building and.
:maintenance

t
.

_

I

,

.
.

heavy

llr°

c
,,

...

.

,
++

, 4
.

,

heavy

.
.

. ++

.

,

.

9. Trust generating

,

.

e
moderate-.

.

,

.

.

).:

,

++.

...
,

,

' 2 moderate
4

,

++
,

.

.
. .

. 4

10. Need diagnosing

IOW
.

moderate
,-v. --

-- '09,2

._

../
,.,

v

n..d.

. .
_

.

moderate
2

..

,

. n.
0
d.

,,
.

'°Investment
Heavy
Moderate
Minor-
None

Perceived Euccess
++ very
+ moderate ,

0 negligible
unsuccessful'

,

n:d. no data

-

Sr

r 3.

,'

0 :
,
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In summary, the multiplexityof ties and activities at
both the OFE level and the individual IOA level facilitated,

the stability andinstittitionalization of the IOA. Informal
linkages facilitated an awareness of, benefits from IOA,
participation; IOA,leader and-Coordinator characteristics,,

then, facilitated the successful-andunigue pattern of each
IOAwhiCh met 'the needs of participating organizations.

.Table 2-7 summarizes these factors.
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Table 24-7 The Later Years. of the Enterorganizational Arrangement:
> Facilitators

ft
-LOCUS AND ITEM

Characteristics of the
Environmental Niche

Availability of fiscal resource
8'

Absence of alternative ,knowledge
. re sourcei

Recognition

Characteristics of, Organizations

Infbrmal linkages (often baAed
I

.ori k)rior formal linkages) *
?

,Formal, linkage patterns of IOA i
1 u . /

.. . . o
t e

Looseilets of Coupling betVeen

center
.

cter and part4ipat, ing. * .

organizations
. ,

-. 4 0

4 2 p 0 , 0 **
o

,
IP 4....

N .
- . characteraistic, of I0A-Leaders:

.a., .
V

J 0,,,...,

. 0 .AS.telil i typ:4 .140h key pei',",spns

.../.=
40 ,..: ,:f.

op
--,- 4

0 .4. .

-Dtmaity , Of IOA, lead i and ?

,:,. coordinator roIee ''

User perception of IOA leaders'
. '... sroles/perceiv'ed homophily

":,:.
.

A Supporte) of IOA, leaders

."4,

1'

8.

' A

e

s

INSTITUTIONAL ,EFFECTS

4.

ti

9

'Ability to support .an interorgani-
tationel arrangement

. ,

goLva-Eion, to participate 4tin an
j.nterorganizatconal ar'fang'Rment

.
,

-/:Str.engthens:self-concept of pdrti-
cipating oniarilzation 4nd
reinforces motivation for'
partictpation in .ttle*I0A ,

,1 . 4

T
Awareness':of -other: organizastiobsr f,

. needs and resources,' ' ,,, ' , .,, , 1

0 0 1 ' '.:. ,I i
. , . -

CO4inued support -for% 10A; . .
i

I

-

d,

greater awareness of needy and';0.
4C..

. pharing -of resobrges. .
q p ., e

i ,, ,

Strengthened autonomy and 9f fedtiVe-t
.! - t,

nestit. through &lextpili'ty- in . . st
, ,

,sensing' and filli,ing .ne,gds .., ;. .

. .
. ,, -..

c,

4 .
% . /4
Ai. 1,,

7 4 °;!49 0

4' ContiralitY Vol IOA,1support 'for_, ."- . :, ..ve . .
eioz , . , . .

to t:
. ,

Reinfl.trcd/strength6led IOAT ted
'activities

Trust in lead4rs and`, suppor/camit7
1

-'
.4.

men t-, to--IdA _activities

Streng ,ens coordinator performance
and a'ffectiveness /
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Table 2 -7 The Later Years of the Interorganizational Arrangement:.
Facilitators (continued) .

LOCUS, AND ITEM INSTITUTIONAL EFFECTS

Characteristics of IOA Leaders'

"

Catalyst role of coordinator

Recognition/social support
role of coordinator

Ideology of coOrdinator,

Low-key, responsive, flexible
style of.I0A.learblex'

'

V

I

'10

4

2

c

Suppar't for coordinator and IOA
activities-

Improved bdildin4 level climate//
\increased piarticipation in IOA
activities

Focus of activities provided by
coordinator; manner of iMple--
-mentation of activities; predomi-
nanttypes of knowledge transmitted,
through'the'IOA

Lessened conflicts within college;
increased effectiveness of IOA;
increased stability and support.
for IOA
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2.4. 'OPERATION OF THE CARDON COUNTY CENTER

2.4.1. Institutional Structure, Context, and Events

-Following the departure of Dorey Hammer as coordinator

(due to the illness of her spouse), a national search for a

coordinator was held. The joint search committee Selected

Debra Annonberg as. coordinator. Debra had received her Ph.D.

from the University of Chicago, studied at Oxford, and taught

in an inner -city school district. When she arrived in Cardon

CoUnty, there was a resource room at the middle school/Tahich

had been adprodUct of the now defunct Teacher Corps program:

Annonberg thought this would be an ideal. place for the center

and checked with Green (the middle school principal), Goldman,-

and the center'.s poliCy board. Everyone agreed that mooing

the center to the middle 'school. resource' room would allow the
.

resource room to be open and staffed for longer hours and

would strengthen the cenier.and its activities.
. .

Th'e resource room, as it appeared in 1979-1980, was a

very spacioUs, airy, and attractive self-contained spce Off

a hail across from the middle schools"cageteria. Entering
.

the L-shaped room, One found the secretary's desk immediately
. .

to the left:illaced'at a right4ngle to the door. Behind f
parallel ..O .,:the secreearr's desk .was the coordinator's

desk. Several file cabinetsjocCu3pd the Space between

the two desks.: n the right_as one entered the room were

large bulletin .boar .with a pleasingly arranged display of

articles for teachers to read while they waited for their
----,

laminating. The b etin board'display consisted ofone

large panel which read "T Eastern State University'- Cardon
. .

County Educatifon,Center is," fo wed by another panel
,,-.which had a circle with the words, "

-..

lled Practitioners,

Informed Scholars and Concerned Citizens' h it. A third

.panel had,a d'rcle which read, "Teacher Educa on Center
. f

Puts It All ogether."

At the back Of the room, parallel to the doorw was a

counter with laminating, dry mounting, and thermoAx uipment.

The left side of theroom contained bookshelves filled ith

books' and materials. Some equipment was stored at the very
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back. of the left portion of the room. In the center of `the

left portion of. the room was a large, long 'conference table

placed parallel to the bulletin board. Overall, the center

appeared to provide inviting, quiet space for staff, teachers,

and seminar courses.

The governance structure of the center remained the same

with monthly operations committee meetings and twice yearly

:policy board meetings. In terms of the operation of the center

itself,, thecoordinator continued to have a half-time secretary

(paid for by the county)and a graduate assistant (paid for

by the university).

When the Teacher Corps program ended, the Card= center

took over the program's most successful Community components,
the parent volunteer program and the homework center. ,Thus,

there was a part-time p.E. hours a week) parent volunteer r

'coordinator as well as'a part-time (10 hours a week) homework

center coordinator placed under the supervision of the

center's coordinator. With the addition of an individual to
.

help out in the resource room eight hours a week, Anronberg

supervised,a total-staff-of six. .

.

\ School Membership in `the center remained the same. (two

elementary scrlools, one middle and one high school) until_

1980-1981 at which time all the.schools in Small Town whfch

"fed" into the center's high sChool were added to the center.

This addition/of four.schools provided a larger pool of

teachers for superviiing student teachers as well as more

special.education placements. (The six schools were all

members of the.bridgin4Otommittee.) It also struck a tom-
,

promise bftween the county's concern "that the most effective

teachers be used` regardless of schopl" and the college of

education' concern "that student teachers should not travel

any farthe than necessary due to t;-le energy. crunch."

In 1980-1981, rotation of schools began within the new

.group of four elementarydschools. Some elementary schools

within the group of four would receive student teachers In

the spring.. This variation of rotation allowed for an increase

i*-the pool of cooperating teachers, " sharing' bf the burden,"



as well as maintenance of school membership over time.

(This variation contrasted, .c.ith the rotation plarrin Hanburg

County where schoolth actually rotated in and 61.t of membership

irolphe center over a three to four year cycle.)'' '

2.4.2. Objectives

, The objectives of the center under Annonberg continued
6

'to be quitesimilar to the original objectives of the center

in terms of in-service'and pre-service programs. However,

there seemed to,be more of a focus on the "translation of

research into action" with the coordinator's focus on set

induction which originated from her reading of the literaturp
. on that subject. There also seemed to be m e emphasis on

coordinator leadership and collaboratiOn inXdevelopi.ng in-

service programs consistent with building level staff

development plans.

In the areaof special programs, the coordinator continued

and strengthened work in the homework.center.aneparentyolunteer

,areas. One sub - objective 4nithis area for 1979-1980 was for

a review committee to examine these two programs and decide

whether ttley abould becontinued and in what form. The revieW

committee, chaired by Annonberg, did recommend to the spring

policy board that.these programs be continued.in their current

formS.

A third objective in the special program area was to

improve ,articulation betweel elementary and middle schools.

Again, this objective stemmed froM-trie work of the current

coordinator's predecessor.

To sum up current objectives of the center, a.seniorro

college of education professor Who had a long association

with-the Cardon center observed that the cbordinator.,is

"doing very well in carrying out these projects (whiehn
, 0

be traced back to the 'initial two coodSnatoi's of the center)

and is also looking fot something to callterown:" ere

were two projects evident in the fall of 19801%which

Annonberg conceptualized on her.own:\ Annbnberg foundecta

"research network" to, support Cardon:teachers planning-or

,'involved in advanced degrees and/or research-work and she

began a "future educators group."
4
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In summary, there seemed to be one theme running thrdtigh-

out these objectives during the Annenberg era: integration of
the center with existing county programs and priorities. This

theme distinguishes Annonberg from. her predecessors and

contributed greatly to the center's stability and support.

2.4.3. Key Persons -/

There has been tremendous stability in terms of key

persons both at the university apd county levels. ZIn Cardon

County, the only turnover in key personnel.was the departure

from the Cardon County scene of the first two coordinators.

The stiperintenden?retnadned the same,until the very/end of

this study at which point he announced his resignation. Jim
Barnes, a staunch center supporte,r from,the beginning and

a moving force behind the founding of the, center, was appointed
as the new Cardon superintendent-in June, 1(981.

There was a new director of9aff development who `came to

Cardon in 1979 who followed the then assistant superintendent

A. Barnes' lead and supported the'denter. The new staff devel-

opment director!wo6ld often' Call the coordinator for infor-

rZlation and referrals.

Additionally, she consistently played a Facilitating role

at policy )?oard meetings by identifying information sources.

The _dialogue below from a spring policy board meeting captures
this

Anbonberg:, I'm working on a model now for a resouriee
room that r'm satisfied with....

Staff development directors Are you aware -that they
are working on a model this summer?
Talk to Ms. X.

The staff development director also seemed to put people in

touch with Goldmanor AnnoTiberg when their offices had needs

ihich OF,E might serve as is" evident below:

Staff development director: *Didyou get a call?

Goldman: Yes, I'll report later on this...\.

Goldman: I'd like to finish what the staff development
director raised. Joan M.-wrote m a letter
at t'he staff development director's suggestion
(I now find out) to have the college,bidsom

)a course..:



At the university, the only vajor turnover Was the return

of Goldman as director of,OFE. Esther K*anter remained as

associate director. Goldman, Kanter, Hartney,gand a faculty

member from industrial education who now sat on*the policy bOard

continued to be key people in the support of the center.

There also was a turnover every year or twp in the graduate

assistant to the center coordinator, usually due to the

assistant's completion of graduate work. (This change had

,...almost no impact on the'center's operations.}'

This general sabftity in key personnel connected to the

center aided Annonberg who had no previous coun y or college

connections prior to her accepting her position. This stability

also aided in the survival of the center after demise of the'

Teacher Corps project.

In terms of overall frequenOy oi interactions; Annonberg

O

often space wi

development. /She a'so me.t.directly with James Barnes. Most

of her business, as was the Cardon County custom, was handled

over the telephone. Outside of Cardon County, Annonberg spoke

most frequently with Goldman at OFE and less frequently with

Kanter: She also had occasional telephone contact with the

II,4nburg coordinatofS.

2,4.4. Resource Changes

Table 2-8 Over'view of Cardon IOA ReS,iources

Pat Weavermon and to the director of staff

Percentage \,.

, . Eastern State Cardoh Change Over
Year '+'University) County Total -Previous.Year

11975=-1976 ------:4-17,322 i$13,397 $30,719

1977-1978 1,350 19,425 40,775 'I 32%_

1978 -1979 5:800 22,900 48,700 . '19%
t

1979-1980 27,790 24,002 51,792 6%
,

1980-198-1 . 29,241 .27,884 ,57,125 10%

60,674 6%,
proposed.
1981-198'2 ' 31,592 29,082

-,

1. .
The table above presents a picture of the fiscal resources

devoied to the Cardon County center lox the organizations

pareicipating ipthe district level interorganizational arrange-
6

ment from 1975 to the present. The two largdst percentage
1. ..
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increases occurred during the'tima t e federally-fupded Teacher

Corp S project'was operating out of the middle school. Addi-

tiqtAlly,these
years pf

increases

primarily

4
rlier years of the center's existence were

4owth for Cardon COunty. The relatiVely modest

in the centers budget in recent yearp reflected

the salary increases of the six person staff conncted
with the center:- the coordinator, secretary, assistant
coordinator; and the.parent vo;unteercoordinator', hom,ework

center coordinator,, and resource room person ,(after the _

Teacher Corps program ended.)

1

lin terms of other. resources, the pattern overtite years
/)was 'quite stable. After the cente 's return tothe middle

school and lobation,in the resour e room, the phYsicaNesources

remained the same. Also the university continued.to provide

equipmen videotape,,eguipment). Overall there seemed
.

to be no major reductions in re ou-reTng patterns duri 'ig

nnonberg's tenure.

2.4.5. Activities'

The Cardonliounty Zducation Clenter activities' could be

classified in terms of pre-service-, in-service, or other focus.
,... In the pre - service area, there were a total of 47 student. I

teacher... -as-s .-gned to the center during61978-1979. This total
included. nin special education student teachers, all of whom

were directly supervised by the coordina

level meetings hich.worked most eff

Supervision in luded at least weekly

conferences with the student teache

She held bdilding-

yat the high school.

bservations followed by

sand often with cooperating
.teachers present. Additionally she required student teachers

\to attend eight seminars as follows: oientaqion; multicultural
background of 'Cardon County;.classroom management; set induction;

use'of audiovisual eguipment parent conferences; job opporr

tunities and strategies; unit planping.*In conjunction with

,the set induction. seminar, tile coordinator utilized the uni-
.

versity educational techrrolOgy department of-the college-of

education to produce,set induction videotapes.
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Table 2-9 Cardon Center Activities 1979-1980

Pre-Service Activities

Supervision of 47 student teachers (including weekly
observations and conferences ,with student and
cooperating teachers).

Eight seminars for'student teachers.

Use of videotape equipment (for.sebt induction activities'
based on res,earch).

Provision of homework center supervised experience'
(i:n cooperation with the.homework'center):

cProvision of parent c fereThing supervised expdriehce
(in cooperation with parent volunteer program).

a-

In-Service Activities

Four workshops (t q of which were one-shot and two of
which covered two sessions). *A. ,

Two collegeof education courses (eOth with an enrollment
of twenty students).

Provision of consultant's (pirim'arily from the,cpllege of
education) .

Bridging activities-/veetings, luncheon, orientations,
'1,ntervisitatlon41.

Provision of funds'' for teacher participation at conferences
and meetings.

eepoprce room (library, laminatin6 and other
-*.equjipmen).

4 *Future Educators .Group (Fall 1980).
I

Incorporate research findings in conferences with student
and cooperating teachers.

Research network (Fall 1980).

_Other 4ctivities a

0

Homework center (two. nights per week for about 59 students).

Parent volunteer program (school-based programs/including
workshops; high school reading tutoring program; parent.
volunteer handbook).

Locale for Outreach program courses.

Operating committee meetings.

Policy board meetings.

Review committee meetings.

84 I 0,;_i
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The coordinator also integrated the center's pre-service

activities with the center's two community components.and its

in-service components. The coordinator asked student teachers

to SerVe one night a Week.,at the homework center, .an activity

which aided Student teacher ability to work with pupil's in an

informal setting. The parent volunteer- program provided a

seminar on parent7conferencing techniques which greatly aided

student teacher skills in relating to and communicating with
parents.

II) the in- service area, the coordinator arranged four

workshops, .(assertiveness training for teachers, Christmas

crafts in the classroom, stress training,, and building po ive

self-concepts). Two of these workshops continued for tw

sessions; the others were one-shots activities. Note that the

type of knowledge acquisition involved in these workshops was

neither research knowledge nor craft knowledge. Wi'th'the

exception of the 'Christmas crafts workshops, all of ,the work-
,*

shops could be characterized as technical and,i \
development-oriented. (The 'average attendance at workshops

.was ntineteen including student teachers; the Christmas war,

shop had an attendance,of fcAty individuals.)

The center offered two college of education,kpourses in

l978-1979: Mainstreaming and teaching reading in the content

areas. 'Each course had an enrollment of approximately twenty,

'.students.

- In addition, the,center offered ponSultant help at the

school building'level on 'early dismissal days. (Note that this

.

utilization of ,time convenient to teachers.is also'stressed
.

by Hanburg County coordinators.) The 'type of consultant was
- ..

identified'at the schoolbuiiding level. For instance, one
.

elementary school had consultants*in the reading nd science

areas; another had a consultant in the.science a .; another
,

high school had a consultant onindividualizing in truCtion.

'One of the areas of'in-service activities was a continuation

of he bridpin work initiated by Dorey Jiammer. Debra

'Ann nberg, ith he respect of and close working relationship
f

with dis ict per onnel, was able to revive bridging efforts

and turn.bridging activities into some of the most successful
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N
activities of the center: .Ahnonberg acted as unofficial

cha 'r of the bridging committee during 1979-1980.,'-fier role

was p imarily that of organizer and. facilitator (see',bridging

serial:). She integrated her activities wish thOse of%the middle
school committee and guidance department.

Here one can effectively contrast the working style of

the present coordinator with that of her predecessor. Where

Hammer, would rush in with an exciting idea and attempt to'

implement it no matter whoseturf wag invaded, Annonberg
.

wOuld identify in whose turf an activity might 15e and would

work closely with that individual. Annonberg 's implementation

mode was to meet both the needs of the individual and those

of the center.
MP
Another in-service activity was the center's provision of

funds for teacher participation at conferences and professional

meetings. Eighteen teacher's took advantage of this activity

one time during 1978-1979; two teachers went to two meetings

or conferences. Conferences/meetings,attended ranged from

the Eastern State Association for Teacher Education Conference

to the Glasser Reality Therapy Seminar and a Reading Success

Workshop:

In the'researsch areas during both, conferences and meetings

with cooperating teachers, the coordinator made efforts "to

incorporate discus'simi of research findings of the 'best

possible practices. °I\ This was .a part of the Center's objective,

"to serve as a clearinghouse for research findings."

The fall of 1980 saw a-great upsurge in an ongoing activity,-

usage'of the resource room. One hundred and twenty individuals

signed in,with\_110.of these individuals signing-out eguilpment-

Theie also were 110orders for laminating materials:

Activities in the "other category" stemmed from

Teacher Corps program. When the Teacher Corps program end-ed,

Hartney proposed to the center policy committee that the center,

continue the community components of the Teacher Corps program

(the homework and 'parent volunteer activities). The,university

offered to provide half of the bUdget for these'two components,

wanting-to institutionalize, successful innovations' funded by "soft

money." Having been approved by the policy commit'te'e, Anhonberg con-.

a
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'centrated' op improving these activities. The homework center

was open.two nights a week and attracted apprbximateiy"59

students' during 1979-1980. The center expanded its operting

concept"tro include additional materials acmes for the center:
Ovetall,,rthese activities and their support from the university

andithe district reflected, the broader definition. of teachets

centers as well'as the responsiveness of the university-to-,

community needs. "Together the district and the col'lege of

eduqation lightened the load."
-ts

The parent volunteer program was run by a parent v611.1nteer

coordinator who worked part-time with:the center coordinator.

In 1979-198-0 the program operated at four schools, with varying
--

degrees ofsuccess. Each school program took on its own
.

,

identity. fit one elementary school the parent volunteer r.

program held thtee workshops: one on making learning centers
..

1

using the Cardon County Education Center's resources and

_equipment; one on enhancing students' reading skills; and one -,,

on ChristMas crafts.' The parent volunteer coordinator

distributed several newsletters and held meetijlgs to discuss .'
. .

the school's gifted and talented program and other'topics.,

At another elementary'school where the PTA elected a parent

volunteer co rdinator of its own, the center's, parent volunteer
.,_

coordinator t with the PTA representative to plan volunteer

activities.' There were three workshops devotedto ilikingJeatning
. . 4

centers and special. projects requested by the teachers. F
.

Turning to, the middle school level, no. volunteers appeared .

at the first mdetimg in the Dan. At :a second meeting in' 0

., /
November, as a result of much legwork on the par of. the 'parent

rt/volunteer coordinator,,10to 12 volunteers came. Rather than

assigning parents to specific'teaphers'':class?ddms, the parent'

volunteer coordinator utilized a ",'helping hands" approaCh

favored by the teachers. Teachers filled out "helping hands"

request forms ,(e.g., typing projects: helping with the anni.11'.
.1 4

Book,and Career Fair, helping two special education.students

- work with machinery, in industrial educqtion) 'andprents

volumed to help out in each case.
,

At the high school level, there were 'seven parent 'voltinteers

who worked in a very successful reading tutoring prOgram for

su,plenti. A representative of the local Adult Reading 'Academy

trained the seven'%iolunteers.
4
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Overall, the parent voZhnteer coordinator in cooperation
with the district person responsible for. parent Liaison and, . .
other volunt,ex 6b9rdinators compiled alopeolunteer handbook .

and began work on_a coordinators handbook.
, I

One-of the key problems.4n implementingthe parent
yolunteer areas was identifying volunteers. 'With peopXe.

- .

increasingly turning to full=time positions-, the population
-- f ,

from which to fecruit volunteers wab diminished. Additionally,.........
. .

.Pone operations committee member noted that the opening Z1
-

large shOpping centLrs in Cardon County and the driving --

distance from homes, to some schools ajso diminished the

parent volunteer pool. .
.

2.4..6. ,InterorganiationaI Dynamics.. '.

.
COnsensus and conflict. Under the leadership of Debra.

.ApTionberg, the elimate'of consensus surrounding the center

increased and the level of donflict decreaged. The history- .

. .-

of the Cardon denter reveAled some strong conflicts ip,:three

areas:- N
2

-in-turf'areasbetween the ,first coordinator and the
m school

.

0 ,
0..

, ,

in turf areas between the secondary teacher's' and ('
the dietrict/university personnel in fouriding,the

.

center' .
Air

, -A turf.-areas bertween!the first two coordinator? and
,

strict..per'Sonne. s _ -,:. . , . .. ..
.--

. An aneCdete-reported by AnhOnbergcaptures the history of
- ryQ . .,

. , .coordinatorcounty,personnel relationships upon whiCh: 2 0 ' fl' ,
C Annoperg had'to.build in herotirsf years as coordinator:

a'A ,
f

One day"while.at lunph; the center's secretary {'whose.
. 7 huspand had been a middle school teacher and 'then a

..,.

.\%eit -,., eardcrff'gbidaftee counselor) introduced- Annonberg to
the,tardoh County gchoql district'ssDirector of the

., .Department ofTrarikportation.' All of a sudden, there 14,
was,a change in ithe man's friendliness. He 'took two

" steps t>ackward,hatd was quite' cool toward.Annonberg.
Later AnRonberg 'earned through the secretary that

.
her predecessor, Dorey Hammer, had gone to;Apim and
said thgt he had to coordinate all school'' busing.
schedules with'the teacher' center schedule. The ,''.

Department of Transportation Director was.very-u0et
. by 'this request which he felt was

e
uppity and wh'4,c1t,

did no-give pany regard to the other priorities het _ . r

needed to consider in his scheduling-headaches: --
. APpaiently, Hammer would gq off on an idea with no

detailed understantling of:operations:
% .-.

. .
,

\ .7
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Annonberg has been quite effective in working with district
,personnel and in diagnosing and-responding to their needs.
One of the characteristics of her style -' which reinforces a

consensus over a conflict mode of bperation - was to integrate,
the operation of the center with the operationslof the district.
She did this in many ways ranging fkom active membershilAon

d'istri'ct committees, participation in district-conferences,
and always checking with .whomever controlled the turf surrounding
a particular activity. Her success in alleviating conflict and

t
building trust was.evident especially in the bridging serial
(see serials discussion).

However,.at the time of this study there.was still some
evidence of traces of residual conflict. To this observer,

the coordinator had to be quite careful in dealing With the
middle school principal in term's of turf issues. But in

focussed discussions, ,the principal expressed his strong support

for the center'and the coordinator saying that ."Debra was head

and shoulders abov4° all of the other candidates" and pointing

out the significant benefits of the center.

Bargaining and exchange. Bargaining issues arose primarily
in terms tf.unive'rsity-school district relations. The earlier
noted addition of the other'four Small ToWn elementary schools
to the-two Small Town elementary schools already center members,

was an excellent illustration of.bargainihg and exchange with

the Coordinator serving in afacilitator role. The county

had wanted more schools and teachgrs involved in supervisin

student teachers while the university worried about'the ver

lonTcommutkng distance (up to several hours) to some of the
Cardon County schools. The compromise - hammered out, in informal

conversations between the coordinator and Goldman and the

coordinator and district personnel - was to include all

elementary schools-which "fed" into tI-e senior high schools

as members and to "rotate" these schools' student teaching

loads. This solution met the needs ol the supPlicr of student
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teachers, the college of education, and also partially met
'

the needs of the county by expanding school membership in the

center. is

At the individual level, -Annonberg discussed the

possibility of rotation with her operations committee. She asked

how.people felt about rotation Ah/igh school science teacher

said he had not heta many complaints about student teachers.

"I'll be honest, he said, "I always thought it.wo,rth our

while dealing with a student teacher." In contrast, an

elementary teacher replied, "On the elementary level, it's

r-k 26 kids and one student teacher. It's work and I

could use 'the rest. That (rotation) would help." Thus, while

individual teachers were happy to have student teachers, some

felt that they needed a breather. Rotating schools would allow

th' breather. Yet, geographical constraints made the trad-

itional r6tation of schools on a county-wide basis not

'-`very feasible. Thus, the coordinator implemented a new var-

iation which complemented the center's involvement in

bridging issues: rotation among all the feeder schools to

the center high school located in
*
Small Town, the closest

location to-the River's Landing Campus.

Another example of bargaining and exchange was evident

in the.following dialogue taken from an operations committee

meeting.

Annonberg: The parent volunteer program is going well.
Should the county be funding it?

Middle School, Principal: The university is not paying
?rent, Jefferson ilniversitys paying rent
for using a school. There should be a
trade -off: I checked it out. The university
is not paying rent.

This brief dialogue illustrated'cOncern on-the part of the

middle school priiacipal that the university contribute its

fair share to the collaborative arrangement. The coordinator

handled the comment by listening and then moving on to.having

the operations committee establish a review committee to ex-
/

amine the parent volunteer program as well as the homework

center.

Thepredominant knowledge transfer pattern at the center,

under Annonberg was primarily that of two types of knowledge
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flowing from the center to student teachers and"to cooperating

teachers. The two predominan(knowledge types were research

knowledge and technical expertise. The direction of flow

seemed to be primarily from the university to the schools Via
the center. There was little in the way of craft or technical

knowyge flow from the district classrooms to the waver ity
clagtrooms. The only knowledge flow evident from the dis-

tribt to the university was priMarily that of general profess-
,.

lona]. exchange as ittustrated in district personnel's provision

of feedback/information oirthe college of education's programs
and plans.

2.4.7. Barriers

There were fewer barriers during the Annonberg era than
during earlier.,times. The most important barrier was growing
fiscal stringency - a barrier to center expansion and a

)

'possible barrier to center effectiveness. Conflict as a barrier

was significantly less due to the style and activities of the
coordinator. There still were possible barriers over turf,and

power issues - barriers' around which the coordinator effectively
navigated. The only outcome related to these possible barriers

was the amount of energy used up in, the navigational effOrts.

Additionally, although the iounty did have access to

alternative knowledge resources (other university programs),

this.did not serve as a barrier because of the strength of

informal linkages (and a concomitant history of collabdration

reinforcing 'mUtual respect) between Eastern state College of

Education personnel and key Cardon personnel;

.Focussing on.the district centrality of the center, some

barriersoto individual teachef centrality were evident. First .

of all, he young age of the center end the naturelof the center ,

governance combined with .phe 'fact that the coordinator was not
a former school teacher in the systee-filBililed the way4more
toward a district-wide focus rather than a concentration on

helping individtial teachers. Furthermore, since the center

was still relatively new, there was little evidence of infor-

mation. flow to teachers about what the center offered. Several
teacher inforMants from schools which had just become center

11,
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members were nOt'sure that the center dia or what benefits it
offered. Table '2-10 summarizes these barriers.

Table 2-10 Barriers: Current Cardon Center Operations

Locus and Item

Fiscal stringency

Variable # Institutional' Effects'

41 Budget cutting leading to
instability Hof funding

Turf and power issues related Potential conflict between
to 9 coordinator and princiPal;

coordjnator.style oftens '
this barrier

ccess to alternative
now ledge sources

Potential barrier to
collaboration' leading to'
trust and respect negates

1..

4.(8. Faciliiators

The'list of faCilitators is much longer thanthe list of
b rriers. Table 2-11provides a summaryof the facilitating

factors, including variable numbers from the pausal networks.
st. 0 gapizational facilitators seemed to outweigh the environ-

mentairbarrier of fiscal stringency. These included a large

'number, of.strong formal and informal linkages (1 and 2) among

school, district, and college of education personnel - linkages

which also spanned different organizational levels (40).

An important facilitator in terms of the survival of the

center was stability - stability of key personnel at the

.4

, .

district and college of eduction levels which reinforced the

. homophily-(20) between the twoLorganizations: The Cardon

superintendent remained the same during the center's existence

until the close of this study; Cardon district personnel involved

in thfounding of the center received promotions during the

center's existence- and continued their' support fipor the center.

Similarly, key people at-the, college of education Who were

active in the founding-of the center remained at the college

of education and continued to support the center. The only

1" "
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key college of education actor involved in the center's founding
. who no longer was intimately involved in OFE was Stoutemeyer,
who served as acting director of OFE before GoIdman'sreturn
to the office'.

' One significant aspect of the homophily (20) between
college,of education and county personnel'contributed to the
continuation of domain consensus' (9) between the' two organizations
participating in the nterorganizational arrangement. Some of
the-key dis ri,ct personnel had themselves studied at the coll-ege
of education and been socialized to appreciate, respect and
welcome ",the scholarly. perspective" of the college of education.
This welcomi g viewpoint certainly reinforced the perceived
benefits (17) from collaboration with the college of
education.

The coll ge of education personnel also respected dis rict
personnel wit whom they shared a history of collaboration (15).
This respect, long with the district's provision of-a loc le
for placing dent teachers, holding off-campps programs..a d
attracting gra uate stud6nts contributed to the univetSity'.s

perception of.benefits (19) from the collaborative arrangement.
Another factor which served as a facilitator for con-

'tinuing.the ipterorganizational arrangement was the codification
(36) which formalized the governance structure of the Cardon
center. Having'semi-annual policy board meetings with repre-
sentatives pf various levels (40) of each participating organ-

ization served to solidify and stabilize 4% arrangement through

ensuring adequate representation and needg communications of
the individuals in the arrangement.

Turning to the level of the characteristics of the

coordinator and the center, there were several important

faCilitating factors. The responsiveness of the coordinator (27)

and her ability to understand district-wide needs gr'eatly

strengthened the operations of the center and the resultant.
benefits to the district. T1 lo6se ,(24) of the

t-

coordinator to her district and university supervisors allowed

her the autonomyoto diagnose and .quickly respond to needs.
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Additionally, the coordinator's responsiveness facilitated
cr

.a diversity of objecties (82) which lea to a variety, of',

activities at the center. its diversity.and variety .

contributed to the stability of the collabOrative ar;angement.f.

A

I

\
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Tabl 2-12Facilitators: Current Cardon Center Operations

Locus and Iteth Variable # Institutional Effect
Characteristics of
Organization

Strons,formal and
informal linkages

Multiplexity of
school-university
linkages

Perception of benefits

Codification

Stability of key
personnel

History of collabora-
tion

Domain consensus

Characteristics of
Coordinator ani,
Center

Homophily

Nt

Responsiveness of,
coordinator

Loose coupling

Variety of objectives
and activities

1 and 2

40

17 and 19

36

15

9

.20

27

24

32 and 33

Awareness of needs of parti-
cipating organizatidns;Per-
ception of benefits

Contribution,to stability of
arrangement(Links at differing
levers facilitate information
flow regarding needs, solu-
tions, etc.)

Contribution to commitment
of participating organizations.

Routinization and regular-
ization of linkages

Continuation of support through
a sense of pride and ownership
insthe center-

Development of trust and res-
pect; contribution to stability/
growth of IOA

Agreement on appropriate role-
of university; Aids,in the
support and maintenance of
inter-organizational
arrangement.

4

Continuation of support for the
IOA; understanding of otheish
needs

Cbleibutes to Maintenance/
growth of IOA; supports variety
pf objectives and variety of
hctivjlies

Aids in flexibility of
coordinator;contributes to
autonomy of coordinator

.Contributes to the stability
of the IOA

Eta



L 2.5: OPERATION OF THE HANBURG COUNTY WESTERN ELEMENTARY
' CENTER_

The founding of the first teacher center in Hanburg County
ate the.first,Model elementary school in 1968 was folltowed by

the spening of a second elementary teacher center and a

secondary teacher center. This section focusses on the cur-
e

rent operations of one of these three centers, the Western

Elementary Teacher Center. The coordinator of this center,

Bob Harper, had served as coordinator since 1970, longer than

any other current teacher center coordinatomit

2.5.1. Institutional Structure, Context, and Events

The institutional structure of the Western Teacher Educa-

tion Center remained much the sane in 1980 as it was in 1970

with two exceptions. The center was housed in an elementa y

school, although it was a different school from the origin

center school in 1968. The center was still directed by a

fUll-time coordinator with the college, and the county jointly

coiltributing to his salary.. There also was still 0 half-time

secretary whose salary was paid by the county. In addition,

during the 1979-1980 school year the center gained.a graduate

assistant (see Resource Changes).

Also in 1974-1975, Harper added an advisory council

structure to the center as a esult of."communication problems.

There was this ridiculous running around from one place to

another." Harper's colleague, Beth Roselli, Coordinator of

Hanburg County's Eastern Elementary Teacher Education Center

had initiated an advisory council with the help of a faculty

member with whom she had worked at River's Landing. To

Harper the idea of an advisory council seemed an excellent

way for "people to have mole stakein the teacher center'."

Thus, Harper's .advisory council had one teacher delegate

from each member school, usually " people who are really interested

in student teachers." Unlike the Eastern Elementary Center,

no principals served on the advisory council for the Western

Teacher Educations'Center. *Harper felt that the presence of

principals might inhibit the Council members expressiOns of

concern and recommendations.

96 1 1 t-;
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Also unlike the Eastern,Elemsibtary Teacher Center, the
Wettern advisory council really served as a sounding board
rather-than as an initiator of actiV1Les. aarper pointed
Out that his conception of an,%advisory'council was. quite
differedt from that of Rodelll; Where many ideas and specific
guidelines came directly from RoSelli's council members,
Harper's council membert' served as responders to Harper's
ideas and liaisons between the44r schools and the center.
Harper made the decisions and, then,, asked advisory council
members for suggestions.

When the centers were fouided, Hanburg County was under --
.

going tremendous growth. The new planned. community in Hanburg
received national recognition_and-attracted many young families.
By 1980 the rate of growth in the - county, had tapered off

significantly. While there was still a
4
needfor some new

teachers, the rate of openings_was nowhere, near -as great as
'in the late sixties.

e
Additional y, at the university level the number afstudent

.teachers dedlin d; paralieling'the#decline in the number of
both graduate and undergYaduS6 enfollmehts'.

At both the university and county levels, the'late ) j

r

seventies - early eighties period_was characterized by increased
fiscal stringency.

2.5.2. Objectives

, The objectives of the Western Teacher Eddoation Center ..

were somewhat different during the late Seventies than during
$

the early-ye rs 'of the center. In'1970 the objectives of ;he
center almost c mpletely loussad on the supervision and train-

,

ing of student teachers. By 1980, there was a dramatic shift

in objectiveS evident in the-following statements from the
.

..- .1 ik

1978-79 and 1979-80 annuarrepprts: "The goal pf the Western

Teacher EduoWtion Center is to enhance the professional develop-
..

ment of teachers and Administrators." In Order to fulfill
this goal\wrote,the coordinator, the center needed "an
Organized, 'committed pre-service prograrC Pie-service and

.
.

4
0
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in-service arlhOound ether in a successfb1 center operation,
,.

and despite the expanai staff,development function, student

teachers gill receive the supportAacdordinator and coopera-

ting tchers ."-

'The coordinator went on
2

'to list eight specific goals for

the center's 1'980-81 'school Year,: .

1. Maintain or ipereaseVacticipant satisfaction
with the'center program:

2, Broaden and render4more usable a Common conceptual
frame of reference on teaching-,&ndIearning.

3. Continue to bea forcelor professional'job satisfaction.

4. Continue the creation and spread:of instructional
ideas, center and codtty-,wide.

5. Maintain a'high level of supervisory aon°tact with
student teachers.

6. Remain sensitir to the concept of eaucation for all
children.

o

7. Look for opportOnities for teachers to.contribute
643 the profession as a whole. -

8. Act as a liaiSon between -the university and Hanburg..
COunty. '

Not-e)that only one of the'ei4Fit gals li.sted above focusses'

exclusively on student teachers:-
,

2.5.3. Key Persons 2

Due to the age of the Western Teacher Education Center:,

-there had been more turnover in key:personnel than in other,

newer centers /settings. Of course7 Carter and'McPbetson were

notionger at the university. Some facUltyincluding-Hartney.°

were still at the River's Landing,Sampitts in 1980; Goldmln

continued .a' Qirector of OFE with .EstAtr Kanter as AsSpciate

Director..

One chan6 in "Key Persons" significant to Bob Harper was

that in 1975 one layer .of bureaucracy wpS eliminated at OFE.

Up until-the time Huberman left.$0FE, elementary coordinators

, reported-to,her rather "than to the director. Harper- preferred
-

reporting directly to ,Goldman without tIr intermediaee layer.

"It's better that Way."

98
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At the county level, the man who played an important

part in the founding of the centers, the assistant to the.

associate superintendent, remained the county "boss" of the
coordinators until 1979. In 1979, there was a reorganization

.
and the coordinators-were to report directly to a supervisor

of sliif development who, in turn, reported to the former

"boss" of-the coordinators. Similar to his boSS, the' new
supervisor of staff-dvblopment was very supportive,o,f the

centers and in fact offerqd a workshop through one of the
centers.

Otherwise there was Agreat deal of stability in county -

personnel, principals, and teachers. Over the years, ninety

of Harper's student teachers "graduated" from the center and
went on tb teach and assume leadership positions in the county
schools, thus increasing support and forming a growing network
of center enthusiasts.

In 1979-1980, the center received a graduate assistant.

Prior to 'this,time the Secondary Coordinator, Patti Lang
had had a graduate assistant to aid het in student teacher
supervision. At the end of' 1978-1979, Lang told GOidman she
no longer needed a graduate assistant. Harper immediately
contacted Goldmah and convinced him to hire a part-time.
assistant for the Western Teacher Edu4tion 'Center. This

assistant would also help the eastern Center coordi,aator

and would work on in- service activ'ties. Gpldman agreed
with Harper's rationale; Harper h. d an assistant who had
taught at a Northeastern. State Model School' with him prior to
the time he lived in Hanburg County.

Focdssing on communication. among key persons, Harper.
HI

most frequently with Roselli, the coordinator of .

-th Extern Elementary Teacher Center.and:Much less ft4guently

with Lang, the secondary teacher center c ordinator. Although
he didspeak occasionally with Debra An onberg, the Cardon

County coordinator, his only contact with other coordinators,
was at OFE meetings and events.
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Harper estimate& that he spcke.with Goldman about once
a Week, and had contact with the college of education about
three or.four-jZimes a week. This contact was primarily with
faculty in the reading and methods areas. Turning to contact
with'his Hanbui supervisor, Les Jones, Harper described Les

as very-much like Goldman: 'laissez-faire in terms of what.

Harper wanted to do and very supportive of Harper's ideas and
style. "They (Goldman andhJones) are so positive. It's

incredible." Harper reported `to Jones periodically about

ongoing and future activities: 4'1411 tell him - here's what

we're doing next year and he'll:1)o over the list with Me'and
o:k. it."

2.5.4. Resource Changes

Data on resoUrcingfor the Western Elementary TeachA.

C'enter were limited. According to the coordinator, there were
, few change-s in resources over the years with two exceptions.

First, the center mbired to a new physfcal location during
the.-1980-81 school year. Its new locale was a MediUm-sized

office' off of the large and well-equipped media center of an

open space elementary 'school. (The space was much smaller

than that of the Cardon \County center.)' The Western center

also had a long bookcase for its own library and materials.

he bookcase was located in the media center right next to

t e teacher center office doorway. Secondly, the center added

an assistant whose salary was paid for completelyby the

college of education.

On the following pages are the Western Elementary C

1972-1980 btidget'and the entire }janburg County teacher
.

center budget. (Note tha't the formal budget does not reflect

the elffect4tVe sharing and ipooling-,Of resources on the part

of the Easern and Western Elementary Teacher Centers.)

iM
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- Table 2-12 Western Elementary 1979-19844Budget

Eastern State Uniyersity. Budget

$ 856.00
382.99

97q.46' 'I

Communications Course -
' Books, etc. for resource room (apprbx.)

Conference fees and expenges for center
faculty

Consultants 365.00
In-service workshops

iPer'sonality Differences Workshops
MATE/MASCQ Membership's.

327.36
550.00

7.000

././

Substitutes for-confetences, workshops', etc. 1,365.00
Coordinator trave 115.50 ---,,
Equipment 12.50
Miscellaneous (fil , etc.) , 81.20

$-5,035.01 '

Hanburg County Budget

Office expenses (.supplies, ingbeTials) $ 324.10
'Postage (through May 31, 1980) 133.,45
Telephone (through May 31, 1980) 297.96
Travel (through' May 31, 1980) 574.65

$1,330.16

Eastern State Salaries

Half Coordinator's Salary' $11,969.00
Center Assistant Salary 6,000.0g

Fringes 507.60
$18,476.60

County Salaries
,

Half-time Secretary ' $4,119.00
.Fringes 348.'50

/
$4,467.50 ,

1"

a

. .
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Table 2-1101 Budget for the Three Hanburg Teacher Centers

.

Combined salaries of three TEC coordinators 4,,

Salary of half-time.TEC assistant coordinator 1

Fringe benefits for the three TEC cbordinators

Hanburg
County

Eastern
Stat Total

$354906.04

m01 I...Ll., o6 /

$35.,90%.04

6,000.00

ma.m,

$ 71,812.08

6,000.00

6,075.29
Fringe benefits for'the half-time TEC assistant
"coordinator ___ 507.60 .60

Combined salaries of three TEC secretaries 0412,358.00 12,J'58.00
Fringe benefits for the three TEC.secretaries 1,045.49 1,045.4'9

. Office_Expense-(Postage,-Phone, Supplies, Travel)-
Combined TEC's 3,92.6.43 3,926.43

Resources (Conference 'fees, equipment, 'books, etc.)
. .. 10,750.00 10,750.00

Consultant services (78-791 --- -i 4,470.00 4,470.00
Substitute teachers (7.8-79)

L

5,280.00 5,280.00

TOTAL TEC (31/2 coordinators and 3 secretaries) $59,311.25 $62,913.64 $122,224.89

)3
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2.5.5. Activities

Pre-service. The Western EleMeStary Teacher Center, had

forty student teachers during the1979-1980 school year. The

coordinator averaged 1.5 observations per student teacher per

week. .Additionally, he held thirty seminars for student teachers

during the year. An innovation in this area was a three-day

in-depth workshop on classroom management, planning, and the

analysis of teaching. The coordinator followed-up observations

with conferences which were usually between the student teacher

and coordinator- _ _ _ _

In-service.- The center offered only one course during

the 19/-1980 school year. (Five teachers participated.)

Offering only one course reflected thernearing saturation point

of teachers in schools which had been center members for twelve

or so years. However,aMuch larger number of center teachers

attended conferences/or meetings. The center paid fo- 451/2

subsyitute days for center teachers. Conferences ranged, from

the gifted and talented to the early childhood areas.

The Western Center joined with the Eastern Center in
/-.

offering six one-shot non-credit seminars, held from 4-6 pm.

A total of 80 teachers attended seminars; 30 of, these 80

were from the-Western Center. The, topics of the six seminars

were as follows: Cooperative Learning Stiategies of Teams;

Games'and Tournaments; Teachers Writing for Publication; Card-
.

board Carpentry; Strategies for Mainstreaming; Career Options

Within the Field of Education; Research Findings Related to

Classroom Teac Both college of education faculty and'

teachers "fat litated the seminars." The,center also had a

Personality Differences Workshop at.which 16, cooperating teachers

joined student teachers. Finally, the center hired ten-con-

sultants during the year to serve teacher needs.. Consultants

were almost all from the university.

The center also offered a wide 'array of material resources.

A collection of approximately 1,300 Volumes was available to

all Hanburg County teachers.
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Other activities. The Western Center advisory. council

met two times during 1979-1980. The council provided feed-
, -

back, reviewed evaluation questionnaire results and budget,

discussed program proposals, and played "an important role as

a communications link to the schools."

The assistant to 'the coordinator served as editor for

the center's newsiettef The Cataly5t. (There were three issues
during 1979-1980.) She also worked with the EaStern coordi-

nator in putting together a publication for student teachers.

andiegular, teachers.entktled,- "-The- HatRack-,"- a compendift

of craft knowledge. These publication activities wei-e new to the

center with the addition of the assistant coordinator who had the
time to devote to this work. Table 2-14 summarizes the activities.
2.5.6. Interorganizational Dynamics

Conflict and consensus. Based on limited access to data

sources in this county,
0

the only change in the conflict area

seemed to be greater disharmony between teachers and administra-

tors during the time of the study as compared with the earlier

years of the center.
4

In terms of conflicting ideas, the secondary level Hanburg

-coordinator differed in many ways from the elementary level
o

coordinators. The three coordinators recognized these

differences and respected 'one another:

Where there might -theoretically have been some evidence
"Ir

of domain dissensus between the two.elementary centers in

Hanburg County, there was, in fact, strong evidence of domain

consensus. The two elementary coordinators pooled resources

to offer more to their teachers than a single budget could 41.

provide. They worked together closely. Each respected the

other and his or her own style. )

Viewing relations between the county and the college of

education, there appeared to be no conflict. There was no'

evidence of formal frequent interactions between college and

county personnel; the O'E 'director met at least twice a year

with the Hanburg supervisor Of staff development, usually tol

discuss a topic of 'pressing interest (e.g., rotation talks).

\\ There was homophily betWeen the OFE director and his.Hanburg

County counterpart which facilitated their interactions.

a
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.Table 2-14 Western Hanburg Center Activities 1979-1980

-7
Pre-Service Activities

Supervision of 40 student teachers (including 1.5
observations per week and conferences for student
teacher's) .

Thirty seminars (including three-day workshop on
classroom management, planing, and analysis of
teaching and multi-mode methods from craft knowledge).(

In-Service Activities

One graduate course (with enrollment of five).

Provision of funds for acher participation at conferences
or meetings (includi 451/2 substitute days for teachers).

Six seminars (all of 4.hich were one shot and sponsored
jointly by the Eastern and Western Centers; a total-,
of 30 Western Center teachers attended during .the
year). .

Personality Differences Workshop (with an attendance
of 16 cooperating teachers and student teachers).

Provision'''Of consultants (almost all of whom were from
the university).

Provision of library of 1300 volumes.

Individual teacher problem-solving.

Research Activities

Encouragement of individual teacher'S research'i4terests.

Work with individual teachers on seminar paperS and
dissertations.

Encouragement of action research by student teachers
and cooperating teachers.

Other Activities

Publication and dissemination of The.Catalxst, a newsletter.-
Publication with the Eastern Center of The Hat Rack,
a compendium of craft knowledge for beginning teachers.

v.
Advisory council meetings.
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Bargaining and exchange. With the details of the three

centers budgetary arrangements hammered out twelve years ago,'

there was no indication until June 1981 of ongoing negotiations.

The 'conl hange was the moyement of a graduate assistant positiOn

devoted t e-service at the secondary center to a totally

in-service position based at the Western Elementary Center.

This change came at a
lime

of,increased.budget cut at the

county level and probalodyhelped to heighten county awareness

of the center's heavier in-service focus and the college of

education's commitment to assisting the county in this area.

,Knowledge transfer.fFocussing ion the Western Elementary

Teacher Center, the predominant flow of knowledge seemed to

be from the center'to the classroom and from classroom to

classroom via the center. However, there was firm evidence of

a direct flow of knowledge from the coordinator to a college

of education faculty member's teaching and publications.

In terms of knowledge types, craft knowledge and technical

knowledge-were prevalentat the center. Very-little "pure"

or "traditiocal"'research knowledge was evident. Rather 'the

transfer of knowledge at the center involved a blend of prac-

tice And theory, based upon the coordinator's own ideology

of teaching (see Multi -Mode serial). The coorhnator

obserVed that new "knowledge" as acquired most easily by
,

to

teachers when they Saw a tool that worked. This observation

was grounded in the coordinator's practice as well as in his

reading -of Gage's book on Teachers Make A Difference.. The

coordinator noted the great power of a tool in effecting

change in teachers.

About two years ago, the coordinator gave a seminar on

multi-mo e teaching to center school teachers and student

teacher He estimated that in one-third of the center school

c assrooms, tfacfiers were using approachescovered in that

seminar'. tAdditionaaly, partly as a result of a workhop the

c oordinator gave fOr the county and paitly as.a\k-esUlt Of

student_teachers being hired to teach in non-center.schools,

teachers in non-center schools,tere using multi-mode concepts.
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Another know edge transfer role of the coardinetor was
evident in his "me tor" relationships-with cooperatAg teachers.,

. He sometimes. prodded teachers about their continuing education.

Once center teachers were enrolled in graduate seminars, he
often worked with them on seminar papers. For instance, one
of the coordinator's brightest student teachers who was
currently a teacher in the center's new school-setting planned
to do two seminar papeis with Harper while he worked on a

graduate degree at the River's Landing Campus.

Overall, the most common type of knowledgelbeins_communi=
.cated at the Western Teacher Center was craft knowlddge.

Twenty-one out of twenty-three pages of The Hat-Rack, the joint
Eastern and Western Teacher Cent r publication, were devoted

to craft knowledge or a compilation of helpful hints "from
seasoned teachers to beginners." The last two pages of the
book contained a listing of resource bookg including Farmer's

Almanac, The Mammoth Book of Word Games, and Teaching Without
Tears. Bloom's Taxonomy seemed to be the only example of a

1-\...

traditional research-type book. -

-Similarly, the balance of craft knowledge in the Western

------Erlementary-eenter's newsletter, The Catalyst was quite heavy.
The editor invited teachers to share their ideas and techniques

O

in The Catalyst. Seven of the ten pages Of the first issue_

eonsisted-.of brief reports on successful techniques/activities
from the center teachers. The eighth page, an announcement olr

"catch-all" page contained a list of three books recommended

by-center teachers: Elementary Science Experiments, 72 Ways -

To Have Fun With My Mind, and Comprehensive Joy (a series of
reading gaMes, etc.). The ninth page of The Catalyst contained

a brief commentary by Harper on the effectiveness of Multi-
Mode teaching strategies. "For information about Multi -Mode

teaching contact Bob Harper or teachers in your bbilding who
have tried it." Finally, the last page was devoted to an'
announcement of the National Association ofiWeacher Educators'
aceeptance.of a presentation by Hanburg elethentary center

teachers'as well as a poem by a center school fifth grader.
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2.5:7. Barriers:--Current Hanburg Westeil,Elementary Center
Operations

There were very few barriers to the current operations

of the WesterM Hanburg Lementary Center. The key barrier

was an environmental one: it was a time of increasing fiscal

stringency for both the county and the college of education.

Only one organizational-type barrier was present. This

barrier, the time of day during which courses were scheduled,

affected the enrollment of graduate courses and seminars given

- through the center.

The brief'table below summarizes these facto

Table 2-15 Barriers: Current Hanb.ir Western Elementary Center
Operations

Item

Fiscal stringency

Variable #

Course and seminar
scheduling

46

Related to
28

Institutional Effects

Budget cutting leading to
instability of funding

Potential barrier to
'enrollment/support of
.teachers

2.5.8. Facilitators: Current Hanburg Western Elementary
Center Operations

There were. many more facilitators thane barriers to the

operations of the Western Elementary Center., Perhaps the

mosj important facilitator-Vas the presence of many strong for-

mal and infOrmal linkages betviggri-the county and the college

of education.. Additionally, the coordinator had developed a

network of-supporters in center as well as mon-center schools

. in the county. This network c9nsisted of former graduates of

10 the cdhter who were hired to teach in county schools as well ,

# °

as of teachers who participated in.workshops given by the

coordinator. These informal linkages heightened both

e

percep-

tions of the center's benefits as well es-county-wide support

for the center.

\ I
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:Another facilitating factor...,came ahoUt as a result Bfthe

high environmental turbulence eAt the college of educatiOn..

When Ann. Hxiberman's line was removed fromlpFE and given to the
`' early childhood/elementary depaftment, (here no longer was an

!Associate Director-of OFE for Elementary Education. Instead

a junior faculty member was to serge as oart;Aime.4liaison 'to
r
/

°OFE,, thus removing a layer of bureaUcracy at OFE and facili-

tating direct interaction between the OFE-director and the
.

;coordinator.

Therd was also a strong perception of benefits both on the
part of the county,and on the part-bf the college of edpcatiOn.
'This perception of ,benefits on.the part of both organizations

led to administrative support and institutional'pribrity fOr
the centers. °

AlSo contributing to support of the centers Was stability
o key personnel at the county a d at e :College of education.

°Turningto the center, HarpAr had served as coordinator since

1970 and had developed- strong networks of county and College

of
education contacts over the years, which led -to. history

Of collaboration `between coordinator and teachers as well as

-betweep the county and the college.

As in the early days of_ the Hanburg center, domain con-,

,sensus continued.,f15.Due.,.to the small county budget for staff

development, theve wA,no conflict over the 'increasing in-

.Qervice,focus of, the Hanburg centers.

A numiDei of characteristics Of the coordinator facilitated

the operations of the center. Very significant was thePstrong

_h4Orophity between the coordinator andpcou y chersl°

('Harper had been .a county teacher himself prior o serving as/'

coordinator.?) °This-homophily as...weli:as 'the ideology of the
0

coordinator facilitated the teacher;&entrality of the centero 6
- -

and the strong teacher support fof.tlie:center% These charac-
. .$

tegristics also:reinforced the coordinator's responsiveness to
. ,

,county teachers whfch also contributed to the maintenance and

growth of the center as well as the variety of centers

tivities. a

-o
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he oi*anizational characteristic of loose coupling ,or:
weak li kage's to the county and college of eddcation facili-
tated ,the coordinator's autonomy and allowed for his respon-,.

siveness to teacher needs. Th suppovt of the,OFE director

also strengthened the coordirlator's effeettidenesS and ability w

to respond to the concerns of Hanburg teachers.

Finally, the change toward a heavier weighting of in=
service objectives (goal change) of the center reflected
increased retponsivenesk to county needs and flexibility in-

college'oCeducation collaboration witfi the county., Accompany,
ing this change-toward more of an in- service,, focus was a

concomitant broadening'of'the.`definition,of in-service from -its
.earlier Concern with training student teacher supervistors to

a new.concern,with meeting the profesSiOnal development needs

of center teachers. These chAng.es broadened 'the range of

center activities and strengthened teacher and county support

for the cente the center assumed more activities central.to

teachers and, usadded to the stability and longevity of the

center.

Table 2-16 Facilitators :Cur/r-ent"Hanburg Western Elementary
.

Item

Center Operations *

Vajiable #

. Characteristics of
. Organization ,

g formal and
inf al linkages

Change in role of
elementary liaison-

Perception qf.
benefits

1 and 2

Institutionel Effect

Awareness of needs of par-
ticipitin(j'organizations;
Percepeiont.of benefits;
Continuation of 'support.

Relatedlto,-
6

17'and-20 Contribution to, commitment
of participating organiza7
tions.

110
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Table 2-16 acilitators. . . (contipued)

Item Variable # . ,Institutional Effect

Stability of key
personnel

History f colla-
boration

' Domain con nsus

Characteristics of
Coordinator 4nd

Center

Homophily

4
Responsiveness of
coordinator

4

'Loose coupling

'4.1144.1.

15

9

Continuation of support
through a sense of pride
and ownership in the
center.

Development of trust and
respect; Contribution to
stability/growth of IOA.

Agreement on appropriate
_role_of_univeesity;-A44k
in the support and main-
tenance of interorganiza-
tional arrangement.

20 Continuation of support
.

for the IOA; Understanding
of others' needs.

27 'Contributes to maintenance/ ).
gOowth bf IOA; Supports
'variety of objectives and

44 variety of "activities.

24' . -AidS flexibilitYof.
,,coordinator; Contr,ibutes

to autonomy of,coordihator.,
Variety of objec- 31,2 and 33
fives and activities

Ideology of
Coordinator

Goal Changes

gtPport of IOA Leader 29
(OFE)

Contributes to -the ,ttabi-
litYNkfthe

18 Contributes to teacher
centrality of center' and
to the variety of objectives/
activities.

42°

A

Contributes to the'stability
of the 'OA..

Coptributes t9 effectiveness
of,coordinator.

. 111
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3. OUTCOMES

3.1. OUTCOMES FOR)THE OFFICE OF FIELD EXPERIENCES
3t

3.1.1. Individual-level Outcomes

Increments in individual status or power. This study did,

not focus directly on this type of increment. However, data .

from focussed discussions revealed some power enhancement

through linking school districts with the university, especially

where a coordinator was the primary linkage between the two

organizations. Boundary role personnel (coordinators and IOA

staff) provided clear evidence of an increase in the number of

personal linkages,(contacts) which, in turn, aided their

effectiveness.

Increments in individual capacity. Coordinators felt that

they were in a good position to acquire and transmit craft:.

knowledge. They exhibited a great respect for schools aiid

z'schQOas people. 'Additionally, they displayed a realization

of a shift in WekghAing from primarily a pre-service orientation ,

to a Heavier emphasil on an in- ,service orientation. In terms

of peTsonal and professional growth coordinators received support

throughinformal exchange of ideas through staff meetings.

..:Individual costs or negative outcomes. Certainly there
ilbez

was some stress experienced by coordinators engendered by dual

organizational memberships. However, Gome'coordinators seeffied.

'able to cope with this sts4ss! well. Likewis', some coordinators

were ,better able to Rope with the ambiguity and autonomy inherent

,.-° in their roles.. Contrastingly, one Githe factors Jntributing

to; a:coordinator's resignation was the lacktt,of a c lear-cut,

orderly role. \

3.1.2. Organization -level Outcomes
. -

increments in ;organizational power or status. At the

university level, there.wal definitely a dftpr4ee in the power

an d status of the department S"vis-a=vis OFE.. This,was cOunter-

balanced, however, by'the interorganizational arrangement's

provision and enhancement of field support, Through serving. as

the linking unit between the field and th'e-colldge of education,

OFE increased its power and-status.

133.
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At the school building level, there was some evidence

at the Hanburg site that teachers received enhancement

through recognition of.teachers as professionals. Additionally,

the IOA seemed to provide status enhancement for center schools.,

At the county leVel, data was onlyaavailable in Cardon

Coiinty. There the status of the county was enhanced through

recognition'of a rural county through the university connection:.

the IOA brought the county "into the mainstream of what is,

going on in education."

Interorganizational linkage. 'These outcomes, changes in

the patterns of interorganizational_linkageswere.quite,_

.evident. There was less direct departmental linkage with the
_school systems as a result, of the IOA. ° In fact, the IOA

provided the college of education with a centralized, regular-

ized structure Alr access to field settings and allowed the

departments to concentrate on their teaching and research .

missions.

School dis'tricts, too, received a structure for
access. Here, the direct linkage tothe university

aideein the recruitment and selection of new teachers and in

the provision of needed in-service. The IOA in one sitelACardon

County, even resulted in outcomes for the general community

in the form of increased linkages with parent volunteers for

the school system. Finally,-in the Hanburg site there were

increased linkages-among' center schools and especially among

easterp- county and western county elementary schools.

!Mere were also increased linkages among district members

of OFE due to contacts among coordinators. For instance, during

1980-81 there were teacher visitations betwe'n the Bettner

and Hanburg districts.

Institutional capacity. Examining, "the college level, an

important outdkne of the IOA for the university was the provision

of stability and rel&\tive contiguity., The IOA provided- increased

outreach opportunities for the college as wellas a centralized

supervisory structure for the college's student teachers..

-Finally', the IOA Was an excellent mechanism for collecting and '

transmitting county feedback on the educational program of the

college.
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i
IOA outcomes were evident in

,
theprovision of neOPe sonnel

and other resources (materials, laminating, videotape uipment) _

for schools and, particularly, in the enhanCement of teacher-

recruitment and selection. Thexe was also, according to coor-

dinators, an expansion of teacher repertoire and, in one setting

development of a support system for teachers and ideas.

VMo4ing.to'financial outcomes, the college received' locales

- .for.teacher training as a part of a formal exchange and, lso

the provision'of field-space for universitycourse, work opt,

and_ supervision._.__ The school di$,tr.icts_received.....additlaRal_fisc41..________

resources,in such forms as graduate assistant salary equipment,

conference fees and professional memberships for,t4chers.

There were also changes in institutional climate as a'

result of the IOK. In at le.St one schbol district, a key

district-person reported an enhancement of the district-

perspective.through'scholarly knowledge and n "internalization
.

of a scholarly persirctive." And in another school district,

several teachers and the coordinator reported a chan4e in the

) school building climate as a result of the centeum here was

-a "shift the production norm to more intellectual .

level, sharing climate; and a greater freeaom.to talk about,

ideas and dissent."

Capacity changes occurred in three main areas:'' knowledge

acquisition capacity, institutional problem-solving,'and

capacity to comPete. At -the university, there was increased

knowledge about field needs and an increased advantage in field

placements through the IOA. At district levels, very strong

capacity changes were evident. There was immediate access t..)
.

information th2ough the coordinators. In at least two district

settings,ItheTe was support for teachers doing research and

continuing their education, with an emphasis on one-to-wt.

support in the Hanburg district and group support (a research

- network) in the Cardon district'?"

A major capacity' enhancer at the district level was the-.

provision through the IOA of additional pertonnel, knowledge, and

`material resources.' The IOA enhanced di trict awareness of resource

acquisition opportunities an awarenes which aided district

.%
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:-or teacher problem. solving, depending upon the district and

the pattern of lifikages of the specific IOA. The IOA even

contributed to a capacity increase iff"the community sector

in'one setting where a center proVided a workshop for parent

volunteers.

.In terms of capacity t\o compete, the IOA helped school

district's in selecting and xecruiting the best new techers
.

and facilitated centralized recruitment on-site. The IOA

also helped the college Of education through an increase in

recruitment for graduate courses and off-campus programs,

provision of a field -based locus for graduate courses and

provision of feedback from schools people.

Institutionl practice imerovement. Outcomes in the

practice improvement area were limited'due to the constraints

of this study which-did not involve classAom observation

or access to large numbers of Eastern State teachers. The

data did reveal approximately eight examples which could

cohtribute to practice improvement through the IOA:

increase in intervisitationsamong schools

attendance at courses,.wOrkshops

provision of consuleantt
,

- ye "Imori competent cooperating teachers'" (HuberOan study
and coordinator, district personnel otservationsY,

provision ok professional membership fees and conference
fees

i_increase in teachers concern with ideas and techniques

provision of newsletters with craft and technical
knowledge ",

provision of feedback for the -college of education
curriculum and proposed changes

There were some interesting variations in practice. improvement .

outcomes across ,sites. Focussed discussiorth.with Cardon County

teachers and observations at the center_there revealed heavy .

teacher usage of the center in terms of materials and equipment

little usage of the center in _terms of individual teacher

problem solution effOrts. There was also'no evidence'of

increased-cpnversations about ideas and techniques among teachers

who did not supervise student teachers. 'Teachers in'the Cardon

Cunty IOA primarily viewed the center4as,a place to laminate.,

4 115
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or acquire materials and to help with student teachers.

Further, teachers in the schools which had, just rotated into
..-

IOA membership had little idea about the range of benefits.

Explanation of these findings probably could be found in the

young age of this particular IOA as well as its environmental

setting, which rewarded the service.of district-wide rather

than individual teacher needs.

Institutionalization. Viewing the three IOA patterns of

institutionalization in Table 3-1 reveals that the

OFE level exhibited the greatest degree of

institutionalization and stability. This level consisted' of

five separate interorganizational arrangements linked by monthly

meetings of representatives. The arrangements themselves

involved a multiplexity of linkages. In the financial area,

a stable'sum, the same amount in recent years, was allocated to

the OFE level. 'in terms of core function, OFE placed and supervised------

Student teacherIn the field. Contributing also to its

stability was its relation to needed outreach programs and grass

roots support vital to a university in these times of declining

fiscal'support. In its ore than fourteen-year hiStory, OFE has

survived "bloodshed" ov r its first director's power struggles with

the college of education's departments, numerous acting directors

of OFE and numerous deans of the college of Adjat<ation. Again

faced with a turbulent college of education environment,

OFE (with no.budget increases, for inflation)-and the college .weree
n)eetifig yet another challenge at the close of this study.

The Cardon County and.Hanburg County IOAs exhibited

slightly differing patterns of institutionalization. Intterms

of core function, 'the -Cardon County IOA_was considered more

'core .to the district organization while the Hanbtirg County I0-3.-"Th

was considered more core to the scheols'organizations. Usage

pttterns varied-ilythe same Mftiner,: Cardon County admipistrators

both irr number and intensity utilized the center more Than

'their Habburg County counterparts.

Focussing'on institutional competitionAhe Hanburg County

centers (aced no similar competition. However, CardoniCounti, had

liMited competition in the problem-solving arena from a federal

'13"
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Table 3-1 Degree of Institut onalizatioh: Eastern State Site

Supporting Conditions.7

Considered a core function .

within local schools

within the college/univer-
sity department or faculty

Used on a regular or daily basis

Provides benefits/payoffs to:
school administrators

teachers

university staff

Teabher Center staff

Outperforms or eliminates com-
peting practices

Receives support from:
district administrators

schOol buildplg admins.

im'collete/university admins.
, and deans

state-leVef'administrators

Passage Completion

Achieves stable fdnding source

Functions performed are certified
by:

school authorities

college /university, adths.

Supply and maintenance provided
for

Organizational status isformally,
established in regulations

within school district

, within university

Cycle Survival

Survives annual budget cycles

Not weakened by departure or
introduction-Of new staff

-Achieves widespread use
in school district

in department, faculty of
university /college

in State

*formal governance document exists
d.k. = don't know

University
Teacher Center Teacher Center Field Unit

Cardon Hanbur OFE

weak .partly
.

present partly present
.

partly present partly present partly present

partly present partly present present

present partly present partly present

partly present c,present" ' ' present

partly present
. ,

partly present partly present

present present present

partly present
_

present d.k.

.- present' present. present

present
6

present present

'

present
- \

present partly present
(turbulent.adm

partly present partly present partly present

partly present partly_present partly present

present
r _

present present

present present present

* present
.

present present

present* present
,

.

present

present* present present'

present
t

present - present

present partly present partly present

present present

partly present partly present partly present

. d.k. d.k. partly present

.
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project staffed by some teachers at a school near tKe center.

The Cardon County center did outclass this competition in the

range and continuity of services it offered as well as the

talents of its coordiliators in .identifying and meeting county

needs.

Both sites were incorporated as separate items in their*
,

districts' yearly budget cycles. Both have survived*district

budget cuts which eliminated such items as driver education

from districtiobudgets: And both had firm and clear agreements

between the university and district regarding specific fiscal

exchanges. Additionally and very sigififiCantly, Cardon County

had a detailed formal' governance-document signed by both

district and university officials. This document also allowed

for a one-year notification period prior to the dissolution
of the agreement - a provision helpful to the stability of

the arrangement.

There was an/additional and interesting Cros s-site

difference on the Criterion of survival of new stiff. The/

OFE, Cardon County site and several Hanbfirg sites survived, at
k

the least, several different leaders. However,' one Hanburg

site had a coordinator who rei5orted`that if he and the

secretary departed, the center would no longer exist.

Turning'to usage patterms,'there was clear evidence

regarding widespread usage in school 'districts. Widespread

usage.in terms of studentteacherplacement and supervision

functions also existed in college of education'departments.

Upwever, in the knowledge, acquisition area, faculty reported

little evidence of acqUisition and incorporation of new or

craft knowledge generated inthe field.* Rather, their

primary'usige of khowfedge from the field was -that related to

feedback on methods courses or new.curriculum'such as a

revised special education curriculum. ,Toward the close of the

study there was an indication of a routinizatiom of OFE's

feedback role;in curriculum .develOpment at the elethentary

edUcation,level.
4P 4

*There was evidence of the incorporation of "Multi-Mode"
techniques in a graduate methods training course and in a
faculty publication.
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There were several additional indications of routinization

and institutionalization which Were not reported on the

institutionalization table: 'Alf.the Hanburg teacher centers

had regularly pu4R2.ished newsleetert which were distributed to

teacher; OFE staff, and some county administrators. Every

teacher center in Cardon and Hanburg Counties had one formal

involvement (advisory council,0 operating, comtittee or policy

board) with regular meetings -and regular membership consisting :

of representatives of, participating drganizations. *.

Integration in school activitkes inICardein County provided

evidence of routinization.of'IOA 'operations. .Furthermore, in

Cardon County, integration of the coordinator in district activities

enlarged the focus of the IOA.. Recently the coordinator reported

to an OFE meeting that as'a result of her work in bridging,

the county had asked her evhandle student orientation matters

in the fall.

Finally, the r tation policy provided strong iAdiCations of

institutiOnalizatio at both the OPE and county levels. The/
,rationale behind rotation of school memberships-in the IOAs

was basically two-pronged: Rotation of
r

schools allowed new

' benefits and allowed pastschools to partake of the IOAs

school members a respite from the respOnsibilities of student

teacher supervision. In each setting, the county or schools

seemed to initiate discussion of rotation.** And in each
g

setting, enough benefits accrued to the university - stability.
.

of the arrangement; provision of new candidates for graduate

courses; enlargement of the Structure' for access - that

OFE agreet to regular rotation of school memberships. .Thus,

this routine movement sin'and out of c- enter membership served

to help ensure continuity of the IOAs by the-infu;ion of new'

members which contributed.to maintaining the balance of benefits

among participating organizations in the IOAs.

*:-Schedules of meeting, type of members-, and role of members,
varied within and across sites.
',**Each county differed slightly ip terms of balance toward one
or the othei rationale. For instance, in Hanburg County
the rotation idea took on political overtones. Several more
rural schools in less wealthy areas vociferously asked eor
membership in the IOA: See the rotation serial.
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3.2. OUTCOMES FOR THE CARDON.COUNTY CENTER -

3.2.1. Individual Level'Outcomes

,..Increments in individual status or power. There seemed

to be an increased sense of professionalism among teachers

related to the center. 'More- dramatic than this increase was

the increase in status reported by a county administrator as

a result of her connecti6n _with the college of education.

In the area oflinkages,'a number of outcomes were evident.

Student teachers experienced increases in linkages to practi-

tioners as well aS to peers'at the bUilding level. (These

linkage4 were especially important because they gave them

access to more than one model.) The coordinator reported

mahy.rinkages to county and state educators. And county

personnel who already hal:linkages to the college reported

that these linkages were strengthened and routinized through

the cente a
/

IncrententS in individual capacity. Ad a result of the

center,'individual teachers had access to consultants, inter-
..

yisitations, conferences, professional memberships, courses

on-site, a research network, materials (including an extensive

library arid equipment, espeCiallaminating equipment).

teaCher,infOrmahts mbst often reported use of the

laminating equipment Ss.an important center benefit for

themselves.

Individual cooperating teachers had the opportunity to

observe new practices and-pick up new ideas throUgh the pre-

sence of student teachers, demonstrating skills acquired.at the

college and through work withthe,coordinator. A County admini-

strator characterized the effect of the-student teacher

presence on Cardon teachers as "a coaxing up, teachers have '

to be on top of ,everything.

Student teachers, of course, had access to the same items

listed above. Additionally, they benefitted from having the\

coordinator as an on-site. supervisor and facilitator. The

center allowed them to be exposed to a greater number Of
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.,problemrsolving..naddels.- Additionally., the center's homework

and parent volunteer programs provided them with enhanced .

skills and experiences related to homework problems and parent
conferencing4-

County administrators evidenced llarge increments in their
.

problemolving and practice improvement capacities. Through
regular exchange of information with college of education

:representatives at policy board meetings and through frequent-.

contact with, the coordinator, both county and college people

were made aware.of the others needs and problems'and of the ),

-information or sources of information necepsarylo problem-
solving.

In terms of individual faculty members at the college of

education, the presence of the center allowed them to concen-

tratevon their individual teaching/research missions while OFE
Iand the center handled relations with the field.

Individual costs or negative outcomes. The ambiguity
inherent in the coordinator role as well as the range of

ti

coordinator activities (pre-service, in-service, and special
programs) could have;"ied to a great deal of stress and "role

o

'overload" for the coordinator. Instead, the potential for
n

stress and overload was decreased by the, support of both the

OBE director, and key County personnel.

The're was almost'no evidence of negative outcomes. The

only negative reports' were the problem of teacher time and

energy needed for participation on the operations committee

and the problem of the center utilizing Tiddle school space

which could havebeen used for a school classroom.' Both of

these reports were counterbalanced by the informant noting

that the benefits of the center and the satisfaction of

cipating in:the center outweighed these,costs. (Note that

rotating school membership results.in a sharing of these
possible burdens.)

W
4
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3.2.2: Organizational Level Outcomes

Increments in organizational power or status. The county
organization reported the greatest increase in power and sta-
tus aca result of the center. An administrator noted that
the university connection bfou9ht the rural Cardon County, .

"into the mainstream of what is going on in education."
At the college of education level, ddpartments lost the

power to be the direct link to student ;teacher supervision in
the field but gained more time to devote to their primary
missions. 0E, of course, gained power through providing ser-
vices to-the department, linking departments'with field
sites and providing a structure for access to Cardon County.

Increments in interorganizational linkage. The center
provided county, schools and the county administrations with
routine and regular linkages to the college of education and
its departiments. Thiough teacher and/or principal membership
on the center's operations,committee and policy board, Cardon

.

schools also increased linkages among the schools themselves4
'(These increased contacts were quite ,vident in the bridging
serial.4

The center also brought about increased linkages between
the ;community and its schools. Both the homework center and
the 'parent volunteer program strengtheried linkages 4etweer
they center and the community groups as well asrtween parents,, -1
schools, and Parent-Teacher Associations.

Theunivereitytoo, acquired asregularstructure off,
access to Cardon County through the presence'of the center.
This became quite important in terms of strengthening linkages
for outreach programs and-research activities.

Increments in institutional capacity. In_the area of
increases in financial capacity; the existenbe of the Cardon
IOA provided Additional fiscal resources for the county schools
in terms of the presence of a coordinator who .Contributed to
district.prpblem-solving and in terms of equipment, materials,
and substitute day4. The'college organization also benefitted.

. * .
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financially from the Cardon arrangement: it received space
for teacher training on -site and for county-based courses as
a part of the formal exchange.

.

Viewing increases in knowledge acquisition capacity,
both the county and college benefitted fl-om-the presence of
the Cardon center. The schools arid the district administra-
tiori'had immediate access to' information or referrals to

sources of information through the Presence,of the coordinator.
Schools also received support for teachers engaged in research;

the center coordinator had initiateda research network to
"provide support for counfy, teachers involved in graduate
education and research." Herd, the types of knowledge ac-
quired through the center were primarily technical expertise,
professional development information; and problem-solving,

. alikk

information (e.g. identification of a resource person, usually
a' faculty member) to solve a particular county- identified
problem.

On the college of education side, the.center with its
linkages to county and 'school' organizations allowed the
college through On' to garner knowledge 'about field needs and
to acquire feedback on changes. in academic field-related
programs.

Focussing on institutional problem-solving, the center
provided support for building level in-Service and for stud-

#S of center schools, with homework problems. , :Most signifi-
ca'ntly, as a result of the coordinator's' .efforts:, the county
moved forward in solving problems related to the"transitions

among different level schools. The county also received' ,'-'

suPport for local-basecrfuture educators-through the center's
future education group; an important outcome in view. of the
county's desire to hire Cardon residents'to teach in the county's
schooli.

144

The center alsoyrovided,probLeMsolving support for they
college of education. It serve to expedite faculty/student
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research in terms of relations with the county One college
of education facplty member related how t4 Cardon coordinator

almost miraculously acquired, in a-short period.of time, a
number of letters from school and county personnel in support

,

of, a college of education.resaarch.poposal. .the center also
was effective 4acilitating feedback on college of education

teacher trainingtrograms.

Als iding both the county and'the college of education's
capacity compete, the center provided a'supply of potential
teachers for Cardon schools on-site as well as a supply of

pdtential enrollees -in graduate courses. One center. principal

confided that one of her teachers was leaving;-the principal

'planned to observe a student.teachei = a potential replacement

who was:recommended to her by another center principal.

Increments in institutional "practice improvement. In

this category. the most, obvious increments'occurred'in practice
imiatovement related to bridging issues. There-was also evi-..
dem*, of increased participation in conferehces and meetings

and_ihdire,,,CtepoFts of'increiked cooperating teacher compe-
re .

pncy a.resklt of ,the centdr's'activities and resourc4s.
,.

0.0

=2 and'3-3 list.and p tvide an overview of indivi dual
1

le d'1! Ant OrgapAzati al meezelated to the Car On County
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Table 3-2 Individual-Level.putcomes for Eastern Site: University

LOCUS
,

OUTCgME TYPE . . University Staff

1. Shifts in status, Role /status change for faculty:
power

10A Staff
t,

from direct Supervision de. student
teachers in f eld to center
sgervision

Power enhancement through linking
district with uniNcsity

<

2. Changes in linkage, Access to field people through
networking university field unit

Increase in number of personal
linkages ,

3. Personal and
Professional
Maintenance and
Growth

Receive feedback about wha6
going on in field through field
unit and students in classes

Support through regular staff meetim
exchange of ideas

4. Financial
Maintenance

N/A

S. Changes in goals,
objectives

N/A

N/A

Change from a pre-sLrVice focusee-N.
toward an in-service focus

6. Capacity-Changes
Knowledge
Acquisition
Changes

of new knowledge
incorporation by faculty

. 'Ability to acquire craft knowledge

Problem-
Solving
Capacity:

Support through coordinator
handling field placement problems

7. Practice
Improvements

/Cr

Prbvision of local training
facility

Provision of facilitation for
research projects

Provision of feedback on methods
courses

n . a .

v

3. Attitude and Value
Changes

Respect for sch people - Respect for schools, people
0



Table' 3 -2 loontinued) Individual -Level Outcomes for Estern' Site:
Cardon County

'
Outcome Type F. Teachers Student Teaatrs Teacher Center Staff

1. Shifts in status,
power;

. -.

.

social recognition by
college and peers

-
sense of professionalism

.

n.a.

,

.

.

influence with-local
admmlistrators

perception of, increased
local integration

.2. Changes in linkage;
networking

.

.

n.a.
.

increase in linkages to
practitioners

increase in linkages to
peers at theZilding
level

increase in linkages
county and state edEae.lics

-

--.

3. Personal and profes-
sional maintenance
and growth

,

.

.

source for professional
on-site in-service

pursuit of further educa-
tional training

.

maintenance of esprit
d'corps

-

access to more than one
model

!concern with - nty needs
staff de'elo t,, bridging
other)

.

mg/.

4. Financial maintenance
-, and growth

w

meet in-service require-
ments

inside track for place-
ment

n.a.

e-

5. Changes in goals,
oo)ectivesI.---increa;;d motivationibto do

graduate work

Access to consultants

Access to Intervisitations

Access to conkerences and
professional memberships

"Experience of Mind-Opening"

Access to free courses
on-site

Acceii to other training
opportunities on'campus
and on-site

Access to Research Network

Access to center library

'

n.a.
.

.

''--...

Access to library,
seminars, countystarr
development ,*

. 0

.

A

awareness of complelity
of change/innovation

'

ccess to resources

Access to localt.acne"s
and administrators

Access/to other University
experiise

Access to other Teacher
Center coordinators .

.

I

,

6. Capacity changes

-.

Knowledge

Acquisition

Capacity .

.

'Problem-

Solvin g
...,

Capacity

/
. o

. , -.

Awareness /participation in
solution to bridging
problems

, e,

Access to materials and
g .equipment g

DevelePment Of classroom
teaching\skirrr'

AW
Provision of rural
teaching experience

E xposure to a greater
number of problem-solving
models

Ability tifinterpret county',
heeds and serve of link to
possible solutions

.

.

"

t
.

7. Practice improvement Enrich instructional
materials, curriculum

Changes in classibom'
behaviors due to presence
of student ,t.eachers ---.

Building stock of mat'l;.

Enhancelnent of'homework
problem and parent
interaction skills -

.

Building stock of mat'ls

..

n.a. '

.

\
8. Stockpiling

.

/

1 n.a.

. .

r9 Attitude And Yalue
\ Changes -

- _ s .

g
.

- .

Catalytic effect on
teacher attitudes through
Student teacher presence.

- .
"a coxing up, teachers
Oave to be on top-of

h "
.everything" '

r

n.a: N n.a. ' 0;

. ---
.

,
1

.

i PI
.1

..

11-,)

.,
1

\
:
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Table 3-3 Orga

Outcome Type School Building

ation-Lqyel Outcomes

County'Offices

for Eastern Site: SardomCounty

Shift'sin Status
and Power

Recognition of
teachers as,pro-
fessionals

,RecOgnition of rural
county through uni-
versity connection...

"brings into mainstream.
`of what is going bn
in education"

Community!

n.a.

Department
University/College Level

College . Field Unit

Change in status/
power due to Center
providing supervi-
sory link

provision/
enhancement
of field
support

power through
linkage of depart-
ments with field
sites

Linkage Structure fpr
access: direct
linkages to uni-
versity throdgh '
Center and through
teachers on opera-
ting committee; '

also' linkages
among Center
schools f

Structure for access: increased links.
direct linkages to -.with parent
the university through volunteers
Center and represen-
tatives on Policy
Board

Formal system of ex-
change: governance
docurwit

Less direct linkage
to school systems

Structure for.Access
through representa-
tion on field unit
and Advisory Boards

Structure for
access: pro-
vision-of
formal:link-4
.ages to 'field
settings

Structure for
access:
linkage to fiel
settings

Organizational
Maintenance and
GiTIwtr

Provision of new
personnel and
other personnel
resources '

,Stability in
Provision,rovision,of ,uriversity-district
material resources- relationship

Enhancement of teacher
selection and recruit-
ment

Provision of material
and perSbbnel re=f
sources,

n.a. Structure for field stability in
supervision of stu-,_,UniversityT
dent teachers - district

relationships
-Feedback

+. relationships
methods

.cour s

Continuity in
university-district
relationships

increase in out-
reach opportuni-
ties (off campus
programs)

- .
FinadCial
'Maintenance and
Growth

ti

I .

7

Provision of a.ddition-
al-fiscal (graduate
assistant salary,
equipment, conference
fees, substitute
money) resources

f

Changes in Goals
and Objectives

14,,4.

Idcreased demands
for materials
(lamdnating)

Greater complementar-
ity of staff develop-
ment

Integration with
university resources

n.a. -

n.a.

-

provision of
no -cost field
sites for
teacher train
ing es part
of formal ex-
change

Provisibn of.
field space
for universit
courses and
supervIdlon

Prqvision of
additional en-
rollment for
gradyate
courses

Stability in_finan-
cial situation
(no growth)

Growth in off-pampus Furthering
offerings "outreach"

mission

Concern-with meeting
the needs of field
sites

Concern with in-
t

creased in-service
focus for district



.*

Changes in
Institutional
Climate

.

.

.

. -

c

.

_

Enhancement of per-
spective through
university knowledge

Internalization of a
scholarly perspective

n.a.
,

-

Tolerance of field
unit

-

.

n.a.

0

n.a.

,

. b
-.

.

_

Capacity Changes

Knowledge
.

Acquisition

Capacity y
. -

4
Immediate access
to information
through Coord.

Support for teach-
ers doing research
(Research Network)

Provision ofaddi-
td ional personnel,
nowledge andknowledge

material resources

,

Large capacity incre-
ment via access to
Center and university
resources

1

Increased awareness
of resource acquisi-
tion opportunities

.

Provision of
workshop for
parent volun-
teers

'

-
.

.

.

/

Increased knowledge
of field needs

, 6

--

.-

Institutional

Problem-
y
Solving

$ ,4 \

.

Support for
building level ,

in-service

Provision of home-
work center
resource

v

Addition of resources
for staff development

Improvement in
dealing with bridging
problem issues ,

..

,

,

-

Support for
future educa-
tors

.

Support for
parent involve-
ment in schools

Support for
childrenwith
'homework prob-
lems

.

.

Provision of.locales
for-support needs in
counties

Feedback from field
re: curriculum

.

-
.

Provision of
field setting
for faculty/
student re-
search

Feedback from
field fie:
programs

Provision of
controA,led
field experi-
ences for tea
chers in
training

Advantage in field
placements

'

.

Capacity
)

To

Compete
- -

'.
jel sr , ,

9'

. .

.

-

4

4.

ti

Ability to recruit
'potential teachers
on-site

.

s.

n.a.
.

n.a.
..,

.programs,

.

Increase in
off-campus

aid
in recruitment
provision of a
locus for off
campus program

_

Maintenance of
field ties

_

Institutional
Practice
fmprovement

-

.

courees,.workshops,

.

,

.,

1..15 '.'

.

Increasedinter-
visitations among
schools

Increased partici-
pation in con-
ferences

%
Provision of

consultants

More competent
cooperating
teachers.

More offerings for
local in-service '

'Access to current
knowledge .

e:

.

.

n.a.

,
.

-

' .

.
, .

...
...,

.

.

.

n.a.

,

, .

.

.

.

.

.

'

n.a.

.

.

. .

n.a.
t

,,

.

.

.

, .
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3.3. .OUTCOMES FOR THE WESTERN HANBURG COUNTY ELEMENTARY CENTER
3.3.1. Individual Level Outcomes

Increments in status or power: There were strong increases
'evident in center teachers' sense of comraddshi

L
and lorofes-

I/
sionalisw. There were also strong improveme s in teachers'

sense of professionalism with the center's recognition of
craft or practice-generated knowledge,.

The coordinator also incrle7ased in status and p wer due
A:to his influence with teachers and lis serving as a, ink

between county ai1d college personnel. He reported many
linkages and network memberships including the presidency of
the Eastern)State Association of Teacher Edilcators.

As a result of the center student teachers had-increased
linkage; to practitioners and to peers at the building level;

they had access to more than one model and acquired an esprit
de corps; There was also increased links among teachers in
center schools tesulting in more teacher exphange.of ideas.

Increments in individual capacity. Teachers reported
strong increases in personal and profegsional growth. The
coordinator and assistant coordinator stimulated the4
interest in graduate study and provided. support for their
ideas. The coordinator also mellowed for a catharsis in teacher-
teacher or teacher-admin. rator Conflict situations.

4,

Focussing on.incr ased.access, the center prbvided in-
, div/idual teachers access to a professional friend, professional

memberships, conferences, training opportunities, library and:1
other materials, courseS'and workshops on-site, and ,,inter-

Individual teachers also reported that they were on their _

best behavior in the classroom due to the kresence of a student
teacher. One teacher reported that after several years of 04
teaching,.he experienced lethargy and boredom until he was .

assigned A student teacher. Also, the coordinator noted
4-changes in classroom teaching techniques in both center and

non-center schools as a result of center seminars, workshops,
and consultants. (see also M9ti-MOde Methods serial.)

127
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Student teachers also liad, access to the items listed above,

all of which increased their knowledge acquisition and problem-

solving capacities. Additionally, student teachers had expo-

Sure through the center to a greater number of problem-solving

models which facilitated their development of classroom teaching

At the college of education, faculty received a structure

for access to the field and a mechanism for control of student

teaching which increased their capacity to pursue their own
,

profesional7mpasions.

Individual costs or .negative outcomes. There was a poten-
tial for stress elated to the ambiguity of wording for two-

distinct organiAtions and to the possible role overload of

coordinating the range of center activities (pre-service,

in-service, and other programs) . The "incredible" support of

the OFE directoi and minty personnel seemed to mitigate the

potential for coordinator streSs-related problems. In fact

-the coordiriator seemed to enjoy-the role ambiguity Aich

allowed him creativity in carrying out center activiti &s.

No evidence was available in terms of negative outcomes.

The-only question in this category might have been whether

= a focus of energy on the Multi-mode approach outweighed a

_focus of energy on a wider range of approaches and resources.

Yet each of the five:gro ps of centers in this study had its

own 'distinctive flavor, colored by the setting of the district

IOA and the persbnaTityideology of the coor4,inator.

3.3.2. Organizational-Level Outcomes --\

Increments in organizational-power and status. At the

school building level here was a definite increase in, status

and power for a school. (The rotation serial,in Hanburg

County provided eiridence of.school desires to become center

members and of schools equating center membership with

increased status.)

].28
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'- At the college of education, the departments, of course,

lost power and status in terms of direct links to Hanburg
4

County: However they gained in terms of a,formal link to.the

county - a structure for access through OFE. OFE, in turn,.

gained power and tus bydroviding services to the depart-

ments-which allowed them pursue their traditional interests.,

Increments in_interorg izetional linkage. Both the

county and the college of education benefitted from the fCrmal

-and stable linkages between their two organizations. a'Addition-

Jally, the center brought'about increased linkages and inter-

actions among the school:s in the western part of Haliburg County.

Increments in institutional capacity. There were changes

in the institutional climate of the schoOls as a result of
the center. Informants rioted that there waSa 'ishift- the

production norm to a more intellectual level," a "sharing

climate," and "a greater freedom to talk about ideas and

dissent."

In the area of knowledge acquisition capacity/ there were

increases both-in the HanbUrg classrooms 'arid in at least

two college of education classrooms. The Hanburg schools

had immediate access to information or Information sources

(ixcluding consultants) thiough the on-site coordinator and

assistant coordinator; they received center newsletters giving

recognition to craft Knowledge generated in Hanburg classrooms;

they had access to additional libfary and other materials; and

they also had access to a coordinator whowas neither admini-

strator nor teacher and could facilitate sensitive individual

problem-:solving. All' of' these center/coordinator services

added a large'capacity increment to the county.

These services were in additiOn to the center's original

and continuing purpose of providing "a window on talent" for

the:bounty. At'midyear of 1979-1980, seven of the sixteen

Haribiirg teacher vacancies were filled by graduates of the

'three centers. Twenty percent (34 percent of the total popula-

tion of Hanburg centers' graduates) had been hired by the,

'129:
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10county. Many of_theseJ347 held important leadership positions
ranging from team leader to vice-principals and PTA preSidents.
,Ninety of these .347 were trained by the Western Hanburg coor-
dinator.

The college Hof education, in addition to having a struc-
ture for access to Hanburg schools and for pr ovision of feed-
back on academic programs, also received craft knowledge'via
the coordinator which was incorporated in a faculty member's

methods course and publication. Additieflly, the coordinator
_transmitted his craft knOwledge to a college f education course
which he taught at the River's Landing Campus as well as to'
student teachers.

Additionally the center enhanced schools' problem-
solving capacities. For instance, a principal might ask the
coordltator to help with a teacher the princilial couldn't reach.
Or a teacher would come with 'p). individual problem such as
boredom and the cobrdinator wourd stimulate theteacher's
interest with a new technique that worked.

Finally, the center increased both thecounty and the college
of education's-capacity to compete. As noted earlier, the
center aided in the county's recruitment and selection of
new teachers On site. And the center provided the college
of education--with a population of'teachers for .possible, enroll-

ment in graduate courses.

-Institutional practice improvement. The multi -mode methods

serial provided strong evidende of widespread practice i9prove-
ment in county classrooms as a result of the center (see

multi:mode_methods serial,). There also was increased concern
with ideas end techniques among both, student teachers and
teachers. Additionally, the center complemented the county's
own staff develdpment plans and offered workshopsa d seminars
geared to tep-Ilers' needs.
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At the college of education, the incorporation of craft

knowledge from'the- Western Hanburg center contributed to.

university practice improvement and illustrated a ratheiz rare

two-way exchange of kn4,0101edge between tile college of educatibn,

and'Hanburg county classrooms.

Tables 3-4 and 3-45 list and provide an o/erview of Western
.

Hanburg Elementary Teacher Center outcomes.

3.3.3. Western Hanburg Teacher Center and*Cardon T acher Center
Outcomes

It is difficult to compare outcomes between two diStriCt

level IOAs,_each of which was %et in a ,unique environmental

and historical niche and each of which had a coordinator with

a uniqUe personAlity, ideology, and style.

7.1, Yet certain outcomes were quite similar and stemmed from

the basi6 elements of a teacher center. These basic elements -

a structure for access to the participating organizations, an

on-site coordinator for building level supervision of student

teachers, and an on-site coordinator for provision of in-service

opportunities accounted for increased county and college of

education's resource acquisition opportunities, increased,

exchange of information and increased knowledge acquisition
#.

which aided in institutional problem-solying, and an increased

range of activities, end in-service_ciioportunities.

,''Beyond.these shared root outcomes of the two centers were .

branch outcomes shaped by the particular setting and the parti-

cular coordinator of a- center. The7dhape of branch outcomes .

from the relatively recent Ca'raon center was heavily 'strict-
1 .

evel oriented' whereas the shape-of-brarich outcomes f om the

' Western Hanburg center was heavily individual-teacher level .

oriented. /n both cases, the coloration and magi itude of
,..

outcomes was strong; the outcomes represented more than the
1.

41exchange of'fiscal and other resources between the county

and college of education organizations would have indicated.

I
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Table 3 -4' Individual-Level. Outcome; Okor Eastern Site: Hanburg)
-°

LOCUS

OUTCOME TYPE

Shifts in status,
power

Teachers [Student Teachers

Social Recognition by
College and Peers
Sense of professionalism
Sense of comradeship
Recognitionof craft
or practice-general
knowledge

N/A

Teacher Cedter Staff

lonfigenCe with local teachers
erceppion:of integration

pleh
local schools

ower through structural
linkage betweerOuniversity

districe*
.4

2. Chances tn linkage,i More teacher exchange of
networking 'ideas In- building

4
Increase in Linkages to
practitioners o.

Increase in linkages to
peers at the building
level

Increase in linkages to count:
and state educators

3. Personal and
professional
maintenance and
grOwth

4. ?Inanctal
Maintenance
and growth

Support for'Graduate Study Maintenance
Source for prbfessional d' corps
on-site in-service /5

stimulation of desire to -Access to more than one
change pradtice model
support for ideas '

Catharsis4pfor conflictsc
with other teachers or
administrators

of esprit Concern t/ith teacher needs
and stimulation '

S. Changes In goals,
ob:ectives

6. Capacity Changes

Knowledge

Acquisition

Capacity

Airoblem-

Solving

Capacity

' Inside trackMeet in-service
requirements.

Increased motivation ,
to do graduate work

Access to conferences
and professional member
ships to training
opportunities on campus
add on-site

Access to center library
and materials

Access to free courses
in site

Accdss to intervisitation
support for future
graduate training

Access to resources and
coordinator for problem
solving on-site

placement

44/A

for N/A

Access to Library,
seminars,
center activities

A

Development of class-
[room teaching skills

Exposure to a greater
number of problem-
staving models

Practice Improveiiient Enrich instructional :Enhancement of skills
through methods
training of coordinato r

k44 Changes in classroom
behavior due to presence
of studfnt teacher

Changes in tlassroom
behavior due to
seminars of coordinator.

8. Stockpiling

9. Act14%:de
:fiances

Change if Philosophy
pre-service education

0

ACcess to resources

Access tp local teachers
and admTn. to state
administrators

Access to other University
expertise

Access to ther T.C.
coordassators in state',

A i ity, to interpret
teachers; need and serve
as catalyst for solutions

N/A

I Building stock of [. Building stock of Building stock of materials,
. %

I

! materials t materials ideas,, techniques

3tiilding stocK of. ideas Build.= stock If ideas

:Iffec;
teacr.- 'deg

Haan Student
teacher presence and
ennrcinator oresence

N/a N/A
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Table 3-5 Organization-Level Outcomes for Eastern Site:
Hanburg County

orqanIzatIon-Level Ou mes For Eastern Site:" Hantura Count'
into and Ccmrunitv

Table 3-5

Scnool Eurldina ntv_OttiseJ Lcr^ unityOutcome Type

Shifts in Status and
Power

'Status enhancement as a
' Center school

g

r

/

Linkage

, .

Structure for access:
linkage to the upversity
through Center

Linkage among Center
schools

Structure for access:
linkage to the univer-
sity through Center

.

4
,

.

.

.

Organizational
M.aintenance and Growth

.

.

.

Support system for
teachers

%Collective sense of sup-
port for ideas

d-'Repertoire expanded

Enhancement f teacher
selection an recruit-
ment "dindow on the
t ent"al

Stability in university-
district relatiorihip

,

.

.

.

Financial Maintenance
and Growth .

'

Pr. . ri of additional
fit al (graduate assis-
ant salary, equipment,,

s .. Cute Monel,
co. ence fees)
-sources

Economics of scale
through collaboration
of three Centers N.

.

1"

. .

.
.

C in InstitutionalChanges_
C1 /:Hate `I

lb

.

'"Shift in production norm
to apore intellectual
lever

Sharing climate

Greater, freedom to talk
about ideas and dissent"

,

....

,

.

it

... .

,

.

,

-).(

.

.

.

.

Capacity Changes

Knowledge

Acquisition

Capacity r

' 7

9

Immedihte access to infor-
nation though the coordi-
nator"

ProVision of additional
personnel, knowledge and
material resources 114

Suppor.t for teacherie
graduate' work and research

Access to consultants

.,

Large capacity increment
via `access to Center and
university resources

.

..r .

.
.

Institutional

Problem-

Soving

. .

Support for building
level in- serVice

-Provision of support for
individual problem-solving

Provision of'Coordindtor
aid for teachers whom
principals can't reAcn

.

,

-

.

/

,..1 ., ti.; I I! .
.

More competent cooperatingl Ability to recr.lit
-----L---- . ,_ ..,_ r

:o7se:e on-site

Institutional

Improvement

Increased concern witn !gore offerings for
ideas and techniques I local in-servrce

;'

Increased participation in'
conferences './1.31:72

Provision of works hops,
consultants

,:ore csmoetent coopetating

StOCKOLlir; Provis..1 of a rewalett2r
i 4,1th craft a.ac tez--ical
!

S
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4.1. THE'FUTURE OF-THE CARDON COUNTY EDUCATION CENTER

Predictions regarding objectives fpr the Cardon

County Education Centerneed tO, be viewed against`-the star

backdrop of fiscal stringency in:Cardon County. As of the!

close of this study, the Cardon chool District budget sufifered

severe uts. There was some clues ion concerning the long

range udgetary fate of the,...cpnter\ Giventh, history Of
`stability and support oi the center as well as the existence

1

of a gpvernance provision of one-year.notice of intention to
.withdraw, the short-term existence of the center appea,eed

lesS gloomy- than it might have-been.

Movingrto more specifib predictions, in .late spring1981,-
the coordinetor provided a list of seven future activities:

1. -Else of graduate students in outreach progrAis as

"supervisors of undergraduate student teachers, especially in

reading;4, I

2. Continue and deveipp work on specific issues of
/ 1parent confer ing/bridging/Mainstreaming;

1

3.' Revise dergradnate program based on feedback,

from in-service teachers; , . .

.
4. Move. to-,consultancy role for parent coordinator

.

to work more,,specifically on parent conferencing;
1

1.
-Move homework center to responpibility of recreation

, council and PTA with support from .center; r

6: Increase research productivity by working with,

network of graduate students and county staff; and

. 7. Continue working with school -based needs.

o

These activities seem to incorporate 'a realization -.
.

Of the pevere financial situation with WhiCardon County was
\:.-

,,.. faced. Moving4the homeWork center to a recreation diftndil and
,

/ Plli setting would allow for continuation of a successful program

with lightening of the center's fiscal burden. (he coordinator'

also prediOted that she would ask for a graduate assistant to
_ .

run them: However, funding for another assistant wks not at .

'a)1l certpin.) The role change_for the parent volunteer coordinator
....

also would point toward
3
a.lightening cl: ti cal burden and a

1,

gJ
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narrowing of scope for this office. Additionally, utilizing

the'graduate students in the op-site graduate courses for super-

,vising student teachers would add to the stability of the center.

and increase and strengthen teacher linkages/support for the

center.

The research. prediction was alSo in line with the groViing

emphasis at the'universit on research -,an emphasis wh,ich_

aralleled e-new preSident's scientific bent as wellas f .

d tinguished the college of eduoatiOn from other state

teac -r trai ing institutes. 4

A prediction not included n the coordinator list

but supplied/earlier'was the addition of two more elementary

schools bringing the center's school membership to a total
,

of eight. The coordinator's rationale for this prediction was

that."this ipart_pf-eur dyerali p&an to get more teachers

involved in pre7pervicen; thisrationale also explained the

'prediction regarding the utilization of teachers in the oat-

reach-program for student teacher supervision.

In the 181* run, the center will' have to turn its

attention to increasing information flow to teach s and to

developing support from .individual teachers: If this vet

'necessary swell of support is developed to complement the
\--

.strong district personnel support, then the center of the future
Can 'better withstand the potential barriers of lsevere budget'
cuts- Becoming a core center for individu eachers as well

as for district-wide projects will allow urthersinstitutionalization
of the.denter.

,
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4.2. TBE FUTURE OF THB'HANBURG 50UpTY gENTER 7

APredi ions regarding activities for the Hanburg

esterr Elementary Teacher Center also reed to be viewed,

,against the backdrop of fiscal stringency in Hanburg County.
As of the' close of, this study, the Hanburg School District ,t

budget' was severely cut. ,Followingtneetings among the OFE

directOr,county personnel (Les aoties and his boss), and
.

the coordinators, the county funding for thesecondary coor-
dinator's salary was eliminated and a new model for the thkee

Hanburg teacher centers was concdiptualized,

The county would still provide the secondary.center.space
and the half -:tine secretary ,lot which remained' in -the bud,

t get as well as its share of the two elementaty center funds.

The university (using its share of the-fundsformerly assigned

to the secondary coordinator's Salary) planned to hire a,

graduate assiitantiO suPervisesecondary student teacher's... * A°

The graduate. assistant was to report to the two coor4nators,
.

..Harper and Roselli, whose centers were to become K712 centers '.
/in their geographic regions. The assistant. to Harper, would

retain her in- service responsiilities and would Ile,shared

bli-bon Harper and RoSellA. Thus, 'a cslightly different model
4

of .teacher centers emerged.from'the OFE schoOl district

negotiations in.responsetddistrict budget cuts.,

The conceptualization of this new Hanburg Teacher Center
model was inrobably, infIuencedby the successful Cardon County (ft,

Teacher Centermdel'which incorporated kindergarten through

_tlkelfth g"rade., Here was an example of an important strength
of C1FE the IOA

-
as a whole facilitated the exchange of -

inforMatiOn (and the concomitant awareness) of what worked
.

(or dienotvOrk) in each district-lvel'IOA. //
Again, the strong support for cpunty - colaege

education colraboration on fne part of Hanburg teachers and

administrators combined with the flexibility and responsive-

ness of t14 college 6f education to prgerve a(secondary

component fOr teacher educationjn Hanburg County:.

16
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Prediction's for the short term existence of the secondary
center turned out to be less,'gloomy than they might have been-.

Molfring to More specific predictioits for the Western .

Elementary Tea'cher Center, in late' spring 198-1,, the coordi-

nator.provided a list of twelve future'factivities shOwn

'

1. Collect data by student teachers) on teaching
management strategies..

2. Introduce classdom teachers to the. action research
process.

3. Develop the "Catalyst" .(newsletter), possibly'in
new directions.

A . I

4. Encourage teachers to write articles on' teaching/
curriculum. °

5. Connect student teaching and possibly.post,student
teaching internships with the campus study of
generic teaching strategies.

6. Continue and add sophistication to the analysis'
of teaching strategies for student teachers and
teachers.

'Co

7 Develop videotape models of specific teaching
strategies.

8 Continue the spread of teaching /learning ideas. to
the system as a whole - through transferred
teathers, hired'student teachers, videotapes,,
interschool consulting, publishing, action
research accepted. by the county, teacher experts,
"mining of craft'rnowledge," and involvement with
the induction process.

9 Develop strategies or lAsing practice on theory;
and-for deriving theory from practice.

10. .Explore further wads to improve teacher job
satisfaction:

. 11.. Elcamine ways to 1
the.center to the
teachers and prin

k the knoWledge ge
improvement contract
ipals.

rated in
between

12. Look at "networki g"university professional
organizatiaine,'ce unity and individuals for
the defense and improvement of public education.

/

; 117 10.),or)
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These predictions, of course, refract the ideology of

the coordinator as well as the growing emphasis on research

and in-service activities in the IpA as a,whole. On /y three

of the twelve prediCtions specifically focussed on student

teachers. The coordinator supplied these predictions prior

to the final conceptualization of the elementary center as a-

K-12 center.' With the added member schools and added.respon-

sibilities, perhaps the list of future activities might have

been different.

During the next few_years in Hamburg County, the new

model will be implemented against a bacifgr and of "

fiscal constraint. HOwever, the:already existing linkages-
and history of positive collaboration between the Eastern and

Western eleMentary centers will surely facilitate the imple-,

mentation of the new modes. 'Additionally, the complementarity

between the styles of the.Easern and Western coordinatorS

(one very organized and public relations-oriented and the

other very chailsmatic) will probably contribute to the

synergy of the.new-team approach. If the coordinators can

,generate the same degree of support from secondary teachers

that "they have generated from elementary teachei.s, the long
11.7

term fate of the Hanburg centers'will be more positive..
y

Even if this degree of secondary' teacher support is not

achieved, iccoLporating the secondary component with the -

successful elementary components of the collaborative program..

willcontribute-to the stability of the centers. (Any lank

of support from secondary members of'the centers will be

balanced by the strong support from elementary members.)

.
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4. 3. FUTURE OF THE. IOA AS A WHOLE,
e r

Environment, In any discUssion of the future, probable

changes in the environment must be considered. It is clear
;In at the next five years will be characterized by-increasing

*fiscal stringency coupled with declining enrollments.. At the
school district level, these environmental-characteristics will
lgad to increasingly severe budget cuts with repercussions

for even the small.amount of resources presently Contributed

to coklaborative-arrangements.

At the college of education level, the college was already
beset with the major uncertainties of a merger of elementary

and secondary departments and a somewhat temporary(assistant

.provost for education appointed by the relatively' new Eastern
State president. The assistant provost

for education, in a, talk at a monthly OFE meeting, noted that
- education did not really seem to be a priority,for the Eastern

State president but that'he interpreted the assistant provost

role as making clear to the. president the strength of the

Aollege of education and the way the college of education

uniquely serves the citizens of Eastern State. He went on to

say that gone of the ways in which the college of education
- .

could hang on was to havestronggrass root support in the ,

legislature and from the local school systems. That is why
service to the school systems through the teacher centers and

through theOutreach programs was so important in. the overall

maintenance of the college_of educatioas a college of Eastern

State University. .Additionally, the college of educationlad
to find and define its Uniqueness vis-a-vis the other teacher

pieparation prbgrams at the state level. It is clear from

these rematks that the college of education's environment was

certainly turbulent and that the turbulence probably would not
be diministled over the next several years. The one source of

stability in, this sea of turbulende, OFE- with its stable

leadership and effective relations with schoolSpeople, had a

good chance of playing a pivotal role in the continuation of

the college of education at Eastern State University.

1 9 .1
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Structure of OFE. The institutional structure of OFE
will probably remain about the same over the next five years.
The monthly meeting format, the decision-making modes, and
the autonomy of coordinators have proved to be successful

under Goldman's leadership, and will probably be continued.

Looking at the patterri OFE over the,last twelve or so

years revealed that spine district IOAs died and others survived.
During the present tenure -of Goldman, there have been no
major deaths. In fact,, Goldman was instrumental in working

on the professional development center concept which allowed

for the continuation of Gantt County-college of'education

collaborative effoyts f011owing the demise of the Gantt
centers. Based on this = ide ce of Goldman's skills in

maintaining and creati collaborative programs in
,

the face
of fiscal stringency, t is pr bable that the OFE of 1985 will

'look much like the 128 con iguratioh with the exception of one

or two centers andfithe-possi le-addition of one or two,new

collaborative formats uniquely created to meet the needs of

specific/school districts.

A further prediction concerning the future institutional

structure of OFE revolves around Goldman's recently acquired positio

as director of outreach programs. There is an interesting

pattern involvingdual roles. In the past, Goldman served as

secondary coordinator for the professional develOpment centers

in Gantt ColAty along with his role as OFE director untilAe

coordinator role was stabilized and,the workload had grown too

great. Then Goldman asked the chair of the secondaryseducg.tion

department to name a faculty member to take over this role

Similarly, Dean Flinigan asked...Goldman to direct the begin ings

of an access center. Once the center and the director's role,

"were. established, Goldman suggested that a professor be appointed.

to take on the full-time role of director of the access center.

If this pattern holds true in the.future,and,if the outreach
4

ams grow, then a separate director of outreach-programs

glit be appointed. An..alternative and more probable scenario

ld be 'a decrease in the number of centers in OFE and a slight

increase in outreach programs.- In *is scenario, GoldMan would

maintain-both titles. No matter which scenario takes place,

140
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the, fiscal "crunch" at both the university and district locales
will certainly affect future r iurce availabllity and, thus, 11P°

A future activities.

. Resource changes Resource changes are almost a certainty
for the future. Even at- the end of this study, school district
and university personnel were expressing their commitment'to

the teacher-center concept while noting, as did the Cardon

assistant superintendent, that budget-wise "we're in a tough
position now." The two local. coordinators in this study as

well, -as the OFE director were hopeful for stability in amount

with-no increases in inflation. Between'the time of these

informants' predictions and the time of writing these case

studies,, the fiscal pressures both at the school district and

university level increased. Grdat uncertainty ensued. At

the spring1981 Cardon policy board meeting, OFE personnel

reminded Cardon petsonnel during a distussion of the possibility

of severe'budget cut!s,, of the one-year provision in the governance
-1 document for notification of withdrawal from thd center. Simi-;

larly in Hanburg, a coordinator wrote to the SchOol district with

justifications for the center'-s survival. The March 1981

predictions probably underestimated the extent of fiscal

pressure within participating organizat ,ions. It seems 'clear

that only those centers which serve and are perceived as serving

core functions for the school districts will survive severe

budget cuts at the district level.

Personnel changes. At the OFE office level there is no

indication of personnel changes. The only coorginator changes

are the Muction.of two secondary teacher education center
,

coordinator pobsiti9ns (in Hanbu. and Arthur, Counties) to less

than full-timeApositions. The OFE'diretOr provided the

following rationales for these cuts: budget necessity and

declining pre-service enrollments. Also, the Hanburg secondary

coordinator had submitted her resignation.

4 What will the effects of these reductions be? In one case

the reddctiom, according to Goldman,Imay weaken the secondary

co onent,+but in the other case ittlay cause indirect strengthening

thro hsconsolidatidn of centers hirir graduate assistant
0

lab
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to aid in student teacher supervision. (This observer predicted
that the most likely school district for reduction or ending a

center would be the Arthur School District where the district's
commitment and contributions have declined in recent years.)

4.

Additionally, the graduate assistant in Cardom County
will probablyleave the area upon completion ofNher Ph.D. with
no major effect predicted. All in all, these predicted personnel

changes are not major. Given the ambiguity of the boundary role
positions and the increasing uncertainty ofo.fiscal resourcing,

it might not be surprising if several of the Lull-time coordinators

moved to other. positions during-the' next five years: Another
possibility migit be the consolidation of the two elementary

centers in Aanburg County and/or.the consolidation of ones center

and the secondary center into a K-12 center. This consolidation
predictiT is kwased upon two factors: the successful Cardon t

K-12 center` and the merger of the elementary and second pry,

education departments at the college of 'education.(In Vact, as

Of June.. 1981 t "s prediction proved correct. See discussion of
the future of t ei Hanburg center.)

Activity c *nges. Predictions for activity dhanges at the.

OFE level began with the OFE director indicating more activities 4-

to spur research in cooperation with Campus faculty due to the
university push for research 4nd a graduate emphasis at the
college of education. Another prediction-was for more "outside"
speakers and more emphasis on development for OFE staff. The
OFE director made these predictions with moderate confidence
due to "the need to study our own programs systematically" and

"the college push for faculty_development planst" In 'the area

of outreach, Gcildman was very confident in his prediction of "more

sharing. activities, conferences including several depairtmnts

and more'on-campus activities for off-campus students." The
mr

rationale behind these predictions included the need for coalescing,

informing each department-Of the successfiul strategies of the

others, and facilitati,pg an, Eastern State college of educatio;
identity for .off-campus students.

Predictions for activity changes at the two focal centers
are treated separately. However, thisobserver predicts that

16o
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activity changes_i n Cardon County will probably spring from the

-coordinator's inte pretation of district needs whereas activity
changes in HanbUrg ounty will reflect the university's emphasis

aon research and the oordinator,'s ideology-regarding the blending

of 'practice and theory.

Growth vs. reductions.
.

There are several general predictions'

regarding growth, expansion, and/or cutting back. The first

prediction which is made at the OFE and individual focal centers

level is ylat rotation will expand the "range"..in most centers.

(See the discussion of the rotation,serial.) Rather than openin

new centers, rotation will allow for reaching:a greater number

of teachers and schools and for providing "new blood" to 10e
centers. A second prediction by the OFE director is that

outreach programs will grow in certain locations and new ones

may start in one or two spots due to the "continued demand for

these programs." Moving on to retrenchment, two centers,

according to the OFE director, will be cutback to half-time
140

equivalents. "In both cases, affiliation with other programs

may provide redefinitioh of each center's identity." Again,

this prediction was based upon budget problems arid low

secondary teacher training enrollments, as well as on one

resignation. .

Interorganizational dynamics. Future interorganizational

dynamics will, probably be overshadowed by the stringent fiscal
.

environment. Wi th this'backgrOund of fiscal,stringency, any

-interorganizational arrangement which would allow a participating

organization toaccrue benefits related to its core operations
' would be more likely to survive. Additionally, any,interorgani-

zatiOnai exchange of resources,,,which wouldlte viewed-by

participating organizations as delivering a great deal of.

benefit/service in return,for-a very small iKvestment would be
more likeliy to survive. Probably realizing this,. Rob Goldman

told his staff at the Ma0y 1980 OFE meeting, "I'think the theme

of the retreat (the annual OFE retreat) should be: expanded

role functions of the teacher center..A.Whatare.the changes in

opportunities now? We need to analyze and examine new ideas."

In respons- e, theCardon coordinator' noted that "the counties

143
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are feeling the crunch. What are the implications for our,
jobs and'the whole schobl system? So if we get known as working
with beginning teachers this might affect the focus df the
county on the teacher education center." In other words, estab-
lishing a reputation for in-service activities not directly'
related to student teacher supervision in Cardon broadened county
personnel expectations for the teacher centers andatded the
center's stability. This dialogue indicated the type of bargaining
which may be required-in the future - a bargaining which indicates

howa center can aid a county school system in times of

financial "crunch" andhow.the payoff from a center,or colla-

borative effort 'is not only core to the county's operations
;.but also much larger than the financial investment. Based upon

these comments and observation of the changing fiscal.environment,

this observer predicts that-if the centers are to survive, they

will' take on expanded role functions. Furthermore, due to

declining:enrollments as welt,as fiscal resources, the

centers of the future will maintain the heavier balance toward

in-service, a trend reported in this study. From a theoretical

stance, multiple functions can contribute to stability and,

1\0
thus, to institutionalization.

.In the area of knowledge transfer,- on the whole atthe

OFE level, the trend toward.craft knowledge emanating Yrom.

the, centers an4ithe teachers' will probably continue. Evidence

for this prediction include& the strong need for teacher "support

and utilization of centers in this setting of declining resources:

legitimation f what teachers db in the classroom and definitions
.

of research frtom anaction-oriented perspective can reinforce

erucialliteacher support.

Barriers and facilitators. Future barriers to interorgani-7

zatiorial arrangements can be summarized in one word decline -

decline in resources and in enrollments. As the former chairman

of H-1P.secondary education department obgerved, "I'd like to

-see the teacher centers continue, but if enrollments fall, maybe

the_university (at the division level becau4e.that is where the

budgetary decisions are made) may
,
say that we wilf eve to do"

things differently." Both at the county and unive sity levels,

there might Ed-a point Of diminishing -returns. In fact, as of

,.44



June 1981, Eastern State planned across the board reductions

in university arid agency budgets.
- -

The key factor hereiis that, as noted earlier, if those0
dedicated to ,the centers can communicate the centrality.or

COreness Of the center concept to both the' university and

the school districts' operations, then.he fiscal barriers

might be lessened. #owever, if this perception ofincoreness"
-

and "being essential" does not occur then Goldman and OFE

will have to create othNIA forms Of d011aboration,which do not

involve the exchange of fiScal resources.

Overview. Finally, predictions regarding possible future

outcomes of OFE are,in two areas.. One area, future outcomes

in the specific interorganizational_arrangements which constitute

OFE, is treated in the narratives dealing with the Cardon and
HanbUrg centers. Another area, future outcomes across centers

and collaborative arrangements.can be examined here. Against_

the backdrop of turbulence in both school and university settings,

coordinators' communications with-one another and support networks

for one another will probably be increased. Thus, there might

be a growing cohesiveness of OFE in the face of the common

enemy: budget cuts.. Possibly therejWill be staff development

activities to deal with the stress related to being boundary

role personnel

In its history OFE has withstood a great deal of turbulence,

. conflict and change. It has survived, in the words of informants,

"bloodshed;" "battles,'" "stormy scenes;" it has survived,personnel

changes in terms of a serieg ofacting directors, some turnover

in coordinator positions, and anumber of c llege of education

f:leans. Given this resiliency of OFE, it i -probable' that there

lallbe an OFE - possibly changa_in,its configuration'end type
.

.

of interorganizational arrangements -.in 1985:

1
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-5., 'SERIALS
to

The following is a presentation of three serials or epi-

sodes which help

of the Eastern Sta

illustrate the interorganizational dynamics.

University bate. The serials serve to

concretize the causal network discUssion (Section 6 ) as well

as the operations 'of the Office of Field Experiences, and its

centers. .

5.1. THE BRIDGING SERIAL

Roots. Dorey Hammer, formerly a Hanburg coordinator,
if

adbepted the positio n of Cardon County Education Center coor-,

dinator after Jimmy Rugglesworth, the first coordinator, be-

came director of the Cardon Teacher Corps program. Dorey had

a number of ideas which she wanted to pursue during he term

as coordinator. One idea about which she felt very strongly

was a bridging concept "where we in education could explo the

totality of the child within his educational life" and w ich

fit in very nicely with-the center's span from kindergarten

through twelfth grades. 'Hammer discussed her concept of

bridging with cooperating teachers from the four center .

Schools (two elementdry, one middle, and one senior) as a

part af meetings initially focussed re-service activities.

She noted that "as we (coope teachers and the coordinator)

talked, we discovered that we itn't separate the student

into parts and divide him into institutions if we met his

developmental needs within an effildaTibnal framework; that we,

needed to,deal with his 'wholeness.'"

,Objectives and resources. Hammer's objectives for-
. bridging stemmed from a complementarity with the original goals

of the center: 'As Hammer wrote,"A models was established based

an collaboration and shared decision-making within-a frame-

work of the three levels of eleinentarY middle,, and high

,schools with the hope that staff wiDuldbegin t interact

together. Froffi this ityas projected that parts ipants would?

begin to study educa ion together, shre expertise, explore

one anothers roles an velop a base of communication."

sus, Hammer's bridging plan was for staff from the elemen-
,

tary, middle, and high school level to talk with one another.

146
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Her'first objective was to institutionalize a "bridging.

committee" which would "reflect admind2strative, counseling,

classroom teacher, parent and supervisory input." Members were
to be selected "based on consultation with counselors and

. principals at the participating center schools." No addi-
, .

tional
.
tesources were requiredotherthan tke time and energy

'

....- ,
.of participants.

,

Project operations. Dorey Hammer organized three meetings

prior to writing her "B ing Proposal." The meetings were
held on January 24, 1978; ebruary 23, 1978; and March 29,

1978. At the first meeting Hammer talked with cooperating'

teachers about the'bridging concept; at the second meeting,

Hammeriqvited,representatives from the middle and high schools

to discuss their schools' orientations; and at the third

meeting the participants met in small groups and discUssed

'ideas and strategies.

Then Hammer and s ome of the meeting partic ipants prepared

Aneight page bridging proposal, listing objectives and future
i

plang-includingcpotible student and university representation.

The document was filled with Hammer's ideology. For instance,

the section entitled "Relationship to Cdunty,Goals" contained

the'follbwing language:

Using our available resources toward helping
individual students achievestrategies for nuclear-
space age survival in all dimensions of'human
activity requires a focus on the wholeness of
children and utilizing people as one of our
greatest resources....A concerted collaborative
effort-will provide a foundation of stability
from which we nay deal effectively with change.

A seniorvprofessor related that in operatlonalizing the

bridging proposal, Dorey Hammer "ran into problems and espe-

cially was involved in territorial difficulties with Pat

Weavermon of the county school system." Apparently there

were quite acid words exchanged between Weavermon and Hammer

over turf issues. In particular, Weaverton felt that'be-

cause she was in charge of curriculum, bridging issues were
her turf. the problem was exacerbated by Weavermon's hurt

\feelings when teachers approached Hammer with their problems

147'
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instead of her. There was, friction for awhile and the bridging

proposal was set ide. Additionally, Cardon County already

had a middle school committee,all df whose members were from

the middle schools. This committee had felt that HamMer "didn't

have anything else to do and, thug,'went off on atangent with

the bridging proposal: The middle school committee felt there

were no problems concerning bridging:

When Debra Annonberg took over as a coordinator, .khe

bridging idea caught hei interest. She considered herself

"a generqlist (who) had taught across the board." SOon,

after her arrival she de, ed to talk tb Jim Barnes.-.(who had

;become Deputy Superintdndent about the bridgingc ittee.,

Barnes suggested that Annonberg talk to Nancy Rainey, the'new

director of ,staff development. Then ittoole'Annonberg approx-
,

imately.four'Or five months "to actually get to Nancy."

Nancy advised Debra not,to get bogged down in curriculuM issues

related to bridging. She said that he (Nancy) would handle

the curriculum; "that's my bailiwi-c4d" InsteadNancy recommended

that Debra "continue to look' for gaps intermi'of bridging. -

That ended the school year and Annonberg's first year as

coordinator.

Ddring Annonberg.'s secorid year as coordinator, she talked

to fifth and sixth grade teaciers in formal meetings and collected

information regaiding problem's they felt existed ink the area

of bridging betwetn the elementary and'middle.schools. Then

Debra went to Nana? Rainey and asked for a meeting on bridging

issues for the' next fall. However, Nancy could not give her a
di

definite date. Debra also reported at the spring policy board
o

meeting and asked whether she'could use the senior high school

and thefeeder schools to studybridging problems. The policy

-board gave,Debra's bridging efforts their approval.

In the fall of 1979 Debra continued her bridging efforts;

she interviewed all feeder school principals. When sir met with

the elementary principals, they "gangeoeup on me." T ey were

all upset about bridgirig and about problems which ex-sted in

bridging. Debra then shared the elementary principals' comments

OP 2.
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with the middle school committee; she was happily surprised
/

that despite their lack of-awareness of bridging problems during

the Hammer era, they accepted most of the proposals which
Annonberg brought before them. -

AAtanberg also talked to the vice principal;-at the Senior
high school. She told. him about the problems -that existed*in-the
bridging area and about. possible golutions. Soon thereafter,

hecitold Annonberg about his own solution to alleviateridging
problems at the senior high school. (This solution contoned

the ideas Annonberg supplAd in her earlier conversation wit.11.--6m.)

Based oh the informatioh which sh,colledted, she held a
big meeting at the teacher center in Japuary 1980. Mostly

principals and counselors attended and established
,

priOrfties.
(It was easier for these individuals then-for teachers to
attend. Annonberg pointed out how difficult it was to arrange

wkrelease time fdr teachers and cooperating teachers to attend.at
the 1same time.)

This January meeting was followed lay a May 13 luncheon to

discuss bridging problems. In the word6 of Annonbergw,.."there

were good results; there were changes in what they were saying."
//-' People at differnt levels wanted to look at what other people

were doing. Annonbetg and Rainey talked about this meeting and

decided tb give Jim Barnes a proposal for a visitation program.
c.

Annonberg reported this outcome to the May 1980 policy

board meeting and talked about her joint planning with N.anCy )1:

Rainey: "We are going,to bring kids to thelmiddle schools for

one-half day." Nancy responded to these remark's saying "There

is good coordination, especially with the Cardon County supervisor

"fok,Guidance. This is a good collaborative effort.". And
(,)

Debrg' added, "We're going to ho a checklist together. One

'other'proposal we have is for more training for.parents. We

are -making good progress."

At this same policy board meeting Jim Barnes' commented

;Wthat "one "of the gOod things about bridging'is that it stim-

twulated other schools as well as center schools. The smallest

nidle schooldn the county on the last day of August.will be

ry
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bringing incoming sixth graders to themiddle schools 'and

will give them their Lockers." Barnes' comments gave rise to,
ta question frOm a Cardonddistrict administrator on the policy.

board. She asked, "where does the budget cover bridging

costs?" 'Annonberg replied 'that "the budget doesn't exactly

,cover bridging costs. We absorb them in another. categOry.," rr

The discussion at this meet4,4g then moved on. 'However, at an-

Operations'committee meeting, Annonberg repgrted that substitute-
.

teacher money was being used for bridging purposes in order too.

facilitate intervisftations.

At the September 1980 OFE meeting, Annonberg reportbd that''.

her bridging work had "an immense impacit on fifth and sixth

graders...PeopIQ have said to me that they are doing_thinys
O

differently since they know what-is needed in the middlesphool

and vice versa." This is a CriteZion,for success of the:bridging(

committee. 4

The fall 1980 bridging developments inclqded,a plan for
a

senior high schooj science students to talk about- science

.projects at the elementary and middld levels: At this meeting -a

tc

0'

/

fifth ands'ixth gradelbteachers Were to, disistiss. issues and '.
,,

problems concerning articuaation, An.operations commiittee--
. , .

member suggested that some sixth grade parent repres tatives
..,/ ,.

participate in this meeting. An April 1981'in±seridce meeting

was. planned. Also visitationgrwere planned from March 17 to
. .

March 31,-1981:
0 '--- ,

?

Outcomes: fhitial barriers'of turf and power issues -

.;) 'obvia.Z.1 any possible.outcomes during the Hammer era. Under
%

1

, ,
t t.,

the leadership of Debra Annonberg a range 'cf.bridging outcomes
..

was evident. ÷in Impoi.tant'advtinfstrative outcome' (as a di 'I./

result of coordinator style) was the lessening of .turf ana
A' -0 gi

power issuea connected to bridging or:to center-distrift doinain
.

. ,

of responsibility. .-The lessening of defensiveness or turf
...-T .

..
and power issues led to heightened awareness,of.the substance
.

,

of bridging.problems. Principals who had
_

felt no problemS.

l existed realized asva result of.Annonberg's meetings *and, close.

cooperation with the releVapt'district personnel that,, in fact:,
. .

0

-
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*students did have'trodble making the transition between schools
Und that there werdiviable'solutions to'these problems.

This knowledge` transfer between teachers-and principals
Of -different levels waS a key Outcomo.of the bridging serial.

.This, outcome was consistent with the initial-bbjectpes of
Hammer.'s bridging propOs 1 and was facilitated by Annonberg's

abiliiy'to listen, pasS o information, and work coopeZatively--""

with,the releVant district 6ersonnel.

At the pupil- ldvel'the middle school principal noted.'-feWer.
-4 ,

\. prob.VemS wifh the,siXth'graders during the first few weeks of
schools. The 'outcome2of a planned prientation for students

/ .
Er prior to their fOrmar transition contributed to student self-

conriOence2(and ,ability to open their own lockers!) . The sixth

cipi.aders, reported -Principal Green, "are much better prepared .\ 1

as-a result of th bridging experience." An elementary school.
,principal also reportgd positive results related to bridging
efforts from the elementaryksChool level.. Her elementary school
put_ On an orientation dinner which was very successful.

6

Future developments. Over the i-lextfe years the results
'of the coordinators _bridging work mill prob bly be routinized.
Integvisitatio4 among teachers, ,principals, !and students of. 1

,
.

different levels'will.become more-regular; awareness of bridging
,4.

,

issues will'stabiIite and solutiOns,to bridging problems whiCh4, v
v. proved 6uccessful:w5.11 be inStitutionalized. With bridging

t
.

. becoming a regular part of in-service training(e.g.,the Apri14,-1981. 4 . a %

.in-service meeting om.biidging),,this particular serial seemed to....

he ,heading fdr a successful denouement. 4 ..

, 1.,4
RaVing-erfectively dealt ,Primarily with-elementary-middler

.-
school transition problems, the coorqtpatdr

,

will probably continue
be ihvpl ved ins bridging and light turn her .attention to a

1 greater focds on middle schpol-senior higli,school transition-. ..

..._ problems, " ..-. . - ,

y,
AhaWsis. At 'the pFE.leVel, this particular serial exem-

plifi.4the loose coupling between tlae center and OFE and. . : ,

the.positive conseguedces stemming fromIthis ofganizatiopal
confitguration. The center coordinator,possessedzithe autonomy eo 7.

Ift,identify the needs of the county organization .t to respond
, #

.

ric,

.. .

to'these needs.' Addition,ally, the support and- advice of the, g

.:. . .0 .

-...

4 -..

6
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.OFT direr greatly-facilitated the bridging,wogk of the
current coordinator. This serial also 'exemplified the absence
of direct faculty member participation in bridging. Hammer's
original "Bridging.proposal" was written withovt anyouniversity

input. 'Annonbei-g's later bridging'wprk was enacted primarily

through-school distriCt.level committees and without direst
tollege of education faculty participation.

Characteristics of the center coordiriator also greatly

influenced the playing Out of the serial. The ideology of
Hammer and Annonberg as well as their eckgrounds made them
aWageof bridging problems and, perhaps, more than,paw,gther

factor, influenced their selection of bridging prWplems as'

center activities. Once the coordinators Zcided to identify

bridging problems as priority activities, the way in which each

coordinator played her role-greatly.infltienced the outcomes 3

related to bridging.

Contrasting Hammer's h- andling of bridgirig issues to that

of Annonbrg revealed characteristics of ineffective vs.

effective "linkei-s." Wheie Hammer was unvare or disregarded
district perSonnel,fV turf issues, Annonberg was very sensitive to

individual territoriality and power prerogatives. Annonberg was

careful to identify every county committee,'group or individual

with a concern for bridging; she was certain to become a, member

or beinvited to any meeting related to.bridging issues.

Checking the appropriateness of her bridging activities and' .

garnering support for her work from the appropriate district

0 personnel (made easier by the multiplexity of center linkages''

with the district )-,,she-was'able to plaipcatalys.t role

in heightening the awareness of school and iStrict personnel.
40.

This particular role of the coordinator also illustrated

several adWr_tages the teacher center:9oncept - advantages

which were also evident in Hanburg County. Dealing with

bridging type problems was less threatening when itwas handled

(in a facilitative manner) by a person other than a supervisor.

In cases where identificatiorat:problerds' could easily have

led-td deferisiveness_and blocking-of solutions, the current '
.

Cardon coordinator played a,facilitating role in heightening

an,'" 0.
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awareness of aiiproblem and in hemming schools people to

identify and select possible solutions.

Another illustrative aspect, of this'serial was the creative
use of resourcing in funding bridging activities. Funds
already allocated to the Card.= center for substute teachers

..were used to allow'teachers to-attendbrid4ing activities.

Additionally, Cardon district pei-sonnel perceived the time4 7
and energy which-the coordinatorodevoted to' bridging as a

great benefit to,the county - a Large return on a small invest-

'ment. fThis_reinforcement-of didtrictperception of benefits .

gainedbhrough, the IOA contributed to the 'county's cothiptment

ta ehe,IOAAnd thus,, to.its Stability, 2

The bridgiAg serial alsothade clear the current heavier

weighting on in- service activities- and the broader definition

of in-service functions which.encompassed in-service activities

not directly related to thee supervision of student teachers.

(This broader focus was also evic14t in theffianburg elementary

centers.)

Finally; the bridging serial illustrated how a specific
4

environmental smelting (in combination with coordinator ideology/

style)'influenced the activities (and outcomes) of a particular,
center. Bricigingtefforts were successful when the coordinator

worked closely withCounty administrators and integrated her .

,

activities viith ongoing county committees. The district level
focus of the current'urrent boordinator as opposed to individual teacher

, e
focuS of her predecessor strengthened coordinator effectiveness

in implementing bridging and other center activities-
,

d.

e

O
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5.2 THE MULTI-MODE METHODS SERIAL: WESTERN HAMBURG.
ELEMENTARY CENTER

Roots. `This serial began in Bob Hgrper's.classroom in.

a model school in a northeastern state. Harper had a student

who was having a proklem. In order to soTve the problem,

Harper started the student on diagramming ideas; he tried out

aMulti-Mode method. In the words of Harper, "It worked,

and I'tve been doing it ever since," although with varying

degrees of intensity.",
9

When Harperltecamea coordinator in Hanburg County, he

"got the student teachers interested in' Multi-Mode techniques

of teaching." Then he noted that some coopeatin4 teache rs

used Multi-Mode techniques in essay_writihg.

In 1975 _Harper gave his first workshops ogsthe use of

Multi-Modeteaching/learning techniques. As Harper pointed

out, "it became a growing thing."

Objectives and resources. Harper's obj ectives were to

improve teac, ing and learning through the use of techniques

which worke for him and'others in the classroom. In order.

to achieve this objective, Harper needed, to heitihten awareness

and transfer information about these-techniques tOlan ever-

widening audience.

There were no additional resources necessary for financing

knowledge transfer regarding Multi-Mode Methods. Using the
.

coordinator role effectively as well ag. his role in other

networks of eduators (e.g.,'Eastern State Association of
1

Teacher Educators of which he was president), Harper coukd

demonstrate the efficacy of his Multi -Mode teaching methods.
7-
Program execution. In his role as coordingtor, Harper was

able 'to,facilitate thq 'use ofrMulti-Mode techniques. Teachers

would' sometimes drop by the Center and tell Harper that they were

bored and ask him to show them' some hew phinps. One teaches' who_

was enrolled in.a field-based Master's program Was "turned 9n by the

'Multi-Mode' idea." Sh) and another student.Wrote a seminar

paper,on Multi-Mode t4gching techniques. Together with Harper
4

they developed a showcase for Multi-Mode'teChniquesand the

related tools.

'4.
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At the county level, Harper wrote a'section onsMulti-Mode

techniques for the Hanburg County Curriculum Guide. He.gave
a workshop for the county in the area of Multi-Mode teaching
in 1975, as note above'!' Also, approximately 'one 'and one half

years ago he gave.a seminar to center teachers. Of course, Harper's
Multi -Mode concepts and techniques became an integral pare

of hii supervision of student teachers. He designed a new
conferencing sheet for student teacher conferences which was
adapted from 'the schematic approaches of two doope*a ng

teachers and which pas an extension of Multf-Mode s rategies..

Additionally, Harper's student teachers mere "desigping.devices
which facilitatemaximum on-task performancearpers."
These devices are being organized, explainedand clerribnstrated

in such a way as to make a positive impact On tp.;i,nstructionin

in Hanburg Cdunty, and hopefully eventually the nation."

Harper estimated'that-.-in approximately-one third of the

center's classrOoms,. teachers were wing Multi-Mode techniques.

(These classroomswere'not only,those of cooperating teachers.)

Further, Multi-Mbde techniques also appeared n non-center
classrooms, leading.to an approximate total of 3.40 Hanburg

County classrooms. .Hpre, teachers either attended-a Harper
workOop, observed another teach4r use Multi-Mode techniques, or

were former student teachers at Rarper's center.

At the college of education, a methods professor "who
/goes into the classroom...saw Multi-Mode-techniquei ih action
a}4ut ten years ago." The professor encouragedHarper, used

these.techni(4ues-infhis methods classes, and also incorporated
the concepts in a'book heshad written.. Additionally, as of fall

'1980, thirteen seminar pape4,and three dissertatdops,were
/'

being Written on topics related to Multi-Mode methods. Harper
pointed out that he was connected with all of these writings; p
'he also 'served on the dis'ertation committees. During the fall
of 1980 Harper taight a core cOurse,oa the curriculum to art

and media students at the gilier's Landing campus; of course; 4 /
Harper shared his Multi- -Mode techniques with. these students.

Finally, at.the national level, Hauer pointed but thlt

Muilti-Mode techniques were "popr3ing.up nationwide under
*

4. 7 '
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different names." Har/Wl. himself flew up oa northeast college

to present a workshop on these techniques.
;

. Barriers and facilitators. There were almost no barriers

to these events other than time and energy barriers. HqWever,
there were many facilitators. Three coordinator characteristics

served as important facilitating factors: ideology, energy,
.

an role perception. Harpers 060166 which involved a blend
ffo theory'and practice. complemented and reinforced his interest

tl. /
in Multi-Mode techniques; his energy along with the' autonomy4

of his position allowed himito pursUe and integrate work on

Multi -Mode techniques with his ongoig responsibilities; and
0

his perc- eption of the coordinator role asa charismatic or

catalytic role combined withthat of a facilitator and

professional friend,, led to the development of a network of

devotees *ho suctheisfully'used Multi-Mode methods and spread.

the word.
.

An important facilitating ctor. for adoption of these
i

techniques was their very nature. Harper explained that

teadhers would readily pick Up new knowledge44 it was in
45.0 X'

the form of a tool. (This viewpoint was baSed on observation

as well as on theory from Gage's previously noted book.)

Furthermore,. teachers could add their own Stamp to these

techniques. As noted on the pages' of thedenter newsletter,.

The CValyst, various teacherscreated different kinds of

visual aids. related to mode changes.

Just as impdrtant -the void *hich'ttese techniTs 1

filled* Teachers had need for better techniques to keep

a

students on-task and stiMuldte learning.

Future expectations: With the :rotatipn of -new elementary
A

schools, into the denter, a largeor number of,Hanburg teaeber.s

will be expOSed to kulti-Mode.teohniques.. Some fraction o

these will probably adopt arid, adapt these methods.

. One of, the most interesting future 'challenges 4ill be he

effeJts'af the addition of Western Hanburg secondary school

membefs to the 'western elementaryteacher center.''It is

probable that,Multi7MO.de techniques can be, effective at the

secondary level. If this probability turns into a reality,

pow quickly and to what extent will Multi-Mode techniques

4 156
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spread? The secondary level has always proved a great challenge'
oto the implementation of successful teacher centers. Perhaps

a technique which is of a different order than subject matter
. expertise can help to integrate the secondary component into

3the center.

A final thought regarding the future and Multi-Mo
techniques' with theidded responsibilities of the coordin#or

"-

-in the new K-12 format, less time and energy Might be left
. "for working on the deVelopment of Multi-Mode"techniques.

In
examining this possibility, pattern froM the past j.s-inStructive.

.

Harper gave varying degrees o\f attention to Multi- -Modal
1techniques over the past t :ear's.eaVs. He seemed to increase his

attention to these techniqueslin response to needs from the field
and'to interest from teachers Perhaps, with the advent of
the new benter model he will have to concentrate his energies
elsewhere until he-develops'-a \network of secondary teachers
who become aware of the potentialof Multi-Mode techniques at
the secondary;-evel and adapt these techniques to their
subject matter areas.

.
f

Analysis. At the ME level, the Multi -bode .methods

serial was .one of the few 1114strationS of the flow of craft
":441-=-10knowIdgerom a cen rand it's classrooms to the college.of

.- .

education and its cla srooms: (The only other type of kno ledge'
which could be traced from county centers to the college o
ducatIonUas information or feedback on college curriculum,

e.g., a new special education degree program.):

The,Multi-Mode methods serial also illustrated the autonomy
given to coordinators by ,county and college of,education .1.

organizations. This autonomy allowed the coordinators of the
1ccnters tc5-be flexiblPand to respond quickly to county.lieeds;.

also allowed theideology and style of each coordinator to
gdidd7ptis or her efforts ih interpreting .anal' meeting county needs.
Thus, in the Cardon Center,.the coordinator devotedtime to
training students and cooperating teachers in-set induction,
'a. concept about'which shethad read a great deal in research

. \

' journals. In Ethe asternt'Hanburg Elementary C nter,.the--.

.ft-,,;. ,- ' Coordinator glikhazed attendance at professional conf4rences
.--j4111F

.
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and meetings as well as'strong recognition for teacher

participation and good public relations. And in the Western
Hanbutg center the site ofthis serial, the coordinator vto
felt strongly about blending. practice -and theory, integrated
the, use of 'Multi -Mode teaching/leafning-techniques into both
the center's pre - service components.

Similar to: the bridging serial, the original impetus for
the Multi -Mode activities' was grounded in the work and \deology
of a sine coordinator, In the Cardon County-case, the

-.., was not able ,to implement bridging
activities. It took a coordinator with a different style a
with a better understanding of turf, and power issues to

implement actual 'bridging activities. Unlike cardon County, the
Hanburg cdordinator's style allo*ed him to be both conceptualizer

0and implementer. Having studied and taught at the college of_

education as 611 as having. been a Hanburg County teacher,

homophily with both teachers and college of education
faculty contributed greatly Xi) t1-e successftil transfer of

knowledge concerning Multi-Mode activities.

Also`simiihr to the bridging the activities -

undertakenloy the coordinator seemed to be4successffully

implemented.because they focussed on actual happenings or
tool rather"than discussion of theory. In Cardon County,

Ann" nbetg'(unlike her predecessor who originated' the -bp dging..

Nideas) focussed on concrete bridging 'activities such as.
-,, .

...

intervisitations among, principals and leachers of different
,

level srloors. Once -these activities were started ona small .
, .

...
,scale and4proved successful, bridging activities increased.

. ,

lIp Hanburg,'Cbunty, ffarptr focussed son the tools of Multi-Mode ''
4. .' . 0 .

, -.

,..A

4'techniques. Once'a few teachers '-as well as st,ueent teachers -
had used thes tools and seeh iOeir effectT in action, use

1 ( ..,_.i ..,.,

of the tool's i creased. .. % :
..1

I

.

Finally, both theOidging Serial and the Multi. -Mode .
.

... .

r

serial reflectdd the heayier emphasis toward in=erviCe
it.the center settings over the last few years. Both 'sets Hof

activities began with-an emphasis on the pre- service Component.
- .

HaMmer's first bridging discussions wete with cooperating

7. h 0
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teachers;-Harper's first d?onstrations of Multi -Mode. techniques

. . 'were with student teachers and cooperating teacher40. In recent-
_

VyeArs, both sets of activities have bioa dened to include

teachers, more activities, and even non-center schools. This
, _

broadening in terms of_both affected imeividuals and kinds of

activities certainly /ontributed to,making the centers more
___--

, .

"core" to their county setting, to improving practice in

county schools, and ultimately, toward stabilizing and--

institutionalizing the district level IOA.

0

.,
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5.3. THE ROTATION SERIAL: 'HANUFEG WESTERN ELEMENTARY
TEACHER CENTER )

Roots. The beginnings of the Haurg rotation serial can

he traced, to the founding of the first teacher center inHanburg

County'whichwas*located,in the first model elementary school.

As the,county established twoother*mOdel schools,. these schools

also became teacher center members. Thus, in the minds of some
4

of the more rural schools in the county, the centers wre
identified with the mOdelscflools and with 'the growing, ,planned

community within,Hanburg. During thelast few years, the

, supervisor for staff development and his boss received letters

from a number of county schools expretsing their desires to .

become center members. ,

At the same time, center coordinators were noting,"saturation",

' points in terms,of graduate course`enrollments. OverT twelve

year Period, teachers in basically the same schools had the

opportunity to take a large number of courses through the center.

HanbUrg codrdintors were learning f.rom.their Bettner school

district .counterpart at OFE meetings, that when new schools

were rotated into center memberships, the new population of

, teachers led to increases.In.on-site course enrollments.

- The Hanburg coordinator also recalled, that "we saw °---

Gantt'County lose its centers.", His explanation-749Z the demise

of the teacher center model there was that the centers were

' such a small part of the county. He and the other.Hanburg

. c8OrdinatOi.s'felt that they should look to the future; they

. decidedsthat rotation of schools into and out of center member-

-,
ship mig'h not blls;th a bad idea,after all.

,

c) "

014ectivei and resources. The main objective of roattion
,

was to change the
-
schools which-were members ofeach center every

r.
, ..

four yeart. Rbtating school_ lmemberships in the en-ters,

'bias .to serve eyenA ends. First, from a political perspective,
,

some equality among schools would be preserved. Every school.
1 0^

Alould,have a chance to become a center member over the long term...

Secondly, from a pre-serviCe, Aerspectiv, newcoo erating teachers.\
and new energies would be available for student te cher

.

4 super4 vision'. And thirdly, from an in-service perspective, new
1
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_teacher populations would be attracted tp on-site courses and
, workshops.

. In the area of redburde requirements,,no additional resources-
were needed 'to finance rot ion.

Poo)ect operations. Approximately-four years ago Harper,
QFE, and fcs Jones' boss had a meeting (at the requept 4*thd

county) to discuss, the PoSSiEllity of rotation.. *Harper pointed

out that "thereWas some lethargy after the initial meeting."
,.-T.len "the budget Rroblems picked up" d the Hanburg coordinators

.
A

talked to one another about the pos ibility of rotating school
.membership. Roselli and per and "maybe Lang" came up with'

. different rotation plan leading-to ,I.Ots of jokes about the
- rotation plan. Les-Jo es' boss, whom the coordinators 'reported

to at that time; lo d at the coordinators plans abqut 21/2
i .

years ago.. Oke year went by with nothing happenings ,Then
there' were joint meetings with the coordinator§9 Kanteqand
G400wari of OFE, and-county people. Les Jones' boS-S-.iUggested

0these 'meetings. At ale meetings everyone wrote doWn their
.

,ideas. Finally, Roselli, Harper, and Lang agreed to an elementary Js
st

rotation plan and'a separate secondary rotation plan, checking' 1
. these plans with their respective advisory coUnCi18% They sent
',a copy' to,Goldman,who'approved it. ,,With'Goldman's 0:K., Les .

Jqnss took the plan, .to-the-assistarit.stiperintendent's council'

for county approval. .Accompanying the plan wasaa document prepared

by Jones (with information input from the coordinators) 9n the
!:Operation of the Teacher Education .enters." w'

i .

). The Jones report included,the f 1i wing rAtionale'for
$

i
rotation: "In order to open up the admission of new adt .

differept county schools to the center program and tb distribute''W;.i

V) the benefits of.the:program to these Ichool staffs, it is
$J-

proposed that a center rotational membership plan be initiated,"
.

This rationale was followed by a list of six factors for

.

e ,4

consideration,"in-order.tO'reate an equitable' system of
. . .,

, rotation" and'a list of fouLteen'procedures related' to rotation,

According to Harper the drily real problem'at the assistant

.mperintendent's-COUrcii was determining who came into the
.. t'. V

center system and who left the syster._
.

.. ., -
..,

. '16.1
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The outcome of the council meeting was approval of the

-.rotation plan with Jones' making the final decision as'to who
would leave the centers. Harper,did not want to be associated

with making these decisions. However, he aid ask for and was

granted permiSsidn td let the principals of center schools
.

rotating out of membership know early about their impending

departure.

In terms of which schools rotated into membership in the

centers, .Jobesitalso made- the final decision With some input,

from-Harper4in the case of.the western elementary center and -

the other coordinators in the case of their'centers. (The

. report to the assistant superintendent's ctincil.sa- id that the
-

.-'0FE director and Jones with input from the coordinators would
choose-the new schools.) What Jones did was to survey all

schools'regarding their preference for center membership: Each

school was toindicate_why_it_wanted to be a ceriter,memb.e.r.._

Part of the cr.iteria for making the final decision was the

pre-serice needs of the college of education. For instance,

the college of education needeltplaceme is in the special

education area while some elemen ary s ools did /not have many'

specj.al education teachers.

In' this particular instance of ens,ring enough spe6i&a

education placement slots, the college Of education asked

Jones to name some auxiliary'schools to center membership and

The agreed. The concept of auxiliary schoOls stemmed from

Huberman's tenure as acting director of 0.7E. Shp had proposed

the'notion of satellite school, membership in teacher centers'.
0

Satellite schools would not have full benefit's of teacher center

membership. However, teachers satellite schools who

..Supervised:tudent teachers would receive center membership
,

-`benefits for themselves. When the Cardon County? Teacher :
.-
47>

.County personnel did

cept: ,Later when Hanburg

Center Model was being created, "Car

not accept the- satellite school co
J -

County and the college of education were dealing with the
't.

dilemmas of,roations, the.Colldgp came .up ,;ith.the'auxili.ary. , ''...-

4chool &mcept, wherein a, school would have fully center -1,
.

.

memberghip fora year -in order to epSufe enough placement5
' f .0

1. . 0

.slots for a particular area.

, -' .\,.....

...

, .

. /

0. 0
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There was also a Ipolitical reason for maintaining the

auxiliary school notion. One school Member of a Hanburg center

should have rotated out,of center membership. However, both

the co- unty and the coordinators wanted to maintain the school

as a center member; the school was set in a low socio-economic

area. Thus,. the tchool was kept as an auxiliary school for

"one year longer as a tfansition" and there were no hard

. feelings.

In the fall of 1980 two of the five Western elementary center

schools rotated out of center membership and two new schools

were added in their plaCe. (The two new schools had to be

similar to thetwo schools leaving the center program.) The
4,

center office'which had been-located in one of the schools

which rotated out of membership was moved to one of the new

schools which became center member in:September 1980.

Barriers andfacilitators. There mere aldos't no barriers,

to the rotation serials in any county. The only barrier was

the presence of some current school center members whohad to

\give up their current membership. (One Hanburg school principal

,whose
4
school was able toremain'a center school wrote a ldtter

saying how lucky the school was to r tain centeri.meMbershlp.)'.

Contrastingly', many factors fac litated the'formulation

and adoption of the rotation plan in both Cardon and Hanburg

counties. The .changing' nature of the fiscal environment

made ,coordinators and the college of education aware 'of thei
4

need. to increase.support'and to formulate core Schoor district

centers.
..

roles for the centers. School perception of center.member
,

-I- benefits, especially in lianburg County,led to county concern
,..

for' equality ofag?ces6 toits centers..
. .

c .°'Exchanging information At CIFE meetings'AW events and_
. , , A

A'edleirig .!.,71:th OFE ,staff I} ],pest coordinators adarn abou* the , .-
, , .-.: workings obbother rotption plans. When it came time for tr-

,
,..

, . , 0 ..4 ., I
a 400 cOxlily, personnel, and coordinators to negotiate, the °

0*

.
. ..,

4;lexibiliti,:and re Odsiveness of boordinattii and DFE,allowedl.: ..

. them ,1;i0piirlicipate in jointly defi 'ris"A t'otal4iet Plan'whiltb i,

f it Nehe; s.pcif i4t nee,aS Qf a counqss,. dg ec.p.itientEj .tle-rvultirigi .'- 0 .

interorganizationai: conf-iguiation.1 .,,, . :,i .1-; -,.; iv ,,,,,, .,, ,

Irk. . 14 * if gto -.44-4
,

.

1, .

.
,, - s .. ' : ' ',-

's,, A 44
's

i. A :),. '..t.4
1004

.
.

'" ..,
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A

%
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,, Future expectations: The'rotation plan specified that
each year two,schools,woul rototelout of center member-Ship
and two new schools' wou10 b gin membership:- iHarper indiceted. a

.

that he was going to 'tp for a four year plan like the
,

Presidency." He said that it really took fourtyedrs beforel4P,
.

the center cam - really have an ,effect on centeroadhOOls.' With
the advent of,,,the new K -12 teachercentq- model%for the Western

. -.center and the addition ofrnew secondary ,qohool meMbers, .

it is'probatale,that there-will be a fr =eze on s hoof.
.

. .
rotations. It is also probably, that once utations. begin Aoin,

.
',. .there will be a four year memberAhip period in.the cerIllei-.

I rx

While political considerations for becoming- a center -..

.

.
.-

. -

school are still strong,_ fchtrOls will realize
y
that'in

%
ii.

,

.
,order to dnjoy the full been'efits- of center membership, they'

. ... .

need a four year,tenure in the center. %
. . . ,

At the.OFE level, this 'sera-al as well as the °
.

. , rot-at4oirplan,digcussed in the section on the current operet ions
9

# A

'ef the Cardon Couqty hanter, illustrates. an Important leitmotif
A

6:.prespnt in ali-4istrict level IOAs with the exception of '9-

.4

9

"..° -:,,

o

( 'N , ts ; : %
,

Arthur county.: EachiAlstrict level IOA;haid.j,ts lomp''specifio
4,

, ;
.t°5-,rotation plan. Tbrough the exchange'of information at oyE 1: ,,.

. . : L" .- ..;
), meetings and.thrOugh,coordinatok cc*IfitrsdtiOris,.OFE members weKeo.

, ., $ , 4,4:. aware of the di6ferent rotation pla*:,The baii,d 'eonceRtS"Of gi:
schools rotating irk' att.& out Of mebership were the. same across *

r

.

district level 10As. 44kii,w1.$e the basic: benefits the,coiisioi o,g

e to' . 4 .% &.
*4,11oationliOe the, same: t116 pirovision of "rilby:14Q0",for

. , 4.. '"

.6*1,..gr course At workshops ,and he institUtionolizatidn

of: the centerpi.,

Howeker,eo h rotation plan.was effected by the specific ,

environmental ing of AFenfer. For_ipst nce, *in the 'Cordon,
. 1 . C

------
County setting, the collegexOh4e'ducation coul not agree to

,.. se:- . .
..a..,..tounty wide rotation plan because At the grea distance

*1
,JO:

"*....4 .
"1:/lAtibetween Southern ardon Coupty'apd the River's Landing dampus4! ..1. .4,

V g ...

Thus, influenced bY,the center's concern for bridging issues I

1, . .

'

(see bridging serial),:'rotatioil was xelletricted to the feederop.

''schools of_the center'.sjOighschool in the northern art of
lic.....'7
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the county. In the Hanburg Gounty.case, the setting waS
characterized by the historic attachmeht of model schools

.

near the Vlanned town to the centers as well ,a,s by the desire
o,f other, often more rural.ichoolS to become centefmembers.

.,This different'setting with its political overtones had

.different consequentes for Hanburg's-rotation plan:
This seridl,as wellas the Cardon rotation. material also

made clear the bargaining and exchange,processes Athe
negotiations - central to the operations Ofinterorganizational
arrangements. The County and the college of education each
received some benefits from adopting 'a-rotation plan.

Hanburg County, power and dependency issues tame into play.
, The county initiated the calls for rotation; the 'College .of

education needed the county for student teaclier placements.

(Of course, the'county needed the college.of education to
provide "a window on the talent" and. to supplement its small
- staff; development budget.) Thus, the college of education

-

responded to the county's need for rotation, demonstrating
kthe flexibility of OFE, and agreed to a rotation plan which.

ensured coordinator and college of education input in the.
process

.

In tardon County, the concern for rotation was not
niti'ted by coutradministrators. Rather, the coordinator

who was aware of moves toward rotation plans in other district
IOAs, asked her operating'committee about the feasibility of
rotation. Once the coordinator and the operating committee

came up with a plan, the coordinator presented the plait to

-the pblicy board and received-theboaYd's approvals:: Here
the colle of education's concern was for ensuring an

,

adequate population of cooperating teachers for student

Leacher superViiiion and for ensuring support from the schools.,

Perhaps qie greatest significance of the rotation serial

was its routinizing and stabilizing effect on the district level

interorgani.zaionalarrangementsv While the motivating force

behind Hanburg county's interest in rotation was a political

one of ensUring;school access tothe benefits of center
.4

4
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membership-and while Cardon Cammty's interest in rotation

was in reponse to the center's suggestion for spreading center

benefits, the ensuing rotation plans created a stabiig-zing,

cyclical pattern in the life cyckA of each interorganizational

arrangement with schools entering membership, growing through

membership benefits, making way for new Members, and later

returning to begin thw,cycle again. The cyclical effect and

regularizing of school entries and departures, from district

IOA membership, were kel7kfactors in the iNTSITtftionalization

of the district level IOAs. Additionally, these factors

helped to broaden the base of support for the centers in each

-moving the centers cloSer to the core of county school

operations. Where there was.no rotation plan (in Arthur,

County); the district,level IOA'Was the least institutionalized

and the least etable of the fiVe district level IOAs cqnstitu,ing

OFE.

0
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6. CAUSAL NETWORKS
%

6,1'. _CAUSAL NETWORK NARRATIVE: CARDON COUNTY

Individual, environmental, and organizational variables
\

. x

.contributed to the founding 6f the teacher center in Cardon
. .

va
County. The strongest antecedent variables seemed to be both

formal And informal links (1 and 2) between the county and
.

the university. Inthe formal arena, , severalfaculty members.

)

did work for'the cogrity school .system and several county
. 3 :

personnel did their,graduate work at the. college of education.
. ,

,

These formal ties gave rise to strong informal linkages between

a, countyxand college of education personnel. A faculty member

telephoned a county administrator who had formerly been his

student and told her that with the demise of the 'Martinville

colley teacher centers,,the environment (6) had changed and

there wes'an opportunity (Wfor a teacher center arranger.ent
.

in Cardon. At the school district level there was moderate access

to,alternative knowledge sources (5) and lov environmental

turbulence (3)j but there was a,high need for,more resources (8)

in terms of "a scholarly'perspective" and competent new thaehert
to serve the growing county school system. A, teacher center

could provide a "window on, the talent" a's'well as in- service

opportunities.

Focussing on,the university4level, there- Ikas.also A high

need for more resources (18).since the Martinsville teacher ,

centers had closed. The complementaity in'the.echange of

needed resources between the school system and the college

education contributed to a situatign of domain cen§ensus:

agreemeht on the parittf the school system and the college of

education about the appropriateness of each Organization's
,

resource contributions and turf control. Along with the domain
consensus (9). at the organizational level came a history of

collaborkion (15) between'the county and the college of

education which was reinforce an,d strengthened by the founding

of the teacher center.

Contributing also to the history of collaboration was the.

presence of university localism, a concern on the part of the
I,
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college or education housed in a.large state university with
'

the needs of nearby regional school systems. University localism
(14) was also a factor` in Ile centrality of service concepts
1-^ ^^11-gp of oducation.(16)% Cardon County 0

It teacher center had a number of perceived benefits (19)for.- ,

1

the /university which led to university support (29), institutional

priority (31) and resourae commitment'(38) to the teacher 6

center IOA.

A similar variableeltream occurred at the school district
level. The number of perceived be4-fits to the sC:bool...system

(.17) from an interozganizatibnal arrangement was high. 'This .Q.

perception of benefits led to strong adminigtrative support (21)),

strong institutional priority (25), ad resource commitment (30).

Together with the relative newness of the teacher center (35),

formal governance document (36), Moderate to low awareness or

support from teacher (22), and pattern of school-university

linkages (4b), the teacher center had ..afous that could be

dharactdrized_as district-wide rather than at the level of the
.

individual teacher (a1).
. _

Turning to the teacher center (I0A) stream of variables,

the 'previOusly noted history of collaboration betiieen the school
. district and the university played upon and led to additional

homophily (201) betweenhe teacher /center and its school and,

university-toAsbituencies. The dbordinator who received her '
doctorate from a prestigious university and who also had taught

in an inner-city school system was committed to the teacher center

concept (23) and `devoted a great deal of energy 26) to the / -12

teacher center. Her41commiLient (23) and her understanding of

th? needs of the school district and:the A1r.i v-ersitY (20) (along,

-lath her ideology (18) which was More scholarly- research based
__.....

than that of some of the other OFE'coordinators) ontributed

to her responsiveness t27) in inteepreting and meeting the

district's needs, Two additional faftots reinforced -her

responsiveness: the'low degree of coupling in the IOA

allowed the coordinator. the requisite, autonomy .and flekibility

for successfully carrying out her diatieSand the-high degree

of support of the 1/071 leader (28) (tlae'directoi of OFEA.aided

the coordinator in her projects and pereptions.
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The responsiveness of the coordinator and her ab \ility to

interpret the district's needs along with objectives listed in the

original governance document ied to a diversity of objectives

(32) of the.teacher center including both in-service and pre -

service foci. This diversity of objectives was reflected in a
If

variety of 'activities (33) at the center. Some of the center's

most successful) activities (the homework center and tha parent ,

volunteer program) were those taken over after the close of the

federally-funded Teacher Cdrps project which had begUn a year

or so after the center was founded and which had been directed

by the first,Cardon teacher center coordinator

Along with'the diversity of objectives, hanges in the

environment (decliniAg enrollments at the school system and

college of education levels) contributed to a recent dhange in

focus of the IOA's goals from a heavy pre-service focus to a

heavy in-service focus. This change'in .the weighting of focus
-1/4--..

contributed .(along with the codification and r

L
tinization of

multiple linkages) to the high degree of instit ionalization

(51) of the IOA as well as district-wide practice improvement
,

(4-9) and Capacity enhancement'(50).

Both at the university and 'school levks, the high number

of regularized and routinized linkages (39) as well as the

multiplexity (40) (the number of levels linked together).- of -

school-university linkages led to high district-university

-:inkages. (47), high extent of use at the school district level.

(45) and the high awareness of additional resources/at the
. ,

sdhool district (42) as well_as at the university. (44). This ,

awareness of additional resources, then, allowed for,I0A
. -

facilitation.of the utilization o participating organizations'

resources leading to practice improvement (49 and-52) and capacity

enhancement out:comes,(50 and: 53). It is important to note that
__.

this heightened awareness af resource acquisition opportunities

was ev.ident at.the OFE', university faculty, and district, personnel

levelP. Due to the young age.of the"IOA (3511\ and the pattern

of linkages between the teacher center.,andthe district, there

was little awareness of resource acqu'isition opportunities

on the part of individual
4
teachers and moderate increase in.

1G9
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school - school` liffkages with one exception (46). Thi5 exception
was the (4 strengthening of linkages between elementary
and middle schools at a result.'& the bridging committee

spearheaded by the teacher center coordinator.

Summarizing power and status outcome streams, the moderate
school-school,linkaget (46), the high district centrality (31')
and extent of use of IOA (45) helped explain the moderate/low
increment in power and status at the school level (48) and the
high increment in power and status at the county level where

association of the 'rural Cardon County scIppl system with the
College of educati6n brought the county "into the mainstreamof
what is going on in education." At the university level, tA
high district-university linkages (37) contributed to a large
increase4z:the power and status of the college of education (54)

through the provision of students andaa local base for'college

of education courses, a support network for students involved
in research and grass ro support for the college of education's
services

In summary, the numerous outcomes included in each of the
.

otIteomessclusters reinforced the existing linkages and the

perceptions of benefit5 to the participAing organizations, thereby4,
strengthening the institutionalization of the interorganizational
rrangement. Far instance,£rotating.schobl membership in the

tbacher,center,,a capacity enhancement outcome at the IOA level,
provided cbntinuity as well as "nev!blood" for the IOA and

further anchored -the institutionalization of the arrangement\

17.0
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CAUSALNETWORK NARRATIVE: HANBURG COUNTY

.Individual, environmental, and organizational variables
contributed to the founding of the tea eN center in Hanburg
-County. The strongest antecedent ,peared.to be formal
apd informal linkages- (1 and 2) between college of education
personnel and School personnel. The first director of...19FE'was

a member of the plarining board for model schools'inHapburg
County. Ayear or, so earlier, the Hanburg County supe

t
rintendehf

had (along with 17 other area superintendents) attende(4 a series
of meetings a-t the college of education dealimewithkthe teat/cher
'center concept:, Additionally, the OFE director knew thee
Stsistant superintendent'Of Hanburg County whose hUsband taught
at the state university. These formal and informal linkages'.
led to a higheawareness of resource acquisition opportunities
(4). .At the 'same time, there was moderate access to alternative
knowledge resources (5) and a need (8-and 6)for additional

resources on the part Of the county and the university.
Viewing the environment, there was turbulence at the

university level (6) with the controversy between the secondary'
r.-Jr

education department and OFE; and there was moderate turbulence
in the rural Hanburg County (3) with the growth of a planned
community within the county. Neither-of these environmental
factors strongly predicted the founding or st'rengtheittihg. of
the teacher centers in Hanburg County. However, the presencd of .

a planned community and the attraction to thp county of people
'

with strong.cen&erns about 'quality 4 education/and innovatio
certainly influenced the perspective of county School personnel-in
their'concern for additional resources includ ng the rperuitment,'
a44 hiring of quality teachers for their growing school
population. (The first teacher:center in Hanburg County was
founded in conjunction with the opening of,thefirst model ,

elementary school in the county.)
' Recognizing the' need for additional resources and tfle
opportunl-ty to acquire these resources from anoher organization,,

0

both. .e county school sy.steril.amd the university organiiations
exhibited, domain consensus (9): agreement over tile turf control

.

and appropriate responsibilities of each organization..
c'
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With moderate access to alternative knowledge sources (5)

and with high needs for additional resources (whether it-be
competent new teachers or a locus 'for field-based university -.

training), a history of collabora0iOn (15) developed throUgh;
the presen e of the teacher centers.

Focussing on the school district stream of mariables, the

school district with its need for new teachers and.concern.

with quality education, perceived the benefits of IOA membership
(17) and exhibited administrator support 1,22), teachersupport

)--

(23), institut On'al priority (27),
,

and moderate resource
commitment (3 ). Also contribUting to teaCher'supPort as the

r
.

moderate,harmony in teacher-adnilnistrator .'relationshi s (21)
.in the county .and the homophily (19) between the: coordinator .

,,____

who had been a teacher in the 1-ianbarg elementary. schools and'

teachers. These factors (along with the strong coordirnator /'
.

. .

--)

ideology (18)) .also helped to eXDlain the high degree of

teacher centrality (33) of the IOA. ,..

f' ftThe Unversity.stream follows a somewhat parallel track. : _

A concern of the state un/v6rsity with providing service to
schools in Its neighboring regions .(13.and".16). coupled with
concern -for qualify field,sites-for student field exi6erieriCes\ , ,--,

'110) led to a perception of beriefi*S:of 10A membership (20). .

Theperception
, * .

erception oIbenefits, intarn, contributed to universityl'
a.. .

. .' sUriport (31), inst;tutiopal priority ,(36) and moderateresouice
.6,

.dommitment'(37). . 4

-At the, I0 level, the previoysly' mentioned strong. ideology
. - r y" ..

of the Coordinator°.(18) and his hOmophily with school iild S

.

e

university - (He all° 'hAd received his doctorate from the
,

.%Universi-ty ot,--.Maryia0.) -.personnel contributed to his strong,. .0. 4

commitment to the teaciler center (24) and his boundless' energy '
--. ir

'N.

stemmed_(28). The high responsiveness of the coordinator (29) stemmed_ ,,..,

froth these'ideology and energy factors and was fortified by
1 ,

the autonomy engendered by a low degree or organizational ooupling
. .

(24) and a high,deree of support frdia the IOA leader (30). .

This. reSponsiveness of the coordinator contributed to the
. .

diversi.py of objectives (34) and 'variety of,activitieS of the

. teacher center (35) inc:luding both,pre-,service, in- 'service,

and some researcR,activities.

ry
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Turning to the IOA stream, the high number of regularized;.,
4

routinized ,linkages (38) developed ovpr the long history of the
IOA (3'6) and, the pattern of coordinator linkage of district

and university personhel (39) led to the high extent of use
4by tealhers (40) and-the strong school-school linkages (45)

which, in turn, added to the power, and status (47) of. the'.

school in HanbUrg County. Additionally, 4Phe pattern of

coordinator-mediated linkages (13) effected schoglidistrict

personnel and teachers' awareness of additional resources'(41)p.

Later environmental changes (43) (declining enrollments in the

-school system as well as in tH5,graduate 6chools and increasing
. 4.

fiscal- stringency), contributed to a growing emphasis on in-

service objectives ,(42) including in-service'not directly related

to supervision of student teachers. This change in weighting and

type of focus strengthened eke-degree of institutionalization

(50), of, the IOA. Also contributing to the institutionalization

were the regulacized,'routinixed linkages (includir14 advisory

councils), the diversity of objectives, and the variety of
A

activities (including regularized newsletters').

Through the IOA Cordinator,' there.waps an awareness\of

additional/resources on the part of the university (44) and a

strengthehing,of school- university linkages (46) leading to

moderate practice improvement' (51) at the university. This

practice improvement' was eVideritin the use of the Multi-Mode

techniques in the methods courses. The strengthened university-

school linkages also-enhanced,lhe,poWer and Status of the

university (53) as Well as its problem-solving capacity (52).

Examining the'school-related.outcome measures, the variet9

of activities of thei0A contributed t6 strong practice

improv'ement Outcomes at the teacher level .(e)g.,, teacher usage

of the Multi-Modes technique) and high Capacity enhancement

at the school level,. These successful outcomes in combination

, with the -previously men4Obned heavier weighting of in-service

Activities as 'well as the rotation of school membership

fortified. the degree of institutionalization of'the IOA.
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Figure 6-2 Causal Network - Hanburg County
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CONCLUSION

The causal networks for the Cardon and Ranburirdistricta
level IOAs had a large number_of variahletin common. Bdth
sites' causal paths began With formpl and informal linkages
and continued on with participating organizations' needs for
more benefits and. perceptions of.benefits from IOA member-.

ship. The perceived benefits of IOA membership,led to univer-
sity and school diirict support enabling formation andel'bn-

,

tinuation of the IOA. Turning'to the e-Oharacteristics of

the IOA coordinator, the hdmophily with representatives of
participating organizations as wellas the responsiveness
and energy' of the coordinator contributed to a center',s

'diVersity of objec ives and-a ility to change goal emphases

in response,to chan es within articipating organizations
and their environments: This complex set of linkage, exchange,

and coordinator characteristics variables led to a variety
of outcomes at both sites, many of.which were quite strong.

However, there were important differences between -the

two district level IOAs. The outcomes pattern as,well as

L:the predominant knowledge types pattern wire different at
each site. Cardon IOA outcomes revealed a district-wide
focus whereas Hanburg IOA outcomes revealed an individual

teacher fdcus. 'And'in thevpardon IOA, technical.

expertiserand researCh,kno4WleAge predominated whereas in
the Hanbufg IOA, craft knowledge predominated.

There were a number of factors which helped to explain
these differences. The Cardon IOA was much younger than
the Hanburg IOA. It hdd a much hightar degree of codifica-

tion evidenced in a formal Cardon IOA governance document4.

which routinized formal linkages connecting different leve4
df the co llege ofedUcation and the school district ortgani-

,

'zation. Additionally, the Cardon IOA had its own unique

history as aid the Hanburg IOA. Turning to the indivddual

level, the Cardon IOA coordinator had her own ideology and
_style - characteristics which were different than those
of the Hanburg IOAoordinator.

.

;.
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At the level of the IOA as a whole, there was a cOMple),(

set of factors quite similar to those at the district level

IOAs (informal and formal linkages, perception of benefits,

energy and ideology of IOA leader, etc.) which contributed

to strong outcome patterns in terms o vice to the schOol

district and to the university. Sir ar to the two district

level IOAs on whidh this study fo tses, the remaining three

district level IOAs had thei own unique settings and coordi=

nators and their own unique outcome and knowledge type patterns.

Thus, the Eastern State case presented and analyzed two

district level interorganizational arrangements and one

holistic-interorganizational arrangement (composed of five

district level interorganizational arrangements). Eac4 of

' iheSe three focal arrangements represented a formalization

and regularization of linkages facilitating a range of

outcomes which (in varying degrees) enlarged the capacities

of participating organizations and contributed to practice

improvement in local school districts.
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